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INTRODUCTION

The Leader's Guide for Student Engaged Time is intended to be used
by program participants who are leading or conducting meetings in which
participants apply the instructional improvement cycle to the variable
of student engaged time. It includea suggestions for activities past
participants found helpful in teaching thia information to prospective
participants at the regional, district, and school levels. It may also
be helpful to refer to these suggestions during later rounds of the
instructional improvement cycle. Details and auggeations about the
specific role of each level (e.g., regional, district, principal) in
relationship to activities associated with this variable may be found
in the appropriate section of the Leader's Guidea for each level.

Information about the general organization of thia guide is included
in the Leader's Guide for Orientation. The following pages provide
introductory information about the Leader's Guide for Student Engaged
Time including specific information about the contents of thia guide, an
overview of the suggested activities for student engaged time, and
glossaries of the terms used in each section of the guide.

The introduction is followed by four sections wivich give detailed
suggestions for the topics and activities associated with applying the
instructional improvement cycle to student engaged time.

Section 1--Information Collection
Section 2--Comparison and Identification
Section 3 -Selection and Preparation
Section 4--Implementation and Recycling

Each of these four sections is organized..as described in the Leader's
Guide for Orientation, and includes general information:

Preview--a brief overview of the section

Puttose--major goal of the activities in the section

Oblectives--specific objectives to be accomplished

Expected Outcomes--probable outcomes of the suggested
activities

Time -- estimated amount of time needed to complete
activities
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Materials--lists of handouts, transparencies, and videotapes
used in the section

Follow-up--activities that participants have found necessary
or useful in achieving the objectives or in preparing for
the next section

Agenda--listing and brief description of topics

Specific information for each topic is also included:

Topic Outline- -main topics to be covered

Rationale--reason for including the topic and estimate of
time needed to cover it

Strategies--suggestions for presenting the topic

Materials--list of pertinent handouts, transparencies, and
videotapes

AlterrLativetegiss--suggestions for ways to adapt to
particular situations

The rationale, materials, strategy, and alternative
strategy descriptions are enclosed lithin a frame.
Following that frame, the topic outline continues,
presenting the major points to be discussed and
indicating relevant materials.

Materials--master copies.of the handouts and transparencies andmlowOWNIMm.
descriptions of the videotape segments used

Notes--background information for the leader coded to correspond
to the topic outline and indicated there by a dagger (t)

Appendices containing supplementary or alternative activities or information
are included at the end of each of the four sections of this guide ane are
keyed to the major topics of that section. Not all topics have appendices,
so the appendix letters will aot necessarily form a complete alphabetic
series (e.g., Section 1 has appendices A-E and G).

Points to Keep in Mind in Using This Guide

Preview

Since the length of meetings may vary from one place to another, the
approximate amount of time needed for each major topic in the section is
noted; in general, a break between meetings may correspond to the break
between any two major topics.

ii
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In the topic outline, activities or topics which are central to the
program for all participants and should not be omitted are marked with a
star ( *) in the margin. Those activities which must be completed only
by observers are marked with a circle star (® ). Activities which should
be completed in training leaders (in addition to lk and '? activities)
are marked with a circled L (c,).

Materials

All materials are coded in numerical sequence in the order presented
in the topic outline. This sequence begins again with "1" for each section.
Handouts are identified with an "H" in the middle of the identification
code at the.top of the page. Transparencies are identified with a "T."
Transparencies may be used as handouts if desired. Videotapes are identi-
fied with a "V." The first numeral in the code indicates the section; the
last numeral indicates the sequence in which materials are used. Thus 3H4
is a handout used in the third section of the guide as the fourth audio-
visual aid. Letters (e.g., a-c) indicate the number of pages in a handout
or transparency or the number of clips in a videotape. At the beginning of
each section is a complete list of all the materials used.

Materials in the appendices are coded by a letter indicating the
appendix, a letter indicating the type of material (H, T, or V), and a
numeral indicating the sequence. For example, BT4 is a transparency in
Appendix B and is used fourth. The section for materials in the appendices
can be identified by the page number (e.g., page 1.250 is in Section 1).

Key pages are forms that, when completed, include information that
teachers should keep for future reference. These pages are indicated by a
key man (shown at right) in the upper right corner. Leaders may wish to
print these pages in a special color to stress their importance.

Checkpoints ( I) used to demonstrate mastery of concepts and skills are
listed as handouts in the preview, and a list of the answer keys for those
checkpoints is included. Participants have found the checkpoints to be
helpful in getting ready for the activities which follow; the checkpoints
are to be used as a "self-check" by each person. Since individuals will
probably master each skill or concept at different rates, leaders may want
to plan for accommodating these individual differences (perhaps by working
with small groups or by having someone who has demonstrated mastery help
someone who has not).

Answer keys for the checkpoints should be removed from the guide when a
new leader is being trained and replaced only after the leader has completed
the checkpoint.

Multiple copies of some observation instruments will be needed in
completing activities for Information Collection (Section 1). Masters for
those forms to be reproduced in quantity are included at the end of that
section.

iii
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The videotapes are extremely important in Section 1 for student
engaged time, since they are used not only to train classroom observers
but also to ensure the reliability and validity of the collected information.
Two 60-minute and one 30-minute 3/4-inch (U-matic) or 1/2-inch (VHS format)
cassette nines are required and another 60-minute tape may be used; these

may be borrowed from Research for Better Schools, Inc. A 3/4-inch or
1/2-inch videotape cassette machine (preferably with a "still-frame"
feature) is needed to use the tapes. If you wish to have your own copy
of the tapes, Research for Better Schools, Inc. will provide a 3/4-inch
or 1/2-inch cassette of the tapes at no cost if a blank cassette tape
is sent to them. Duplicates can also be made for 1/2-inch reel-to-reel
equipment. If you have access to another kind of machine, you will need
to make arrangements to copy tapes from someone with 3/4-inch or 1/2-inch
equipment.

Overview of Student Engaged Time Activities

Participants have found that meetings over a period of slightly less
than one semester (14-16 weeks) are needed in which to learn about and
carry out the first cycle of the activities associated with applying the
instructional improvement cycle to student engaged time at the school
level. During this semester, the program participants attead approximately
five three-hour meetings or workshops at intervals of one to five weeks.
After this initial learning cycle, less time will be needed to complete
each round of activities.

The Suggested School Activity Chart for Time (page vi) presents one
possible model time schedule for the process. The first three three-hour
meetings are spent in completing the activities for Section 1, "Information
Collection." Two major events are completed: explaining the time variable
in general terms and learning information collection procedures. A flexible
time period of about four weeks then follows in which the third major event
is completed--classroom observations are done. A three-hour meeting is held
in Week No. 8 in which the activities for Section 2, "Comparison and Identi-
fication," and a fourth major event are completed. The next meeting, held
the following week, is used to complete the activities for Section 3,
"Selection and Preparation," and to plan for implementation and monitoring,
thus completing two more major events. The selected strategies are
implemented and monitored over the next two weeks which completes major
event #7. The eighth major event is completed during the last meeting of
the semester where activities in Section 4, "Implementation and Recycling"
take place. The last four weeks of the semester are used to begin another
cycle by collecting information again which completes major event #9.

iv
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The Suggested School ActivlaShart presents only one alternative rir
scheduling student-engaged time activities. It is possible to organize
the meetings in many other ways--as full-day workshops, as one- or two-hour
meetings, or as meetings of varying lengths. Participants have found the
Schedule for School Activities for Time (page viii), as well as the times
shown in the preview part of each section, of help in structuring and
scheduling meetings.

Major activities are shown at the beginning of each section. The
final goal or task of each section is shown at the top of the page, with
prerequisite activities and/or topics described below it. Participants
have found these diagrams helpful in presenting an overview of each phase
for planning purposes or as an advance organizer in meetings (instead of
or in addition to the agenda).

v
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SUGGESTED SCHOOL ACTIVITY CHART FOR TIME

WEEK NO.
ACTIVITY L 2 3 4 rJ

)

6
4

7

1

8
_IL

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

INFORMATION COLLECTION

Introduction
Instruments and
procedures

Observer training (optional.)

Collecting information

E
e
l

E2

r

E3

COMPARISON AND IDENTIFICATION

Comparing
Identifying
Making decisions

E4

SELECTION AND PREPARATION

Classroom description
Strategy selection
Implementation plan
Monitoring plan

E5

E6

IMPLEMENTATION
F7

A
P.CCYCLINn

Collecting information
Comparing
Planning for reassessment

1

E8
E9

Key

E Completed major event as shown on next page.

Meeting (3 hours)--Preceded by 3-hour planning
session and 1-day technical training session
for leaders.

-(C,...-(Flexible time periods required
by nature of the task -- observation
time required is at least 15 minutes
for each classroom for each subject
area for each day of observation.

12
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MAJOR EVENTS FOR TIME

The following list indicates major tasks to be completed in each school.

El. Student engaged time is explained in general terms.

E2. Information collection procedures are learned--observers are
trained, if necessary.

E3. Information is collected.

E4. Classroom information is compared to reference graphs and
opportunities for improvement are identified; decisions about the
identified opportunities are made.

ES. Strategy is selected.

E6. Implementation and monitoring plans are made, if needed.

E7. Strategy is implemented and monitored.

E8. Implementation is discussed, and plans are made for recycling.

E9. Information is again collected on student engaged time.

Continue repeating E4

. vii
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SCHEDULE OF SCHOOL ACTIVITIES FOR TIME

INFORMATION COLLECTION

El. The variable is explained
in general terms.

E2. Information collection
procedures are learned.
Classroom observers are
trained and demonstrate
mastery.

E3. Information is collected.

COMPARISON AND IDENTIFICATION

E4. Classroom information is
compared to reference graphs,
and opportunities for improve-
ment are identified; decisions
about the direction and amount
of change are made.

SELECTION AND PREPARATION

E5. Strategy is selected.

E6. Implementation and monitoring
plans are made, if needed.

IMPLEMENTATION

E7. Strategy is implemented and
monitored.

TIME NEEDED

11-1 hr.

3-4 hrs.

2-5 hrs.

15 mins. for each
classroom for each
subject area for
each day

2-3 hrs.

2 hrs.

1 -1' hrs.

=1.1=1,

E8. Implementation is discussed,
and plans are made for recycling. 1-111 hrs.

RECYCLING

E9. Information is again
collected on student
engaged time.

.14

15 mins. for each
classroom for each
subject area for
each day

viii

FORMAT

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Independent

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Independent

Meeting,

Independent

DATE(S)
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SECTION 1 - -INFORMATION COLLECTION

PREVIEW

Purpose:

To introduce procedures for information collection on time, to train
classroom observers, and to collect information on allocated time and
engagement rate in classrooms.

Objectives:

To provide an overview of the instructional improvement cycle as it
pertains to time.

To provide a rationale for focusing on time, particularly student
engaged time; to provide definitions for terms: school year, attendance
year, school day, allocated time, engagement rate, student engaged time,
and academic learning time; and to provide background on process-product
research findings on time.

To teach participants to collect information on allocated time.

To teach participants to distinguish engaged from unengaged behaviors
and to collect information on engagement rates.

To ascertain participants' mastery of the Allocated Time Log and
Engagement Rate Form.

To schedule classroom observations.

To complete data collection on student engaged time in ea2h classroom.

Expected Outcomes:

Demonstration of mastery of Allocated Time Log by all participants;
demonstration of mastery of Engagement Rate Form by observers; schedule
for initial classroom observations; collected classroom information on
allocated time and engagement rate.
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Time:

About 5 -9 hours of meeting time is suggested to complete an in-depth
presentation, including the training of observers and demonstration of
mastery on the Engagement Rate Form. Classroom observations should be
made after completing Topic H (Scheduling). This time is allocated by
topics as follows:

A. Agenda (5 minutes)
B. Phases of instructional improvement cycle (3 minutes)
C. Rationale for focus on time (15-25 minutes)
D. Engagement Rate Form (100-110 minutes)
E. Observer training on the Engagement Rate Form (60-180 minutes)
F. Demonstration of mastery of the Engagement Rate Form

(60-120 minutes)
G. Allocated Time Log (55-60 minutes)
H. Scheduling (40 minutes)

The time needed to complete the minimal activities for nonobservers ('A)
is about 211-311 hours. Minimal activities for observers ( ) take about
44-81/2 hours, and minimal activities for leaders take about 5-9 hours.

Supplementary activities for some topics are included in the appendices.
Approximate times for these are:

B.

C.

D.

E.

G.

Phases of the instructional improvement cycle
Rationale for focus on time (60 minutes)
Engagement Rate Form (10-15 minutes)
Observer training on the Engagement Rate Form
Allocated Time Log (15-20 minutes)

Materials:

(30 minutes)

(30-120 minutes)

Agenda

Major Activities Chart

Handouts: BH10, CH12-CH15, 1H17, 1H19, 1H21-IH23, IH25, DH27, 1H29,
1H31, 1H35, 1H38, 1H40, AH42, 1H44-IH46

Transparencies: IT1, BT2-BT4, BT6-BT9, CT11, 1T16, 1r18, 1T20, DT28,
IT30, 1T34, 1T39, 1T41, 1T47

Answer Keys for Checkpoints: IT37, 1r43

16
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Videotapes: D. Engagement Rate Form--BV5, 1V24, 1V26
E. Observer Training--1V32, 1V33
F. Mastery--1V36

Engagement Rate Forms (10-17 per participant)

Allocated Time Logs (4-5 per participant)

Calculators

Overhead projector and screen

3/4" (U-matic) or 1/2" (VHS format) videotape cassette machine and
television (preferably with "still-frame" feature)

Follow -up:

Complete information collection in classrooms.

Make arrangements for the Comparison and Identification meeting. Before
this meeting, participants may wish to review standardized achievement
test results, noting areas in which performance is relatively low.

1.3

17
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INFORMATION COLLECTION FOR STUDENT ENGAGED TIME

AGENDA

A. REVIEW OF AGENDA

B. INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT CYCLE

Phases introduced as they relate to student engaged time

C. RATIONALE FOR FOCUS ON TIME

Definitions of important terms used in research literature

Selected findings from studies on time

School, district, regional, and state influences on time

D. ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

Definitions of engaged and unengaged time

Practice in identifying engaged and unengaged students

E. OBSERVER TRAINING

Guided practice in completing Engagement Rate Forms for videotaped
classrooms

Independent practice in completing an Engagement Rate Form for a
videotaped classroom

F. DEMONSTRATION OF MASTERY

Demonstration of mastery of Engagement Rate Form

G. ALLOCATED TIME LOG

Overview and example of Allocated Time Log

Practice in completing Allocated Time Logs

Demonstration of mastery of Allocated Time Log

W. SCHEDULING CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS

Classroom observations should be completed before the next meeting.

1.4
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MAJOR ACTIVITIES FOR INFORMATION COLLECTION FOR TIME

I Mto .imr 11.0. me.

OUTCOMES:1 Participants complete

classroom observations.

Participants complete an
Allocated Time Log and cal-
culate average allocated time,
from a given classroom
schedule.

Participants classify student
behaviors as engaged or unen-
gaged, complete an Engagement
Rate Form, and calculate en-
gagement rate to a specified
criterion, from the videotape
of a classroom.

Participants match each of the
terms (allocated time, engage-
ment rate, student engaged time)
to given definitions. Partici-
pants calculate the value of any
of the above terms, given data

Student Engaged Time = Allocated Time x Engagement Rate

19
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Glossary for Information Collection

Academic Learning Time

Allocated Time

Allocated Time Log

Attendance Year

Checkpoint

Discipline

Engaged

Engaged Categories

Engagement Rate

Engagement Rate Form

Management/Transition

Amount of time a student spends
attending to academic tasks while
performing with a high rate of success.

Time teachers set aside for instruc-
tion in a subject area.

Instrument used to record information
about allocated time.

Number of days in year a student actually
attends school.

Activities which participants use to
demonstrate mastery of specific concepts
or skills.

One of the unengaged categories on the
Engagement Rate Form. This may be used
when an adult is reprimanding a student,
when a student is being punished, or when
a student is watching another student
being punished.

Doing academic work in math or reading/
language arts.

Math or reading/language arts categories
used to code students doing academic
work on the Engagement Rate Form.

Percent of allocated time that a class
is perceived to be actively working,
or engaged in, learning or percent of
students engaged in instruction al. any
given moment of a class.

Observation instrument used to
record information about the engaged
and unengaged behaviors of students.

One of the unengaged categories on
the Engagement Rate Form. This is
used when students are involved in
daily, routine classroom activities
or preparatory or "inbetween"
activities.

1.6
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Other Assigned

Out of Room

Part of Period

Pre-Observation Form

Process-Product Research

Pullout Assigned

School Day

School Year

Socializing

Student Engaged Time

21

Category used to code student
behaviors on the Engagement Rate
Form. This is used when students
are assigned to subjects other than
math or reading/language arts.

Unengaged category on Engagement Rate
Form used when students are
temporarily out of the room.

Beginning, middle, or end. This
information is recorded on the
Engagement Rate Form.

Instrument used to describe classroom
activities for the observer.

Research investigating the relation-
ships between teacher and student
behaviors (processes) and student
achievement (products).

Category used to code student
behaviors on the Engagement Rate
Form. Pullouts occur when students
are regularly assigned out of the
classroom.

Number of hours per day students are
in school.

Number of days scheduled for student
attendance in a year.

Unengaged category on Engagement Rate
Form used when two or more persons
are interacting socially.

Amount of time a student is actively
engaged in attending to academic
instruction or tasks. Student engaged
time is equal to allocated time
multiplied by engagement rate.

1.7
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Time Uomograph

Unengaged

Unengaged Categories

Unoccupied/Observing

Computational tool used to calculate
student engaged time.

Not doing or attending to assigned
academic work.

Categories used to code unengaged
student behaviors as relating to
management/transition, discipline,
socializing, unoccupied/observing,
or out of room on Engagement Rate
Form.

Unengaged category used to code
student behavior on Engagement Rate
Form. This category is used when a
student is sitting or standing alone,
wandering about with no evident
purpose or goal, watching other
people or unassigned activities, or
playing with materials.

1.8
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Time Materials for Information Collection

The following materials are used in information collection far student
engaged time. Three videotapes are used; one (Topic 1)) eoutains.B1V5,
1V24, and 1V26; another (Topic E) includes 1V32 and 1V33; while the third
(Topic F) includes 1V36.

Topic B--Phases of the instructional improvement cycle

*1T1 Instructional Improvement Cycle

Appendix B

5T2 Blank Allocated Time Log

3T3 Completed Allocated Time Log

8T4 Blank Engagement Rate Form
(a-b)

BV5 Classroom Scan for Engagement Rate Form

1ST6 Completed Engagement Rate Form
(a-b)

BT7 Completed Time Homograph

BT8 Third Grade Reading and Language Total Graph

BT9 Types of Graphs

131110 Selected Program Modifications
(a-b)

Topic C--Rationale for focus on time

G1T16 Flow Chart for Computing Student Engaged Time

ir1B17 Time Definitions Worksheet

Angwr Key for 1017

01019 :;1toileot Time Wor1(:theet

Q 1T20 Answer Key for 1H19

likqH21 Time Glossary; Selected References

(a-b)

*Minimal activity for all participants
0Minimal activity' for leaders only

23
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Appendix C

all Measures of Time

CH12 Estimate Your Time

CH13 Time Homograph

CH14 Engagement Rate and Productive Time (Worksheet)

CH15 Calculating Student Engaged Time (Worksheet)

Topic D - -Engagement Rate Form

*1H22 Definitions of Categories for Engagement Rate Form
{a -b)

it1H23 Descriptions of Engaged Behaviors

*1V24 Examples of Engaged Behaviors
{a -c)

it11I25 Descriptions of Unengaged Behaviors

ik1V26 Examples of Unengaged Behaviors
{a -c)

*1H29 Classroom Pictures
(a-h)

*11.30 Answer Key for Classroom Pictures
{a -g)

Appendix D

DH27 Chart of Engaged and Unengaged Behaviors (Worksheet)

DT28 Answer Key for Chart

Topic E--Observer training on the Engagement Rate Form

1H31 Blank Classroom Diagrams
{a -q)

Q01V32 Discrimination of Engaged .rnd Unengaged Behaviors
{a -c)

Q01V33 Independent Practice in Observation

q01T34 Answer Keys for 1V32 and 1V33
{a -h)

*--Minimal activity for all participants
®-- Minimal activity for observers and leaders

1.10
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Appendix E

EH31 Blank Classroom Diagrams
(a-o)

EV32 Supplementary Tape
(d-i)

ET34 Answer Keys for EV32
(a-1)

Topic F--Demonstration of Mastery of the Engagement Rate Form

WiH35 Engagement Rate Form
(a-g)

011 1V36 Demonstration of Mastery on the Engagement Rate Form
(a-c)

6i0 1T37 Answer Key for H35
(a-f)

Topic C-Allocated Time Log

* 1H38 Sue Lee's Classroom (whole class assignments)
(a-b)

* 1T39 Answer Key for 1H38

1H40 Lisa Hadley's Classroom (parts of class assigned to different
(a b) subjects)

* 1T41 Answer Key for 1H40

*111142 Allocated Time Log
(a-b)

* 1T43 Key for H42
(a-d)

Appendix C

H42c Erica Swenson's Classroom (whole class assignments)

GT43 Key for lH42c
(e-f)
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Topic H--Scheduling

* 1H44 Alternative Initial Observation Procedures

* 1H45 Observation Schedule
(a-b)

* 1H46 Pre-Observation Form
(a-b)

* 1T47 Forms Used in Information Collection

* --Minimal activity for all participants
--Minimal activity for observers and leaders

Also included are the following forms for use in training and in collecting
data in classrooms:

Pre-Observation Form

Allocated Time Log

Engagement Rate Form

Alternate Engagement Rate Form
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Topic C

C.3.d.

Time Notes for Information Collection

Student Engaged Time--Follow Through Classroom
Observation Evaluation

Topic D
D.1.b. The Validity of Using Teachers as Instructional

Time Data Collectors
D.1.c. Student Engaged Time: A Comparison of Data

Collection- Procedures
D.6.a.(1).(h). Explanation of Number of Students Present Row on

the Engagement Rate Form
D.7. Engagement Rate Form

Topic E

E.1. Videotape of Three Classrooms

E.2. Independent Practice Videotape

Topic F

F.6.

Topic G

G.l.c.

G.2.

G.3.

Demonstration of Mastery on the Engagement Rate
Form

Allocated Time Log

Example of Sue Lee's Classroom

Example of Lisa Hadley's Classroom

27
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Topic Outline

*A. Agenda (5 minutes)

Rationale. There is a need to organize the meeting activities.

Materials Strategy

--Agenda
--Major Activities Chart

Briefly discuss information listed
on the agenda and entertain any
questions or concerns.

1. Purpose of meeting--introduce procedures for information
collection on time and train classroom observers

2. Proposed agenda

3. Expected outcomes

a. Participants trained to collect information on allocated
time and engagement rates

b. Schedule for initial classroom observations established



3/20/80

*B. Phases of the instructional improvement cycle (3 minutes)

Rationale. The participants must understand the relationship between
Information Collection and other phases of the instructional improve-
ment cycle. Participants will be able to organize the details of
this phase if they know how it relates to the rest of the improvement
cycle.

Materials

1T1--Instructional
Improvement Cycle

Strategy

Discuss the phases of the instructional
improvement cycle.

Alternative Strategy

If you wish to provide more details about activities involved in
applying the instructional improvement cycle, you may want to use
some of the activities in Appendix B.

1. Phases of the instructional improvement cycle (3 minutes) (1T1)

a. Collect information

b. Compare collected information with research and identify
desired changes

c. Select program modification(s) and prepare implementation
plan

d. Implement and monitor modifications

e. Repeat cycle again

1.15 29
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4

Materials

The following supplementary materials are in Appendix B:

BT2 Blank Allocated Time Log

BT3 Completed Allocated Time Log

BT4 Blank Engagement Rate Form
(a-b)

BV5 Classroom Scan for Engagement Rate Form

BT6 Completed Engagement Rate Form
(a-b)

BT7 Completed Time Nomograph

BT8 Third Grade Reading and Language Total Graph

BT9 Types of Graphs

BH10 Selected Program Modifications
(a-b)

1.16 30
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BASIC SKILLS INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT CYCLE

Reading/L.A.

or Math

Classroom

Selection

and

Preparation

1.17
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C. Rationale for focus on time (15-25 minutes)

Rationale. Common sense and research studies indicate the importance
of time for student achievement. Participants should understand that
various measures of time have been studied in.process/product and/or
experimental research and that as might be expected several of these
measures have been shown to be significantly related to achievement.
Measures used in information collection (allocated time, engagement
rate, and student engaged time) are defined and discussed.

Materials Strategy

Explain why time is important in
determining students' opportunity to
learn basic skills. Discuss how the
program will help locate these
opportunities.

*1H21--Time Glossary;
(a-b) Selected References

k.1.4
--Research Findings on
Time (Appendix C)

*11117Time Definitions
Worksheet

it1T18--Answer Key for 1H17

O 1T16- -Flow Chart for
Computing Student
Engaged Time

O 1H19--Student Engaged
Time Worksheet

O 1T20Answer Key for 1H19
--Calculator

Define each of the terms on 1H21.
Distribute "Research Findings on Time"
for background information on research
findings. Have teachers complete 11117

independently.

Show leaders how to use the flow chart
and have them complete 1H19.

Alternative Strategies

1. Supplementary activities (including the oral presentation of
research findings and the completion of worksheets relating to
the measures defined) are included in Appendix C. Leaders may
wish to use some or all of these activities.

2. See the alternate agendas in Appendix A.

*1. Time important in determining students' opportunity to learn
basic skills (3 minutes)

a. Common sense - -the more time you have to learn, the more can
be learned

1.18
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b. Many theories of instruction (Carroll, Bloom, Cooley-Lohnos)
include notion of time

c. Research studies show several measures of time are significantly
related to student achievement

*2. Coal of program--locate opportunities for improving instruction in
basic skills (2 minutes)

a. Time shown to be an important factor in student achievement

b. Program will enable each teacher to look at time expenditures
in his/her classroom

*3. Various measures of time have been studied (1H21a) (15 minutes)

a. Allocated time--time teachers set aside for instruction in a
content area

(1) Amount of time scheduled or planned for instruction is
one measure

(2) However, amount of time planned or scheduled is changed
by spontaneous, unplanned events that cause variation in
day-to-day opportunity to learn -- records of when
instruction actually begins and ends verify this

(3) Measured in minutes

b. Engagement rate

(1) Introduction

(a) 45 minutes of instruction in math provided

(b) Student not apt to be attending 100% of time because
of talking, daydreaming, socializing, etc.

(c) Thus, another measure for rate of engagement is
introduced

(2) Definition

(a) Percent of allocated time that a class is perceived
to be actively working, or engaged in, learning

(b) Or, another measure of engagement rate is the
percent of students engaged in instruction at any
given moment of a class

(3) Measured as a rate (% of allocated time)

c. Student engaged time

(1) Amount of time a student is actively engaged in attending
to academic instruction or tasks

(2) Student engaged time = allocated time x engagement rate

(3) Measured in minutes

33
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(4) Major influences are allocated time and engagement rate

(a) If allocated time remains the same and engagement
rate is increased, student engaged time increases

(b) If engagement rate remains the same and allocated
time is increased, then student engaged time
increases

d. Worksheet quiza.jav

ID 4. Calculating student engaged time (10 minutes)

a. Flow chart (MD

(1) Find allocated time in minutes

(2) Engagement rate = fierk:ed
assigned

(3) Student engaged time = allocated time x engagement rate

b. Worksheet (1H19, 22720 0

1.20
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Materials

Included in Appendix C are the following supplementary materials:

CT11 Measures of Time

CH12 Estimate Your Time

CH13 Time Nomograph
(a-b)

CHI4 Engagement Rate and Student Engaged Time (Worksheet)

CH15 Calculating Student Engaged Time (Worksheet)

1.21
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Flow Chart for Computing Student Engaged Time

Find allocated

time in minutes

(n

Find e gagement

rate # en aged)

assigned

Multiply (allocated time x

engagement rate) to find

student engaged time

1.22
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11117

TIME DEFINITIONS WORKSHEET

1. Allocated time in math is

a. the amount of time schools are open.
b. the amount of time per day the teacher spends on math instruction.
c. the amount of time per day students attend to math instruction.
d. the amount of time per day district plans indicate should be

spent on math.
e. none of these.

2. Engagement rate is

a. percent of assigned students who are actively participating in
academic content.

b. productive time divided by teaching day.
c. student engaged time.
d. (time allocated to math) divided by (time allocated to reading).
e. none of these.

3. Student engaged time in reading is

a. (number of students attending to math instruction) divided by
(number of students not attending to reading instruction).

b. the amount of time devoted to reading by the teacher.
c. the amount of time a student spends reading.
d. the amount of time a student is actively participating in reading

instruction.
e. none of these.
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ANSWER KEY FOR 1H17

1. b

2. a

3. d

1,24
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***FACT SIIErT***

total number of aLudenta engaged
tpsasplint_sall.! total number of students assigned

Student engaged time 0. engagement rate x allocated time

Erica Swenson observed Jerry Sato's first grade class on April 15th. The class was divided into reading
groups. Between 9 and 10:20, three reading groups met with Jerry. When, not In a reading group the students

did reading workbook pages, or listened to and read along with a story rape. Find each aspect of time
indicated below. You may want to use a calculator or the nomograph.

Time '9:15 9:16'9:17'9:18/-9:19 9:20 9:21 9:22 9:23'9:24 9:25'9:2619:27'9:28 9:29 TOTAL.

# unengaged
students 4 1 2 3 2 1 9 15 15 2 1 1 3 4 5 68
# engaged
students 20 23 22 j 21 , 22 1 23 15 9 9 22 , 23 23 20 21 19 4 292
# assigned
students 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 , 360

a) Allocated Time b) engagement Rate c) Student Engaged Time 10

3y 4 0
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ANSWER KEY FOR 1H19

a. 80 minutes

b. 81%

c. 65 minutes

41 1.26
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TIME GLOSSARY

1H2la

ALLOCATED TIME--amount of time teacher spends on instruction

in a subject area

ENGAGEMENT RATE--percent of students actively working, or

engaged, in a subject area

STUDENT ENGAGED TIME--amount of time students are actively

engaged in a subject area

STUDENT ENGAGED TIME = ALLOCATED TIME x ENGAGEMENT RATE

1.27
42
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e/SELECTED REFERENCE*
1.

1H2lb

Berliner, D. C. Tempus educare. In P. L. Peterson & H. J. Walberg (Eds.),
Research on teaching: Concepts t. findings, and implications.
Berkeley, Calif.: McCutchan Publishing Corporation, 1979.

O'Donnell, H. Instructional time as related to reading achievement. The
Reading Teacher, November 1978, 246-251.

Rosenshine, B. V. Classroom instruction. In N. L. Gage (Ed.), The
psychology of teaching methods. Chicago, Ill.: National Society for
the Study of Education, 1976, 335-337 (esp. 342-348).

Rosenshine, B. V. Content, time, and direct instruction. In P. L. Peterson
& H. J. Walberg (Eds.), Research on teaching. Berkeley, Calif.:
McCutchan Publishing Corporation, 1979, 28-55 (esp. 33-38).
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C.3.d. Student Engaged Time--Follow Through Classroom Observation Evaluation

The concept of student time, the research on student engaged time,
and the data used for comparison purposes in Phase Two of the improve-
ment approach are derived from the Stallings and Kaskowitz Follow
Through Classroom Observation Evaluation: 1972-1973 (1974).

The Follow Through ;:valuation Studies focused on the impact and
effectiveness of the Follow Through programs of various sponsors (Far West
Laboratory's Responsive Education Program, the University of Arizona's
Tucson Early Education Model, The Bank Street College Education Approach,
The University of Oregon Engelmann-Becker Model, The University of Kansas
Behavior Analysis Approach, High/Scope Educational Research Foundation's
Cognitively Oriented Curriculum Model, and The Educational Development
Center's EDC Open Education Follow Through Model). Another intent of the
studies was to compare the effectiveness of the overall Follow Through
classroom program with the approach of non-Follow Through classrooms.

One of the major purposes of the Follow Through Classroom Observation
Studies was to relate some 600 classroom conditions/process variables to
student outcome measures (e.g., student achievement in basic skills, in
reasoning, in self-esteem, etc.).

Observation data were collected during the 1972-1973 school year
from 36 sites. Data from 108 first grade classrooms and 58 third grade
classrooms, both Through and non-Follow Through classrooms, were
used. (Readers may recall that the Follow Through program was de-
signed to meet the needs of children from low-income families. A principal
objective of the program was to sustain and supplement in the early grades
the gains made by children who had a full year's experience in a Head
Start or comparable preschool program. These criteria generally deter-
mined which children participated in the Follow Through Program in an
individual site. Note, however, that within individual sites, and across

sites nationally, differences exist in basic child characteristics
such as entering ability, preschool experience and language spoken in
the home.) Non-Follow Through classrooms were selected so that they
formed a comparable group of students. The sites ranged in location from
rural areas to large metropolitan areas. All geographical sections of
the country were represented. The ethnic composition of classrooms
varied from no black children to 100% black children. Fifteen sites had
children who spoke English as a second language. Children entered first
grade with differing abilities. Class sizes ranged from 15 to 37.

Classrooms were observed by trained observers on three consecutive
days during the 1972-1973 school year. A Classroom Observation In-
strument facilitated the coding of information for about 600 classroom

1.30
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C.3.d.--Continued

variables; student engaged time was derived from one of these.

During first grade, pretest achievement data in reading/language
arts and mathematics were collected for all students in the fall on the
Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT). The WRAT--highly correlated with
the Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT)- -was used for baseline data be-
cause it was the only test that was administered consistently during
the first three years of Follow Through. The 1965 version of the test
was used, and scores in reading, spelling, and arithmetic were obtained
for entering first graders.

In the spring of 1973, posttest data were collected on the Metro-
politan Achievement Test (NAT) c.1970, Form F. For first grade, the
Primary I Form scores used were Word Analysis, Total Reading, and Mathe-
matics. For third grade, the elementary test scores of Total Reading,
Language, Math Computation, Math Concepts, Math Problem Solving, and
Total Math were used.

In summary, achievement data used to compute achievement gains
were as follows:

Pretest - WRAT

Posttest MAT

lst_grades 3rd grades

Fall 1972 Fall 1970

Spring 1973 Spring 1973

46 1.31
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D. Engagement Rate Form (100-110 minutes)

Rationale. Participants need to know definitions of engaged and
unengaged behaviors. Teachers who will not be observing need to
understand how information will be collected in their classrooms.

Materials

*BV5--Classroom Scan
for Engagement
Rate

*1H22--Definitions of
(a-b) Categories for

Engagement Rate
Form

lit1H23--Descriptions of
Engaged Behaviors

*1V24--Examples of
(a-c) Engaged Behaviors

*1H25--Descriptions of
Unengaged Behaviors

*1V26 -- Examples of
(a-c) Unengaged Behaviors

*1H29--Classroom
(a-h) Pictures

Strategy

Discuss rationale for systematic
observation and standard definitions.
If BV5 was not shown earlier, view it
now to illustrate how a classroom is
scanned when observing.

Present definitions for engaged and
unengaged behaviors. Read and discuss
examples of engaged behaviors on 1H23
and elicit additional examples. View
each classroom on videotape (1V24),
having participants keep a mental or
written record of appropriate student
descriptions. After each classroom
is viewed on the videotape, stop the
tape and list the engaged behaviors
observed in that classroom. Then view
the list on the tape and compare it
with your list. If descriptions are
missing on your list, repeat the tape
to find these examples. Repeat these
procedures for the unengaged behavior
handout and videotape (1V26).

Describe the classroom that will be
coded by discussing the Pre-Observation
Form. Then have participants decide
whether each student in each picture
is engaged or unengaged and label him/
her with one of the categories
indicated on 1H29a. Complete the
first picture as a group, discussing
the coding of each student's behavior.
Indicate to participants that some
students are assigned to reading in
the next four pictures and that these
students must be marked with Ar as well
as a code. Have participants complete

x.32
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Engagement Rate Form--Continued

r

Materials

--Engagement
Rate Form

*1T30 --- Answer Key for

(a-g) Classroom
Pictures

--Engagement
Rate Form

Alternative Strategies

Strategy

the pictures for 1:24 and 1:26.
Explain that the last two pictures
also include students who are pullouts
or assigned to other subject areas;
these students should be coded with
Ao or Po, respectively. Have
participants complete the remaining
pictures and check their answers.
You may want to ask that the total
number of students in each category
be recorded at the bottom of each
page.

Describe each part of the Engagement
Rate Form and then complete it for
the classroom pictures. See Note D.7.
for a detailed description of this
activity. Check answers as indicated
on the note. If there is a disagree-
ment over the number of unengaged
students, show 1T30 to locate students
coded incorrectly. Then calculate the
engagement rates for each subject.

1. When viewing videotape examples of engaged and unengaged behaviors
(1V24 and 1V26), stop and discuss individual descriptions. Check
with descriptions at the end of each clip.

2. Additional practice in identifying engaged and unengaged behaviors
may be obtained by completing the supplementary activity in
Appendix D.

*1. Observation (5 minutes)

a. Appropriate for collecting information on engagement rate

tb. Observer usually another teacher or an administrator - since
difficult to observe while teaching

c. Need for systematic observation and standard definitions

(1) Similarity between way data are collected in classroom
and in research base

(2) Similarity between observers collecting data

48 .
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(3) Assumption--participants already have definitions of
engaged and unengaged; purpose of training is to refine
those so that they correspond to research definitions

d. Steps in process of observing

(1) Look at each student

(2) Describe student's behavior in objective, nonevaluative
manner

(3) Match description with definitions and examples provided

(4) Classify as either engaged or one of five categories of
unengaged

(5) Tally on Engagement Rate Form

e. Classroom situations during which observations may be made (BV5)

(1) Camera scans middle of sixth grade reading/language arts
class student by student to determine number of unengaged
students

(2) Classroom is scanned each time in the same pattern in
order not to skip any students

*2. Definitions of engaged and unengaged behaviors (UZI) (10 minutes)

a. Source - Stallings & Kaskowitz Follow Through Study (see
Appendix C)

b. Student behaviors during reading/language arts or math instruc-
tion

(1) Engaged - doing academic work

(2) Unengaged - not doing or attending to assigned academic

work

(a) Management/transition

(b) Socializing

(c) Discipline

(d) Unoccupied/observing

(e) Out of room

3. Examples of engaged behaviors (25 minutes)
- . .

4(a. Relationship of teacher providing instruction with student
engaged behaviors awl

(1) Presenting academic information or directions

(2) Asking academic question

(3) Giving test

(4) Listening to student's academic response

(5) Reading to students

1.34
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iltb. Engaged student behaviors cuial

(1) Reading academic information

(2) Writing, drawing, or erasing academic information

(3) Speaking related to content area

(4) Listening to teacher or student present academic information

(5) Watching teacher or another student working on academic
content

(6) Manipulating academic materials in an appropriate way

(7) If appropriate description of student includes both
engaged and unengaged behaviors at the same time, code
as engaged (e.g., looking around the room and writing)

c. Engaged student behaviors in classrooms (1V24) (15 minutes)

ik(1) Classroom #A

(a) Middle of 3rd grade math--discussion of odd and
even numbers; students have workbooks open

(b) Appropriate descriptions of engaged behaviors

(i) Raising hand in response to teacher's question

(ii) Looking at appropriate page in book

(iii) Answering teacher's math question

(iv) Listening to teacher (or student) talk about math

(v) Writing math content on board

(vi) Watching student write math content on board

(2) Classroom #B

(a) Middle of 4th grade reading with students doing seat-
work; vocabulary words written on board

(b) Additional appropriate descriptions of engaged
behaviors

(i) Writing in workbook

(ii) Reading vocabulary words on board

(iii) Talking to teacher about reading

(3) Classroom #C

(a) Middle of 1st grade math--teacher-led total class
exercise on money

Additional appropriate descriptions of engaged
behaviors

(i) Appropriate use of manipulative math materials

4. Examples of unengaged behaviors (25 minutes)

*a. Relationship of teacher activities with student unengaged
behaviors (1H25)

(b)

50
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-- --

(1) Managing class and transition activities

(a) Giving nonacademic directions

(b) Giving answers without any explanation

(2) Social conversation with student

(3) Disciplining student

-k b. Unengaged student behaviors 11L125.)

(1) Management/transition activities

(2) Socializing

(3) Being disciplined

(4) Unoccupied/observing--used if students can not be
classified in any other subcategory

(5) Out of room

c. Unengaged student behaviors in classrooms Mt) (15 minutes)

41(1) Classroom (IA

(a) Middle of 3rd grade math--seatwork with teacher
at desk with individual student

(b) Appropriate descriptions of unengaged behaviors

(i) Reading bulletin boards while waiting for help
from teacher (M)

(ii) Looking out the door (U)

(iii) Talking to neighbor (S)

(2) Classroom #B

(a) Middle of 4th grade reading--teacher-led
discussion of definitions of vocabulary words

(b) Additional appropriate descriptions of unengaged
behaviors

(i) Being disciplined (D)

(ii) Watching other students being disciplined (D)

r(3) Classroom #C

(a) Middle of 1st grade math--transition to new activity

(b) Additional appropriate descriptions of unengaged
behaviors

(i) Handing out materials (M)

(ii) Waiting for new activity to begin (M)

(iii) Listening to teacher's directions (M)

(iv) Listening to teacher's praise for following
directions (M)

1.36
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*5. Distinguishing between engaged snd unengaged behaviors--classroom
pictures (1H29) (15-20 minutes)

8. Pre- Observation Form completed by te8Aer
before observation

b. First picture, all math, 1:22

c. Next two pictures, math snd reading, 1:24 and 1:26

d. Last two pictures; math, reading, pullout, and assigned other;
1:28 and 1:30

e. Last picture, one student goes home sick so number of
students present changes (no code needed)

ir6. 114;scription of Engagement Rate Form (15 minutes)

s. Identification information

(1) Needed for data analysis

(a) State #

(b) District #

(c) School #

(d) Teacher #

(e) Coder #

(f) Date

(g) Grade

t(h) Number of students present

(i) Part of class observed

(2) Codes protect confidentiality of teacher

(a) Teacher keeps own code

(b) Left-hand corner with names cut off after codes
entered

b. Directions at bottom of form

c. Observation times

(1) Entries show time of day and part of period covered by
observation

(2) Entries indicate when observations were made (e.g., every
minute or two minutes depending on length of period)

d. Assigned categories

(1) Categories - reading/language arts, math, other subjects,
pullout

(2) Procedure - count students before making each classroom scan
and enter number in appropriate boxes

52
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e. Unengaged categories

(1) Categories - management/transition, socializing,
discipline, unoccupied/obeerving, out of room

(2) Procedure

(a) Count unengaged students during observation and make
tally marks under the appropriate category

(b) Add all the unengaged categories for each observation

f. Engaged categories

(1) Procedure - subtract subtotal of unengaged students from
subtotal of assigned students to determine subtotal
engaged for each observation

g. Totals for each subject

(1) Assigned students

(2) Unengaged students for each category

(3) Unengaged students in all categories

(4) Engaged students

h. Engagement rate for each subject - divide total engaged by
total assigned

*t7. CoMpletion of Engagement Rate Form for classroom pictures (Lam
1T30) (5-10 minutes)

a. Observation #1

b. Observations #2-#3

c. Observations #4-#5
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Materials

In addition to the materials included here, the following will
be needed:

BVS Classroom Scan for Engagement Rate (Appendix B)

Engagement Rate Form (1) (Forms)

Included in Appendix D are the following supplementary materials:

DH27 Chart of Engaged and Unengaged Behaviors (Worksheet)

DT2S Answer Key for Chart

1.39
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NDEFINITIONS FOR CATEGORIES USED ON ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

ENGAGED CATEGORIES

Mathematics

Student is involved in or attending to instruction in arithmetic,
numbers, computation, measurement, geometry, word problems, or counting

Reading/Language Arts

Student is involved in or attending to instruction in oral/silent
reading, decoding, comprehension, handwriting, spelling, speaking
or listening activities, literature, grammar, composition

UNENGAGED CATEGORIES

Management/Transition(M)

Daily, routine classroom activities or preparatory or "in-between" activ-
ities (e.g., distributing, setting up, or gathering equipment, supplies,
materials, or furniture; taking roll; cleaning up; putting on or taking
off coats; standing in line; getting a drink or washing hands in room;
putting headings on papers; nonacademic directions; getting ready or
waiting for next activity to begin; waiting for teacher's help; turning
through pages in book)

Socializing (S)

Two or more persons who are interacting socially (e.g., talking,
whispering, laughing, wrestling, hitting, note passing, walking to-
gether)

Discipline(D)

Adult is reprimanding a student, a student is being punished or stu-
dent is watching other student being scolded (e.g., one student is
being scolded and whole class is listening, head down on desk for
punishment)

Unoccupied/Observing(U)

Student is sitting or standing alone, wandering about with no evident
purpose or goal, watching other people or unassigned activities, or
playing with materials.

Out of Room {0)

Student temporarily out of room (e.g., bathroom, errand, nurse,
off ice)

1H22a

OTHER ASSIGNED

Student assigned to subject other than reading/language arts or math
(e.g., social studies, science, art, music, free time activities, games,
snack)

PULLOUT ASSIGNED

Student(s) regularly assigned out of classroom (e.g., Title I, remedial
reading, instrumental music, adaptive physical education, chorus, bi-
lingual instruction)

1.40
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Additional Comments on Definitions of Engaged and Unengaged Behaviors

1. If appropriate descriptions of a student would clearly allow
classification as either engaged or unengaged, classify the student
as engaged.

2. Classify student as unoccupied/ebserving only if student can not be
classified in one of the other unengaged categories.

3. If teacher directions do not contain content information, students
listening to the teacher are coded in either the management/transition
or discipline category, depending upon the context.

4. In situations where the same behavior might be described in different
ways depending upon the context (e.g., talking about subject matter
or socializing), make the best decision possible after looking for
additional clues and then go on.

5. Students listening to corrective feedback from the teacher are coded
as engaged. Corrective feedback occurs when the teacher tells the
student whether his/her answer is right or wrong and why. A student
listening to the teacher read answers without explaining them is
classified in the management/transition category.

56
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Al.fe....seIDESCRIPTIONS OF ENGAGED BEHAVIORS4e;

1H23

TEACHER STATEMENTS

If a student was paying attention when the teacher was providing instruction
in the specified content area, the student would be engaged. The following
statements are examples of such teacher comments.

"Tell me how many centimeters are in the first object. How many
people got 12? Well, you were all wrong. If you don't put your
ruler right up next to it, boys and girls, you are going to throw
your measurement off--eventually, you will end up with a few more
centimeters than everyone else."

""day, we're going to look at words that are pronounced alike but
may be spelled differently and have different meanings. These words
are called homophones."

"The first word on your spelling test is combination. Write
combination."

"Does the first sentence of a paragraph start at the margin?"

"Stand back," said the Kangaroo. "I'm going to jump! I hate to
alarm you, but I don't wish to harm you!" (Children's story)

"That's right, John. The answer is water, because the boat was in
the water." (praise/corrective feedback on academic work)

"Be sure to line up your tens and ones columns in each addition problem."

ENGAGED STUDENT BEHAVIORS

Behavior Reading/LA

Silent reading Library book
Basal story
Turning a page

Writing and Creative writing
Erasing Handwriting

Speaking Sounding.out a word
Oral reading
Two students talking

about a story

Listening Story being read
Student explanation
of answer to
exercise

Watching

Drawing

Manipulating

Hand raised

Another student respond-
ing to'teacher's
academic question

A picture beginning
with the letter "R"

Scrabble letters*

Math

Textbook
Worksheet
Workbook

Worksheet
Blackboard

Answering teacher's
academic question

Teacher explanation of
how to use a manipuLative

Teacher praise for good
academic work

Teacher solution of

problem on board

A square

Number rods*

Response to teacher's academic question

1.42

* Manipulating in academic manner 57



1V24

(a -c)

1V24 consists of three videotape clips of three classrooms.
During each observation scan of a classroom, participants will
be focusing on engaged student behaviors.

1.43



3/20/80 1H25
ittDESCRIPTIONS OF UNENGAGED BEHAVIORS410

TEACHER STATEMENTS

If a student was paying attention when the teacher was managing or disciplin-
ing the class or socializing with the students, the student would be unengaged.
The following statements are examples of such teacher statements.

Management/Transition

"Today, the Pirates will do workbook pages 13 and 14 and the Phillies
will do pages 25 and 26."

"The answers are 12, 36, 48, and 200."

"Group 3, come up for reading. Turn to page 81. Who would like to
read nice and loud?"

"Tomorrow we will be studying measurement in math class. Who can bring
in some cardboard or plastic milk or juice cartons?"

"I like the way Crystal is working quietly." (praise for behavior)

Socializing

"Did your team win last night, Ralph?"

"Marsha, that's a very pretty dress."

Disciplining

"Do you know why I'm waiting? That's right, someone is not listening."*

"If I see you out of your seat again, Sue, you will stay after school!"

"What are you supposed to be doing, Kevin?"*

"I think you two could be looking at someone else's book - not just
sitting there."*

UNENGAGED STUDENT BEHAVIORS

If a student is showing the following behavior, she/he would be coded as
unengaged.

Management/Transition

Rummaging in desk
Sharpening pencil
Waiting in line at teacher's desk
Waiting with hand raised for help
Writing name on paper
Turning pages in book
Watching a student involved in a

management or transition activity

Socializing

Whispering nonacademic comment
to neighbor

Passing notes
Watching someone whispering

Unoccupied/Observing

Staring out the window
Aimlessly wandering around classrcom
Watching another student do a

different assignment

Out of Room

Went to bathroom
Went to nurse's office

Discipline

Head on desk as punishment
Listening to class, other student,
or oneself being reprimanded

*May be coded as management, depending on context and tone of voice.

1.44 59



1V26
(a.-c)

1V26 consists of three videotape clips of three classrooms.
During each observation scan of a classroom, participants will
be focusing on unengaged student behaviors.

6 1.45
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Amy Ian \

E,

M,

S,

D,

U,

or

0

Math Student

CODING CLASSROOM PICTURES

The following set of pictures (1H29d-f)
illustrates the activities of each
student and the teacher at. two minute
intervals during the last 8 minutes
of a math class.

You will be coding each student according
to the definitions of engaged and unengaged
on 1H22. At the bottom of each picture, the
number of students assigned to each subject
is recorded. Label each student who is
assigned to math with one of the following
codes:

E - Engaged
M - Management/transition
S Socializing
D - Being disciplined
U - Unoccupied/observing
O - Out of the room

If the student is assigned to reading, write Ar
before the codes listed above, No code is

Reading Student
necessary if a student leaves school,

1H29a

Am I an

ArE,

ArM,

ArS,

ArD,

ArU,

or

Ar0

Science Social Art

Student Studies Student
Student

If the student is assigned to a
subject other than reading/language
arts or math, label him/her Ao for
Assigned other.

If the student is assigned to a pullout Remedial Band Title I
program, label him/her PO for Pullout. Reading Student Student

Student

Before coding any students, note what the teacher is doing as this may
affect whether students are engaged. If a student is working on materials,
assume they are math materials unless indicated otherwise. When you
complete an Engagement Rate Form for this classroom, the following identi-
fication information should be put at the top of the form.

***FACT SHEET***

State-03 Date-10/9/82 # Present-28
District-47 Coder-Your Name Part of Class-End
School-08 or Code
Teacher-Casini Grade-3

1.46 61
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Teacher Tony Casini

Observer YOU

Time Interval 1:22- 1:30

No. of Students Present 28

PRE-OBSERVATION FORM

Subject Math

11129b

Observation Date

Part of Period

10/9/82

beginning
middle

Record number of students assigned to each category during the observation period.

Times Reading/
Language Arts Math

Other Subjects
Specify:

Pull -

Out
Out of Room
Specify:

1:22-

1:30

Any student

not assigned

to art or

science may

do reading

when math is

completed.

28 students

assigned

math at

beginning

of observa-

tion

1.47

4 students

in back row

assigned

art when

math is

completed

One student

will do

science

when math

is com-

pleted

Towards

the end

of the

observa-

tion, 4

students

go to

Remedial

Reading

3 students

to Nurse

for eye

examina-

tion
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Pre-Observation Form (coned) 11129c

Briefly describe assignments for each subject and free-time activities
(attach worksheets if possible).

Reading

Group 1

Group 2.

Group

Language Arts

Math

Any student not assigned to art or science may

read or complete reading work when math worksheet

is done.

Students will be completing a worksheet on addition

with regrouping. Students may use number rods to com-

plete the worksheet. When students finish the work-

sheet, they may work in their math workbooks or write

the worksheet problems on the board.

other
The four top math students who are in the back of the

room will be cutting out pumpkins for the bulletin board

when they have finished the math worksheet. One other

student will complete her science assignment when her math

worksheet is finished. 1.48

63



Tony Casini's Third Grade Math Class at New Delpen Elementary School on
October 9 at 1:22 p.m.

OBSERVER

0
80 01

14
W"0 0 O.
W
w

G! U
00',4

it
passing

out
math

worksheets

t ft t
working
on math
worksheet

making funny
faces at one
another

getting
pencil'

out of
desk

talking
worksheet

I

about

.

waiting
for

worksheet

waiting
for

worksheet

,

turning
pages
in math
workbook

hand
raised

looking
around
room

treturning
Itto desks

4
socializing
with teacher

ff.
*reacher

wrestling

0 1 BOOKCASE I I BLACKBOARD 1

Total Number of Students Assigned CODES:

Reading/Language Arts M - Management/Transition
Math 28 S - Socializing
Other --- 64 D - Discipline

Pullout 1.49 U - Unoccupied/Observing
0 - Out of Room

mll

1H29d

To Nurse

O0

ra

to0

O0

STORAGE

E - Engaged
Po - Pullout
Ar - Assigned Reading
Ao - Assigned Other
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Tony Casini's Third Grade Math Class at New Dei.pen Elementary
on October 9 at 1:24 p.m.

School

OBSERVER.

00 00 J.AO 0 0ri *el X
O U

M
o0 M

0

44
4d Uats0

oMI

0 0
,1

'0 u)al
to) A00

r1
a)
03 0 0A 0 .0 0

O 0.
selecting
book

looking
out

window

F

hands raised and
looking at teacher

looking at
bulletin
board

t
1

looking at each
other nd talking

writing
on

worksheet

watching
neighbor
write

looking at teacher
and checking answer

on worksheetworksheet
-

looking
te

at
a cher

t
1 1

stretching

looking at teacher with
back to
teacher

erasing
looking writing looking

worksheet
in

desk
on

worksheet
at

worksheet

it t

BOOKCASE
Total Number of Students Assigned

BLACKBOARD_

as

0

cy

wrt

1--

oo

STORAGE

Reading/Language Arts 1

Math 27
Other

Pullout 65

CODES:
M - Management/Transition
S - socializing
D - Discipline

1.50 U Unoccupied /Observing
0 - Out of Room

E - Engaged
Po - Pullout
Ar - Assigned Reading
Ao - Assigned Other

11129e
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Tony Casini's Third Grade Math Class at New Delpen Elementary School
on October 9 at 1:26 p.m.

111291

OBSERVER' it

U
0
as

0
$1)

1.4

0
tto

4.8

co

)..)
W0.54
O 0 0'00 0 M-V V .0 00..0 Uo 0 u

.-1 0

I I I

looking at student asking question

1 I.
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what task
to do next

1

looking at
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student

.
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in desk
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writing
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worksheet
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_

t

rolling
pencil
down
desk
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up

paper

from floor

looking
at

teacher

writing on worksheet

I

looking
on blackboard

I

at problem
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book
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rr
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O W.
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I BOOKCASE 1 BLACKBOARD r STORAGE

Total Number of Students Assigned CODES:
Reading/Language Arts 1 M - Management /Transition E - Engaged

Math 27 S - Socializing Po - Pullout

II

Other 66 D - Discipline Ar - Assigned Reading

Pullout ---__ 1.51 U - Unoccupied /Observing Ao - Assigned Other

0 - Out of Robs

/t

/11

To

bathroom
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Tony Casini's Third Grade Math Class at New Delpen
on October 9 at 1:28 p.m.

Elementary School

OBSERVER t
I I I

Listening to teach e r
1 I I

itTeacher giving directions for art

assignment

I

writing on
worksheet

listening
teacher

T
to

I-
I

doing math
puzzle

_ I

looking atl

student
writing

on boar

writing head on writing
on desk on

worksheet resting worksheet
..

turning
pages in

looking
at

math ,worksheet
workbook ,

drawing picture
on board

4
Lis

ra

8

Total Number of Students Assigned
Reading/Language Arta _1,
Math 19

Other 4

Pullout 4
0-',

CODES:
M Management /Transition

S - Socializing
D - Discipline

1.52 U - Unoccupied/Observing
O - Out of Room

E -
Po

Ar
Ao

Engaged
- Pullout
- Assigned Reading
- Assigned Other

11129g

To
Remedial
Reading

It

To
bathroom
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Tony Casini's Third Grade Math Class at New Delpen Elementary School
on October 9 at 1:30 p.m.

OBSERVER

oe
C `CIri 0 00 0O 0 0
O 0W W

r-I

c*c

cc
00 tl) 4.

W
)O 0

Jt 0C 0
.011-i 0
W 0 W

Teter
disci-
plining
students

too

it it

cutting o u t pumpkins

11129h

To
Remedial
Reading

1

being disciplined

1

Listening to teacher

being disciplined

1

hand
raised

_

writing
story

putting away
math materials

1

waiting
for next

assignment

tapping
ruler
on desk

BOOKCASE

1
walking
to seat

talkingt.f

Total Number of Students Assigned
Reading/Language Arts 2

math 16
Other 5

Pullout 4

BLACKBOARD
CODES:
M - Management /Transition
S - Socializing
D - Discipline

61)9.53
U - Unoccupied/Observing
O - Out of Room

os

m

O
it

goes
home
sick

[ STORAGE

E - Engaged
Po - Pullout
Ar - Assigned Reading
Ao - Assigned Other
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COMPLETED ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

FOR CLASSROOM PICTURES

KEY FOR 1H29

1T30a

STATE
1

s

DISTRICT 0

SCHOOL

TEAM/Ca&
1

n% 1

CODER

ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

PART OF

STATE # 0 3 SCHOOL # 01 GATE 10-1 GRADE3 aASS
OBSERVED

# STUDENTS Deg.

DISTRICT 0 4,11 TEACHER # CODER # PRESENT a8 kid.

End Y"

TINE
2 3 4 5

a : Vo 1: 8 1:3o
ASSIGNED

ONAGEMENT/

TRANSITION

SOCIALIZING

ASCIPLINE

JNOCCUPIED/

V 08 SERV I NG

s OUT OF ROCM

1 a

TOTAL

JNZNGAGED

FNGAGED 0
/ASSIGNED

HANAGEKENT/

TRANSITION

SOCIALIZING

I0

a

DISCIPLINE

UNOCCUPIED/

OBSERVING

CUT OF ECM

TOTAL

1I ENGAGED

I

3

3 II I up
ENGAGED 6 (0 _0_
CTHER

ASSIGNED

PULL CUT

ASS 6:a

NO. CF

STUDENTS

:REENT
ag as C

1.54m. 69
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COMPLETED ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

FOR CLASSROOM PICTURES

KEY FOR 1H29

1T30b

10 ii 12 13 14 15 ENGAGEMENT

RATE

1

TIME TOTAL

iii

uJ
til

Eg

ii

mm

'ASSIGNED 5 ENGAGED

11ANAGEMENT/

TRANSITION a.
ASSIGta

3

4670

SOCIALIZING

SCIPLINE

NCCCUPIED/

faSERVING

OUT OF ROOM

'TOTAL

UNBIGAGED o.

E WAGED 3

id

g
PE

ASSIGN61
1 11 7 ENGAGED

WAGDall
TRANSITION

.

33
ASSIu

in
.3A%

SOCIALIZING no
'DISCIPLINE '7
UNOCCUPIED/

OSERVING 117

OUT OF ROOM /7

TOTAL

U4ENGAGED Z o
'NGACED 37
pliMER

ASSIGNED

't:LL OUT

ASSIVED

STU:iATS

PRESENT

-..,

1.55



KEY FOR 1H29
Tony Casini's Third Grade Math Class at New Delpen Elementary School on

October 9 at 1:22 p.m.
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KEY FOR 11129
Tony Casini's Third Grade Math Class at New Delpen Elementary School

on October 9 at 1:24 p.m.
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KEY FOR 1H29
Tony Casini's Third Grade Math Class at New Delpen Elementary School

on October 9 at 1:26 p.m.
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KEY FOR 1H29
Tony Casini's Third Grade Math Class at New Delpen Elementary School

on October 9 at 1:28 p.m.
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KEY FOR 1H29
Tony Casini's Third Grade Math Class at New Delpen

on October 9 at 1:30 p.m.
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D.1.b. The Validity of Using Teachers as Instructional Time Data
Collectors

Richard Marliave and other researchers working on the Beginning
Teacher Evaluation Study (BTES) at the Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development in San Francisco have analyzed when it is
appropriate to have teachers collect instructional time data. In a paper
presented at the 1977 annual AERA meeting, they stated that teacher
records of allocated instructional time were judged as acceptable when
compared with observer records. However, teacher estimates (ratings) on
student engagement rates correlated with student aptitude but not with
observer ratings of student engagement rates.

D.l.c. Student Engaged Time: A Comparison of Data Collection Procedures

If comparisons to reference materials are to be meaningful, then the
data collected by teachers and supervisors must be essentially equivalent to
data collected using the original Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) procedures.
For this reason, a small study was made to compare data collected using the
original instrument with data collected using the newly-developed instruments
and procedures.

The participants involved in this study included eleven teachers (grades
1-6) from three different elementary schools. Each of these teachers was
participating in a basic skills instructional improvement project, and they
and their colleagues had been trained to collect classroom data using the
materials and procedures included in this guide. Data was collected by
teachers and supervisors on two days for both reading/language arts and mathe-
matics. On these same days, an observer trained only in the Stallings and
Kaskowitz observation system was also collecting data. Estimates of student
engaged time using these two separate systems (teacher and researcher) were
then compared using a t-test technique for correlated observations (Winer, 1971).

The means and standard deviations of "student engaged time measures are
shown below. The correlation between the two sets of measures for reading/
language arts was .75; for mathematics the correlation was .78. The correlation
between individual scores for both subjects over the two-day period was .90.
T-tests using a paired data procedure indicated non-significant differences
between the means (t = .28 for reading/language arts; t . .78 for math; t .05 ,21 =
1.72).

Student Engaged Time for
Reading/Language Arts and Mathematics

Using Two Observation Systems

'Reading /Language Arts Mathematics
Researcher Teacher Researcher ]Teacher

T

Student Engaged Time
(minutes)

106.9 100.6 45.0 37.8

r
.

Standard Deviation 34.2 29.5 I 15.8 13.6

1.62
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The results of the study comparing data collected using both the
Stallings and Kaskowitz instrument and the instruments used in this guide
indicate that essentially equivalent data are being produced. Of major
practical importance, however, is that the process used in this guide requires
thirty minutes of observation in the classroom, whereas the Stallings and
Kaskowitz procedure requires full-day observations.

D.6.a.(1).(h). Explanation of Number of Students Present Row on the
Engagement Rate Form

The bottom row on the Engagement Rate Form, indicating the number of
students present during each scan of the classroom, may be used when the
number of students present changes during an observation. For example,
on the front of the Engagement Rate Form shown on the next page, the
number of students present row is used only when this number changes from
the initial one recorded at the top of the form.

Observation(s)

Number of
Students
Present

1-2 30

3-6 31

7-8 32

9 31

Explanation

Number of students present has not
changed.

An advanced student from first grade
comes into the room for reading
instruction, so the number of students
present increases by one.

A tardy student arrives and immediately
goes to a remedial reading pullout

. program, so the number of students
increases again by one.

One of the students assigned to reading
goes home sick, so the number of
students present decreases by one.

The number of students present row may also be used to check that
all students are assigned to some activity by adding the number of students
assigned to reading/language arts, math, other, and pullout and recording
the total in this row; this total should be the same as the number of
students present recorded at the top of the form.

1.63
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D.7. Engagement Rate Form

(This note discusses how the Engagement Rate Form should be completed
for the classroom pictures (1H29) that were previously coded. A completed
copy of this form may be seen on 1T30.3

The Engagement Rate Form is a classroom observation instrument used
by observers to record data on the percent of assigned students actively
working in either reading/language arts or math. This form was developed
to provide practitioners with an instrument that can be used to collect
data that is essentially equivalent to the data base (Stallings and Kaskowitz
Follow Through Evaluation Study, 1974). At the top of the front of this
form, there is a section for identification information. In the next
sections in the middle of the form, data for each observation are recorded
sequentially. If more than nine observations are made, the second side of
this form will be used. In the last column on the second side, the engage-
ment rate in each subject is calculated. The directions for using this
form are at the bottom of both sides of the form.

The first section to be completed by the observer involves the
identification information at the top of the form. In the upper left-hand
corner, the state, district, school, and teacher are identified. If a
teacher wishes to share his/her data without revealing its source, this
information can be coded along the top center of the form; the left-hand
corner can then be cut away. At the top right are blanks for the date,
coder number, grade, number of students present, and part of class observed.
The coder who completes this form will probably be another teacher or an
administrator, since the classroom teacher will be too busy to code this
form while he/she is teaching. The number of students present is entered
at the top of the form if the attendance number in the classroom does not
change during the observation. If the number of students present changes
during the observation due to students coming to school late or students.
from another class being assigned to this classroom for instruction, the
number present for each observation will be recorded at the bottom of the
form in the appropriate column. Usually the observation schedule chosen
provides for only part of the allocated time to be observed. Then the
coder would indicate at the top of the form whether the part observed is
the beginning, middle, or end of the allocated time, since engagement
rates may differ among these time periods.

First the coder completes the identification information at the top
of the form for the classroom pictures that were previously coded. The
codes needed to complete this part of the form are given at the bottom of
the directions sheet for the classroom pictures (1H29a).
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D.7.--Continued

Record the codes for the state, district, and school. Then record
the teacher's name, which he will change to his key code when the
completed form is given to him. Now record the date, your name or kcy
code for the coder, the grade, and the number of students present.

On two previous days, the coder observed the beginning and middle of
a math class. So on October 9, the coder observed the last part of a
math class. In the far right of the heading, draw a check beside the
word "end" to indicate the part of the period being observed.

The numbers of students are recorded in the section of the form for
the subject to which they are assigned. There are separate sections on
the form for reading/language arts and math. At the bottom of the form,
there is a section for recording the number of students assigned to
subjects other than reading/language arts and math, the number assigned
to pullout programs, and the number present. This information is useful
to know when you are selecting strategies in Phase Three of the Cycle.

Look at the first classroom picture that you coded. Record the time
the first observation was made (1:22) at the top of the first observation
column.

To find out how many students are assigned to each subject, look at
the bottom of the classroom picture. Since all the students are assigned
to math at this time, record all the students (28) for the number assigned
in the first column of the math section in the middle of the page.

Now count the number of unengaged students who are in management/
transition activities during this observation. Since there were 10
students in management/transition activities, record 10 next to management/
transition in the math section in the first column.

Count the number of students who were coded as socializing during
this observation. Since 9 students were socializing, enter this number
next to socializing in the first column in the math section.

Now count the number of students who were coded as being disciplined,
unoccupied/observing, or out of the room. Record these numbers beside
the appropriate categories in the first column of the math section
(discipline - blank, unoccupied - 1, out of room - 3).

To find the total number of unengaged students, add the numbers in
each unengaged category (10 + 9 + 1 + 3) and record this number (23) in
the Total Unengaged row in the first column of the math section.

To find the number of engaged students, subtract the number unengaged
(23) from the number assigned (28). Record this number (5) in the row
labeled Engaged in the last box in the first column of the math section.
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D.7.--Continued

During the second observation, all the students were not assigned to
math. One student finished math work and began reading work. Therefore
this student will be recorded at the top of the form in the reading/
language arts section. Record 1 for this student in the Assigned row of
the reading section. Since this student was coded as unengaged in a
management/transition activity, record a 1 in this category in the second
column of the reading section. Then total the number of unengaged (1)
and record it in the Total Unengaged row of the reading section. Subtract
the total unengaged (1) from the number assigned (1) to find tht number
engaged. Record the number engaged (0) in the second column of the
reading section in the row labeled Engaged.

Now data for the math students during the second observation at 1:24
will be recorded. Record the number of students assigned and the number
unengaged in each category. Total the number unengaged and subtract to
find the number engaged.

Complete,,the column for the next observation by recording the data
in the reading and math sections.

During the fourth observation at 1:28, four students had gone to a
pullout program, remedial reading, and four students had been assigned to
another subject, art. At the bottom of the form in the fourth column,
record the four art students in the Other Assigned row and the four
remedial students in the Pullout Assigned row.

Now record the number assigned, the number unengaged, and the number
engaged in the reading section of this column. Then record the data for
the math section.

Now complete the form for observation 5. One student goes home sick
during this observation. Since the number of students present changes to
27, the bottom row of the Engagement Rate Form should be completed.

Before the engagement rates may be calculated, each row must be
totaled. In the reading /language arts section, add across the Number
Assigned row and record this total in the last box in the row. Then add
each of the Unengaged rows and the Engaged row and record the totals in
the last box in each row.

Now total each row in the math section.

Total the Assigned Other and Pullout rows at the bottom of the fonr.

To find the engagement rate for reading/language arts, divide the
total number engaged during reading/language arts by the total number
assignea to this subject.

TO find the engagement rate for math, al.vtae the totac numer engages
in math by the total number assigned to math.

Now check your answers on 1T30.

If you forget how to complete this form, refer to the directions at
the bottom of both sides of the form.
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E. Observer training on the Engagement Rate Form (1-3 hours)

1V32
a, b,
or c

Rationale. Observers need to know how to use the Engagement Rate
Form in order to collect information accurately.

Materials

1H31--Blank Classroom
(a-r) Diagrams
1V32--Discrimination
(a-c) of Engaged and

Unengaged
Behaviors

--Engagement
Rate Forms (3)

--Calculators

Strategy

Decide before the session which tapes
are most appropriate for use. Class-
room A is a fourth-grade teacher-
directed reading/language arts lesson;
the first scan includes a wide range
of unengaged behaviors and is somewhat
difficult to code, while the remaining
scans are much easier to code. Class-
room B shows third-grade math seatwork
while Classroom C is a first-grade
teacher-directed math lesson. If only
one tape is to be coded, you may wish
to discuss the first scan of 1V32a in
detail and then code either 1V32b or
1V32c.

Discuss the classroom diagram and
teacher comments before viewing each
tape, When viewing the first classroom
point, to each student as the camera
moves down each row, having partici-
pants mark the correct coding for each
student on the blank classroom diagrams
this is particularly important with
1V32a. Put the "still-frame" on each

.row so participants will have time to
observe each student.

View each student only once; if he/she
moves or changes activities, do not
ch'.nge the code. Remember to code
students who are moving around the
room once. Check answers for each
student at the end of each observation.
The correct coding of each student
is shown in Noi.s E.1. When disagree-
ments arise during coding, first get
agreement as to proper descriptions of
student behaviors, and then refer to
the definitions (1H22) for the proper
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Observer training on the Engagement Rate Form--Continued

Materials

1V33--Independent
Practice in
Observation

--Engagement
Rate Form

--Calculators
1T34--Answer Keys

(a j) for 1V32 and
1V33

Strategy

categorization. If major disagreements
or difficulties still occur after obser-
vations for the first classroom are com-
pleted, use the diagrams for a second
classroom and repeat the same process.
When disagreements are minor (partici-
pants are within the indicated range for
engaged students in 4 out of 5 observa-
tions) and participants are comfortable
with the definitions, have participants
complete the Engagement Rate Form from
the classroom diagrams. Have partici-
pants independently code the remaining
classrooms directly on the Engagement
Rate Form without using the classroom
diagrams, first providing the
identifying information at the top of
the form. Check answers by checking
all entries after each observation
(should be within range given in
key), the total number of students
engaged over all observations (should
be within the range given in key), and
the rank ordering of the frequency of
behaviors in the unengaged categories.
If classroom diagrams are used for all
three classrooms, have participants
code classrooms B and/or C again
directly on the Engagement Rate Form.

Have participants independently com-
plete an Engagement Rate Form for this
videotape. In order to get a realistic
sense of recording observations, have
participants complete the first five
observations before discussion begins.
Put the "still-frame" on each row or
part of a row so participants will have
time to observe each student and record
tally marks or numbers on their forms.
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Observer training on the Engagement Rate Form--Continued

Materials Strategy

At the end of the first five observa-
tions, have participants total the
rows and calculate the engagement rate.
Then have them check their form. See
Note E.2 for the correct coding of each
student. Participants meeting criterion
(within range for number engaged for 4
out of 5 observations and within range
for total engaged) on this tape are
ready for the demonstration of mastery
activities; others should go back and
review areas in which errors were made
and code the remaining four observa-
tions on the tape.

Note: Watching videotape is very tiresome. Be sure to plan sufficient
breaks so fatigue does not become a problem.

Alternative Straeies

1. When coding videotapes using classroom diagrams (1H31), only record
unengaged behaviors.

2. When observing, the categories of management/transition,
socializing, discipline, unoccupied/observing, and out of room may
be omitted on the Engagement Rate Form and only total unengaged
recorded for each observation. The advantage of this strategy is
that it is quicker and easier to code the form. The disadvantage
is that the teacher will not have detailed information helpful in
making decisions about program observations in Selection and
Preparation.

3. Participants will probably proceed at different rates in learning
to use the Engagement Rate Form. One strategy that may be useful
in accommodating these individual differences is meeting in small
groups with a leader for each group; this will require one video-
tape machine for each group.

4. If participants use the blank diagrams for coding all three class-
rooms in 1V32 or if additional practice is desired, you may wish
to use one or more of the five observation clips included 'on the
Supplementary Tape and described in Appendix E.

5. You may wish to break up videotape training by completing the
activities in Topic G (Allocated Time Log) and/or Topic H
(Scheduling).

tl. Videotape of three classrooms (1H31, 1V32, IT34)

a. Blank classroom diagrams

(1) Numbers show order in which students are coded and
location of each

(2) Same number is not always same student
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b. Five observations in each room

(1) Beginning of fourth grade language arts--teacher-directed
whole class lesson on comma and apostrophe rules; a
worksheet is handed out, and whole group lesson on sheets
proceeds

(a) Teacher--Green

(b) Date--11/14

(c) Number of students present--28

(d) Time observations begin--1:45 p.m. (at two minute intervals)

(2) Middle of third grade math--seatwork and free time math
activities; teacher is working with individual students
at her desk

(a) Teacher--Jones

(b) Date--4/17

(c) Number of students present - -16

(d) Time observations begin--1:05 p.m.

(3) Middle of first grade math--teacher-led whole class
instruction on subtraction with some students doing
problems at board; students begin math seatwork; there
is one pullout student and one student out of room during
observation #5

(a) Teacher--Valdez

(b) Date--11/19

(c) Number of students present--27

(d) Time observations begin--1:15 p.m. (at two minute
intervals)

.t2. Independent videotape practice for one classroom

a. Beginning of first grade math class--teacher-directed whole
class lesson on counting by twos; some students are counting
beans at desk and one student walking on number line in front
of room

b. First five consecutive observations of class completed at
one-minute intervals

c. Identification information

(1) Teacher--Smith

(2) Date-4/16

(3) Number of students present--20

(4) Time observations begin--12:30 p.m.

d. Last four observations completed at one-minute intervals

86
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MATERIALS

In addition to the materials included here, the
following are needed:

Engagement Rate Forms (4) (Forms)
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Pre-Observation Form for Classroom A - Grade 4

Teacher Cathy Green

Observer

Time Interval 2 minutes

No. of Students Present 28

1H3la

Subject Reading/Language Arts

Observation Date Umber 24

Circle
Part of Period mi

end

Record number of students assigned to each category during the observation period.

Times
Reading/
Language Arts Math

-----,

Other Subjects
Specify:

Pull-
Out

Out of Room
Specify:

, .

1:45

__.

28 students
assigned to
reading/
language arts

Pre-Observation Form (cont'd)

Briefly describe assignments for each subject and free-time activities
(attach worksheets if possible).

Reading/Language Arts

This class has been working on punctuation activities. At the beginning
of the observation the students are putting headings on their worksheets.
Then I begin a whole group lesson on punctuation.
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20

23

24

Meer,
KU

1/ 16

HINTS FOR CODING CLASSROOM A

6

1H3lb

The classroom's arrangement and general
viewing pattern for coding are shown.
After the first clip the third row of
students (#9-#12) is observed in the
reverse order.

The teacher makes the following comments:
"Put your name on all pages... Now, I

22 21 12 a 10 9 don't have to explain this, because you
have--"

Observation
26

15 14 13 "You know that we have been doing the-

29
ah-punctuation. We did punctuation
activity 1 with these skills. Three
general rules follow for comma rules
and for the use of the comma. Now, if
you look in #1, after the salutation

of a friendly letter. The salutation is sometimes also called the? ...Greeting.
That's rule one. Rule two to separate words in a series. Excuse me, some of you
aren't paying attention. ...You can't pay attention and watch that, too. Number
three: to separate month and year, to separate names of city and state." ...

Observation/12
"Which rule would that be? ... Yvette? ... Separate a month and year? ... Tina? ...
To set off certain phrases in sentences? It's not setting off a phrase. Look at,
look at them carefully. What do you think it is, Bill? ... You don't have a yes
or a no in that sentence. You're guessing, you're guessing. Now what do you think,
Sid? ... Six, because the quotation is what? What is the word quote, the quote
there? What is quoted there? ... Stop. That's a quotation. All right, read the
next phrase. All right, Simon. ... All right, look at your rules carefully. You
have nine of them. Look at them carefully and see why the comma or apostrophe,
whatever is in that sentence." ...

Observation #3
"A what? ... All right, what rule is followed? ... What rule is followed? ... What?
Michael. ... One? That's what you use with a letter. That's after the greeting of
a friendly letter. Next one, read it for us please, Dennis? ... All right, what
is used in that? Joanne? ... All right, what is the rule? The rule is what? ...
Separating the month and year. Very good, Beth. ... And what is the rule? ...
Nine, possession. What is it that belongs to Bill? ... A book. All right." ...

Observation #4
"The certain phrase, after walking four hours. Now the punctuation is missing in
the bottom. To do this very, very quickly. #1. You have 2 sentences in each box.
Read each one silently. I'll give you a second or two to read #1, box one. Find
out which one needs a correction or whatever for the rule. ... Read the two
sentences for me, Paul. ... All right, now which one, which part of what do you
think is needed? Richard? ... Number what? ... You need a comma after what word?

ENE
Eil..14111t

1:::t1r7n1

... After what? ... No." ...

Observation #5
"All right, very good. You should have a comma between? ... Very good. Four, um,
what? Heavens! Bernadine, would you read this for us, please? Box four. ... Now,
where do you think you need something there? ... #1, very good, you need it where?
... Right, after "Dear Mary." Box 5. All right, Lee. ... All right. ... Ok, #2.
What's wrong with 2? ... Look at "can't." ... It's not a comma, it's ah?
Apostrophe. Ok, good. All right, 6." ...
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1-

TEACHER'S
DESK

17 16

19 18

J

22 21

27 25

11/5<1-EXPTY Dt-7..it

TEACHER'S

DESK

1617

19 18

22 21

27 25

RJA:K-R-D1

BLANK CLASSROOM DIAGRAMS 1H31c

1V32a--Observation #1

7 6 3 2

4
41111

4
40

8 5 4 1

12 11 10 9

15 14 13

1V32a--Observation #2

7 6 3 2

8 5 4 1

9 10 11 12

L X
15 14 13

1,7590

"You know that we have been
doing the-ah-punctuation.
We did punctuation activity
1 with these skills. Three
general rules follow for
comma rules and for the use
of the comma. Now, if you
look in #1, after the
salutation of a friendly
letter. The salutation is
sometimes also called the?
...Greeting. That's rule
one. Rule two: to separate
words in a series. Excuse
me, some of you aren't
paying attention. ...You
can't pay attention and
watch that, too. Number
three: to separate month
and year, to separate names
of city and state." ...

"Which rule would that be?
... Yvette?, Separate a
month and year? ... Tina?
... To set off certain
phrases in sentences? It's
not setting off a phrase.
Look at, look at them care-
fully. What do you think
it is, Bill? ... You don't
have a yes or a no in that
sentence. You're guessing,
you're guessing. Now what
do you think, Sid? ... Six,
because the quotation is
what? What is the word
quote, the quote there?
What is quoted there? ...
Stop. Mat's a quotation.
All right, read the next
phrase. All right, Simon.
... All right, look at your
rules carefully. You have
9 of them. Look at them
carefully and see why the
comma or apostrophe, what-
ever is in that sentence."
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TEACHER'S
DESK

Z--EnPTY DESK

17 16

19 18

22 21

27 25

TrACDEA'S
DESK

17 16

19 18

23
22 21

24
II

26

28

27 25

OesK

LisLidaisoAKD

B1ACKAOARD

BLANK CLASSROOM DIAGRAMS 101d

1V32a--Observation #3

7 6 3 2

8 5 4 1
r

9 10 11 12

15 14 13

7

1V32a - -Observation #4

6 3 9

II
8 5 4 1 18H

0"4

4
10 11- 12

15 14 13

91
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"A what? ... All right,

what rule is followed? ...
What rule is followed? ...
What? Michael. ... One?
That's what you use with a
letter. That's after the
greeting of a friendly
letter. Next one, read it
for us please, Dennis? ...
All right, what is used in
that? Joanne? ... All
right, what is the rule?
The rule is what? ...
Separating the month and
year. Very good, Beth. ...
And what is the rule? ...
Nine, possession. What is
it that belongs to Bill?
... A book. All right." ...

"The certain phrase, after
walking four hours. Now
the punctuation is missing
in the bottom. To do this
very, very quickly. #1.

You have 2 sentences in each
box. Read each one silently.
I'll give you a second or
two to read #1, box one.
Find out which one needs a
correction or whatever for
the rule. ... Read the two
sentences for me, Paul. ...
All right, now which one,
which part of what do you
think is needed? Richard?

... Number what? ... You
need a comma after what
word? ... After what? ...
No." ...
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TEACHER'S
DESK

20

23

24

26

28

17 16
1

19 .18

22 21

27 25

E -ADEPTS OVA
PLACKWMWJ

BLANK CLASSROOM DIAGRAMS 1H3le

1V32a--Observation #5

7 6 3 2

8 5 4 1

410

9 10 11 12

15 14 13

1.77
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"All right, very good. You
should have a comma between?
... Very good. Four, um,
what? Heavens! Bernadine,
would you read this for us,
please? Box four. ... Now,
where do you think you need
something there? ... #1,
very good, you need it where?
... Right, after "Dear Mary."
Box 5. All right, Lee. ...
All right. ... Ok, #2.
What's wrong with 2? ... Look
at "can't." ... It's not a
comma, it's ah?
Apostrophe. Ok, good. All
right, 6." ...
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Teacher

Pre-Observation Form for Classroom B - Grade 3

Susan Jones

Observer

Time Interval 1 minute

No. of Students Present 16

Subject ath

Observation Date

Circle
Part of Period

11131f

April 17

end

Record number of students assigned to each category daring the observation period.

Times
Reading/
Language Arts Math

Other Subjects
Specify:

Puti-
Ott
r

Out of Room
Specify:

1:05 16 students
assigned to
math

Pre-Observation Form (coned)

Briefly describe assignments for each subject and free-time activities
(attach worksheets if possible).

Math

.4*:udents are doing math seatwork and/or math Ave-time activities.
will be working with students individually at my desk.

1.78
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HINTS FOR CODING CLASSROOM B

1.1131g

The classroom's arrangement and the general pattern for coding are shown
in the diagram. Students at the teacher's desk are coded first. The
second row is scanned in reverse order in observation #5.

15

14

13

16

Book Nook

12

11

10

9

-- Empty Desk

4

3

2

1

Teacher's
Desk

The teacher is working with students individually throughout the
observations.

1:79
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15

14

15

14

13

3/21/80 11131h

BLANK CLASSROOM DIAGRAMS
1V32b--Observation #1

Book Nook,

13

12

11

10

Boa NolA

16

9

8

7

6

No pertinent teacher
comments.

1

Teacher's
Desk

1V32b--Observation #2

No pertinent teacher
comments.

2
1

Freacher's
nesic

--Empty Desk 1.80 * --Already counted; do not code
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15

15

14

3/21/80 1H311
BLANK CLASSROOM DIAGRAMS
1V32b--Observation #3

*1

Book Nook

16

Ruok Noo4

14

13

12

12

11

10

13

--Empty Desk

11

10 7

9 6

8

5

4

1 2 3

No pertinent teacher
comments.

[-

Teacher's I

Desk

1V32b--Observation #4

96

No pertinent teacher
comments.

2

1

Feacher's
Desk

1.81 * --Already counted; do not code
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16

Book Nook

BLANK CLASSROOM DIAOIRAMS
1V32b--Observation #5

8

6

5

4

1H31j

No pertinent teacher
3 comments.

2

I

Teacher's
Desk

1.82
--Empty Desk *--Already counted; do not code
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Teacher

Observer

Time Interval 2 minutes

No. of Students Present 27

Pre-Observation Form for Classroom C - Grade I

Rosita Valdez Subject Math

1}131k

Observation Date November 19

Circle be inning
Part of Period

Record number of students assigned to each category during the observation period,

Times
Reading/
Language Arts Math

Other Subjects
Specify:

Pull-
Out

Out of Room
Specify:

1:13 27 students
assigned to
math

1:21 1 student
leaves for
Title I

Pre-Observation Form (coned)

Briefly describe assignments for each subject and free-time activities
(attach worksheets if possible).

Math

I will be leading a whole-class lesson on subtraction; workbook sheets
have been handed out to students. Several students will be solving
problems at the board at first. Then the students will be working
independently in their workbooks. I will be circulating to help those
students having difficulty.

1.83
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HINTS FOR CODING CLASSROOM C

L t00KaJ
4 3 2 1

-]
8 7 6 5

12 11 10 9

16 15 14 13

1H311

The classroom's arrangement and the general

The
for coding are shown in the diagram.

he third row of desks (#13-016) is coded in
reverse order in observation 03, and the
fourth row (017-819) is coded in reverse order
in observations 12-04. There is one pullout
student and one student out of room during the
last observation.

The teacher makes the following comments;

Observation #1
"When I see someone sitting especially nice.

20 21 23 24 then I'll know that you are ready for a turn
to come up and do a problem. ... I can tell
there are a lot of people that aren't going
to be ready to come up to the board. ... Ok,

W ENDOWS maybe Amy can come up and pick a problem and
see if she can find the answer to it. Jennifer can also come up and find a
problem... (PA announcement) and I think that...Jason can go up and find a problem...
and Lisette may Lind a problem and Tammy may find a problem." ...

Observation 02
'Ok, Eugene, let's take a look at this first problem while were waiting for the
rest of the answers. ... Would you please read it for us? ... How would you read
this if you looked at it? ... Sorry, I'm sorry, but I don't appreciate calling out.
Eugene... Thank you. Jason, sorry I had trouble hearing it because you were talking.
You may sit down... Ok, Eugene, is this the right answer...No...Eugene...Lisa, I'm
talking to Eugene. Thank you. Eugene, would you please tell us what you think 5
takeaway 2 equals...7...Nancy said, "No." Nancy, do you know... Excuse me, Tammy,
Nancy, do you know what Eugene is doing when he said, "5 takeaway 2 equals 7... He
thinks it's plus. Remember, Eugene, this sign means that we start out with five
things...circles, ok, Eugene. Let's start out with five...then it tells us to
takeaway 2. Ok, you want to come up and takeaway 2? Erase 2 of those circles, so
we don't have them anymore." ...

Observation 03
'it should be 2. ...Let's watch, ok, this time we'll have four boxes. Ok. I need
Tanya...to come up and take away 3. ... Erase 3 of them...Jason. ... Ok, how many
are left? ... 1. 4 takeaway 3 equals what...1, ok. Thank you, Jason. ... Ok...

. Mark... Why is this answer 3... Ok, sit down, ok... When you take away 0, you're
not taking anything aimy. So 3 takeaway 0 is 3. ... Ok, let's see if pictures can
help us. Ok, this time we'll try triangles. Here's 3 of them and it says don't
takeaway anything. ... So let me put the eraser down, shouldn't 1...equals... Ok,
if I put my -racer down and I don't use it how many are left? ... 3 takeaway 3
equals ... 3 takeaway 0 equals 3." ...

Observation 04
"We re going to do what the problem tells us. Ivory is going to do it. We're
starting out with 2 boys... Then it says we're going to take them away. They're
going out and play.... They don't want to be in here, so let's take both of them away,
Ivory... How many are left? ... Nothing, zero, ok, we have a little too much help up
here. I don't think we quite need it. Thank you very much, ivory, ok. Would you
believe. please. now, let's see if we can do the same kind of problem by ourselves
and let's turn to page 90... Page 90. You'll find on page 90 that we're going to
have to...be very careful. ... The book is going to try to trick you. It's going to
have some plus problems and some takeaway problems. ... By yourself, very quietly,
I'd like you to see if you can do that page. I don't want anyone looking at anyone
else's paper." ...

Observation 05
"Sit down... Ok, Jason get busy... Lisa, have you started?.... Amy's doing a very
nice ob..."

9.9
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BOOKS

4 3 2 1 "When I see someone sitting especially
nice, then I'll know that. you are
ready for a turn to come up and do a
problem. ... I can tell there are a
lot of people that aren't going to be
ready to come up to the board. Ok,

12 11 10 9 maybe Amy can come up and pick a
problem and see if she can find the

BLANK CLASSROOM DIAGRAMS
1V32c--Observation #1
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64w a answer to it. Jennifer can also come
up and find a problem...(PA announce-

1 :1 ment) and I think that...Jason can go
up and find a problem...and Lisette
may find a problem and Tammy may find
a problem."

1V32c--Observation #2
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*--Already counted; do not code

t

----"Ok, Eugene, let's take a look at
this first problem while we're waiting
for the rest of the answers. ... Would
you please read it for us? ... How
would you read this if you looked at.
it? ... Sorry, I'm sorry, but I don't
appreciate calling out. Eugene...
Thank you. Jason, sorry I had trouble

'-'

1

hearing it because you were talking.
m

, You may sit down... Ok, Eugene, is this
1.4

.!

i

.iv. the right answer...No...Eugene...Lisa,
.c .i!k I'm talking to Eugene. Thank you.
el Eugene, would you please tell us what
1--J you think 5 takeaway 2 equals...7...

Nancy said, "No." Nancy, do you know
...Excuse me, Tammy, Nancy, do you know
what Eugene is doing when he said, "5
takeaway 2 equals 7...He thinks it's
plus. Remember, Eugene, this sign means
that we start out with five things...
circles, ok, Eugene. Let's start out
with five...then it tells us to takeaway
2. Ok, you want to come up and takeaway
2? Erase 2 of those circles, so we

1.85 don't have them anymore." ...
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BLANK CLASSROOM DIAGRAMS
1V32c--Observation #3
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III/1it should be 2. ... Let's watch, ok,
this time we'll have four boxes. Ok, I
need Tanya...to come up and take away 3.
... Erase 3 of them...Jason. ... Ok, how
many are left? ... 1. 4 takeaway 3
equals what...J, ok. Thank you, Jason.

Ok...Mark... Why is the answer 3...
Ok, sit down, ok... When you take away
0, you're not taking anything away. So
3 takeaway 0 is 3. ... Ok, let's see if
pictures can help us. Ok, this time
we'll try triangles. Here's 3 of them
and it says don't takeaway anything. ...
So let me put the eraser down, shouldn't
I...equals... Ok, if I put my eraser
down and I don't use it how many are
left? ... 3 takeaway 3 equals ... 3 take-
away 0 equals 3." ...

1V32c--Observation #4
111/0"We're going to do what the problem tells

us. Ivory is going to do it. We're
starting out with 2 boys... Then it says
we're going to take them away. They're
going out and play... They don't want to

. . .... ...-, be in here, so let's take both of them...

7 6 5 away, Ivory... How many are left? ...

13
Nothing, zero, ok, we have a little too

01 much help up here. I don't think we
quite need it. 'Dunk you very much,

1 .

.. . I

16 15

20 21

0 .V4,1 Ivory, ok. Would you believe, please,
now let's see if we can do the same

41 I kind of problem by ourselves and let's
turn to page 90... Page 90. You'll find
on page 90 that we're going to have to...
be very careful. ... The book is going
to try to trick you. It's going to have
some plus problems and some takeaway
problems. ... By yourself, very quietly,
I'd like you to see if you can do that

22 25 26 27 page. I don't want anyone looking at
anyone else's paper."
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HOOKS-11j

BLANK CLASSROOM DIAGRAMS
1V32c--Observation #5

(1 pullout; 1 student out of room)
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"Sit down... Ok, Jason get busy...
Lisa, have you started?... Amy's
doing a very nice job..."

123
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Pre-Observation Form for 1V33 - Grade 1

Teacher Ann Smith

Observer

Time Interval 1 minute.

No. of Students Present 20

Subject Math

1H3lp

Observation Date April 16

Circle 4.:5;;;;;i7i)
Part of Period middle

end

Record number of students assigned to each category during the observation period.

Times
Reading/
Language Arts Math

Other Subjects
Specify:

Pull-
Out

Out of Room
Specify:

12:30 20 students
assigned to
math

_. _

, .

Pre-Observation Form (coned)

Briefly describe assignments for each subject and free-time activities
(attach worksheets if possible).

Math

I will be teaching a whole-group lesson on counting by twos. Bost
students will be counting bums at their desks. Three students will
be at the front of the room--walking on a number line, writing .n
the board, and using demonstration materials.

1.88
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Tssehee's
Oask 13

14

13

16

17

20

lailibeitil
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LOL)

19

9

7

3

HINTS FOR CODING 1V33

Ir#1 'slimy desk 0 /eels

4

3

2

1

11131q

The classroom's arrangement and the
general pattern for coding are shown.

The teacher makes the following
comments:

Observation #1
The teacher is presenting academic
information.

Observation #2
"He started at 0, and he went over to 2, ok, and he stopped at 2. Now, can you take
2 more steps? Where are you going stop this time, Kenneth? ... 4. All right. So

put another set of 2, everybody, 4. How about 2 more steps? Now where are you? ...
6. Ok, 2 more. ... Up to 8. Do you have your sets of 8 out? You should have 2,4,
6,8. Ok. Keep them in sets of 2, keep them in sets of 2. Let's keep them so they're
in sets of 2. All right. Just like Shaun's doing. See how he has his in sets? Oh,

you can't see them. I'm going to have to change those. So you can see them in sets
of 2. You have the right number, dear, but let's fix them so that you see them in
sets of 2. Ok? ... No, you should have 8. Let's get 2 more. Everybody have 8 now?"...

Observation #3
The teacher is presenting academic information.

Observation #4
"You point to each set of 2. Now how about coming back here and as they count in
2s, you are going to walk in 2s. All right, ready, 2,4,6,8,10,12. I didn't say
put them all out again, just leave them out like they were, and point to the sets
of 2 as we count them. We're going to have to do it again. Everybody have their sets
of 2s out? ... Ok, let's leave them like you had them before, David. Ready, go. 2, ...

Wait a minute, wait a minute, :Zenny's not ready. Come back and jump for us again."

Observation #5
"All right, ready. 2,4,6. Are you counting along? 12. All right, you want to

try it again? Kenny? And everybody, let's watch him and let's go and point to your

own sets of 2. You ready, Kenny? 2,4,6,8,10,12. ... Woop, we're going to have to
keep doing it here, everybody's not doing it yet. Get your 2s out and point. May-

be this time it will be more fun if you put your fingers on the two of them. Put

your 2 fingers on them like this. Go on that way. Some of you have been doing it

all along. Ok?"

1.89
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TEACHER COMMENTS FOR 1V33--CONTINUED

11131r

Observation #6
"Maybe it will be more appropriate if you will put your two fingers on
them like this, like you have been doing it all along. Let's try it
again. Ready - 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12. Does anybody know what would come
next? ... We're counting by 2s. ... No, that would be counting by ls;
it's one higher. Kenny? ... 14? ... All right. You want to jump to 14
for us? What's going to come after 14 if we're counting by 2s? Maryanne
... 16. All right, who can guess what's going to come next? Judy...
18. What will come next, Richard?" ...

Observation #7
"No, thatrs counting by ls again. 20. All right. Does anybody think
they know what's going to come after 20? What's it, Richard? ... 22.

What's going to come after that? Jeff ... 24. Mike, do you know what's
going to be next? ... 26. What's going to be next? ... What's going to
be next? ... 28, what's next? ... No, that's by ls again. No, 30. ...
What's going to come after 30? ... No, that's by ls again." ...

Observation #8
32...34... No, that's by ls again...36... No, chat's by 18. 38, ok.

What comes after 38? ... 40. All right, let's all start with zero and
go all the way up. Count with us here even though you're only counting
to 16. Ready. All right, you can go counting up to 12, Shawn, you'll
point to 12. Ready, 0, 2. Everybody start with zero. 0, 2, 4, 6, 8,
... Uh, uh, uh, 10." ...

Observation #9
'12, 14, 16, keep going, 18, 20. All right, very good. You people may
go back to your seats. Let's look at the page where at the top you'll
see the Indian feather. It says "How Many?" How many? On the first
Indian band, how many feathers, David? ... So write your 2 underneath.
See if you can fill in all the Indian feathers counting by 2s."
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1V32

(a-c)

1V32 consists of three videotape clips of three classrooms. Each clip
provides five scans of each classroom for coding on the blank classroom
diagrams (1H31) or on the Engagement Rate Form.

1.91
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1V33

1V33 consists of one videotape clip including ten scans of a single
classroom for use in practicing coding.

I
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Key for 1V32a
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Key for 1V32a
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KEY FOR 1V32b
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Key for 1V32b
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KEY FOR 11/32c
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KEY FOR 1V33

(First Five Observations Only)
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Key for 1V33

(First Five Observations)
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Key for 1V33

(Last Four Observations)
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E,1, Videotapes of Three Classrooms

The following pages include answer keys for videotape segments of
three classrooms. These keys provide the correct categorization for each
student for each observation.

Each answer key includes the number of students present; a diagram
showing the order of coding, location, and classification of each student;
and the reasons for classification of all unengaged students. Students
out of the room are also indicated. The location of each student is shown
by a number and a letter; the number indicates the sequence in which students
are coded, while the letter(s) indicates the behavior category. For ex-
ample, on observation fl for classroom A, student 1U is the first student
coded; he is located in the desk nearest the camera in the first row and
is coded as unoccupied/observing, since he is looking out the window. The
behavior codes are as follows:

E -- Engaged
M Management/Transition
S -- Socializing
D Discipline
U -- Unoccupied/Observing

Ao -- Assigned Other

The specific behavior of each unengaged student is described for each ob-
servation. Where the categorization of a student may vary, this is
indicated by a slash. Thus, student 78/U is the seventh student coded,
and he/she may be coded as either engaged or unoccupied/observing. This

may happen if the student changes behaviors during the time an observation
can be made.

Two symbols are used on the pictures to help observers:

mg] Empty desk

* Student has already been coded but
has moved; do not code again (e.g.,
*8 -- this was the eighth student
coded; although he/she appears on screen
again, skip him/her)

Note: Adding the minimums or maximums for the individual unengaged categories
in an observation does not always yield the minimum or maximum for the
total number of unengaged students, since some students may be coded in
one of two or three unengaged categories (e.g., M/U).

Three dots (...) in the teacher comments indicate either a student
response or comments made by the teacher and students between scans
of the classroom.

1.104
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E.1.--Continued

TEACHER COMMENTS POR 1V32a

"Put your name on all pages... Now, I don't have to explain this,
because you have--"

Observation #1
"You know that we have been doing the-ah-punctuation. We did
punctuation activity 1 with these skills. Three general rules follow
for comma rules and for the use of the comma. Now, if you look in
#1, after the salutation of a friendly letter. The salutation is
sometimes also called the? . . . Greeting. That's rule one. Rule
two: to separate words in a series. Excuse me, some of you aren't
paying attention. ...You can't pay attention and watch that, too.
Number three: to separate month and year, to separate names of city
and state, to set off yes and no, to separate a quotation from the
rest of the sentence. You have apostrophe rules; you have two of
them. I want you to read silently, "What to Do." You'll put the
number of the rule next to the example below. Look at your eight,
nine, rules. Look at them carefully. Look at your nine "What to Do."
All right, what is the first thing over there? Under "What to Do."
What is the first thing you see? Virjann? ... All right, all right,
Oakland, California. Look at your nine rules. Which rule would?
Christine? ... Very good, #4. All right, read the next one. Raymond?"...

Observation #2
"Which rule would that be? ... Yvette? ... Separate a month and year?
... Tina? ... To set off certain phrases in sentences? It's not
setting off a phrase. Look at, look at them carefully. What do you
think it is, Bill? ... You don't have a yes or a no in that sentence.
You're guessing, you're guessing. Now what do you think, Sid? ...
Six, because the quotation is what? What is the word quote, the quote
there? What is quoted there? ... Stop. That's a quotation. All right,
read the next phrase. All right, Simon. ... All right, look at your
rules carefully. You have nine of them. Look at them carefully and
see why the comma or apostrophe, whatever is in that sentence. Terrance?
... Is that a? Where, where is the comma in that? Is there a comma in
that? ... What is in that? Laurie? ... It's a contraction. That is an
apostrophe and not a comma. See that? Ok, it's number what? ... #8.
All right, read the next one, James. ... Read it, read it first. ...
You weren't paying attention. ... All right, what is in there? A comma
or an apostrophe?" ...

121)
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H.1.--Contlnued
TEACHER COMMENTS FOR 1V32a- -CONTINUED

Observation #3
"A what? ... All right, what rule is followed? ... What rule is
followed? ... What? Michael. One? That's what you use with a
letter. That's after the greeting of a friendly letter. Next one,
read it for us please, Dennis? ... All right, what is used in that?
Joanne? ... All right, what is the rule? The rule is what? ...
Separating the month and year. Very good, Beth. And what is the
rule? ... Nine, possession. What is it that belongs to Bill? ... A
book. All right, next one, Mark M. ... What rule? ... I didn't hear
you. ... To separate the names of city and state? All right, what
should it? Or what do you think it is, Richard? ... All right, Lee?
... Two, very good. It's a list. We have three different things
there. All right, now read the next, Vanetta. ... Number what?
Five, that's right, to set off yes and no. And the last one?
Jeannette? ... Very good."

Observation #4
"The certain phrase, after walking four hours. Now the punctuation is
missing in the bottom. To do this very, very quickly. #1. You have
2 sentences in each box. Read each one silently. I'll give you a
second or two to read #1, box one. Find out which one needs a correction
or whatever for the rule. ... Read the two sentences for me, Paul. ...
All right, now which one, which part of what do you think is needed?
Richard? ... Number what? ... You need a comma after what word? ... After
what? No. Joe B., #3. All right, look at box 2. Read the sentences
in box 2 for us, Greg. ... The what? All right, what, which one?
Which number? Think about your nine rules that we've been studying. All
right, Christine, do you want help? ... Christine, all right, you need a
comma where? ... Right, to separate the city and state. Read box, all
right, 3. Tonio? ... Think about it. Say that again. ... All right,
Bill, three." ...

Observation #5
"All right, very good. You should have a comma between? ... Very good.
Four, um, what? Heavens! Bernadine, would you read this for us, please?
Box four. ... Now, where do you think you need something there? #1,

very good, you need it where? ... Right, after "Dear Mary." Box 5. All
right, Lee. ... All right. Ok, #2. What's wrong with 2? ... Look at
"can't." ... It's not a comma, it's ah? ... Apostrophe. Ok, good. All
right, 6. ... Ah, Nathaniel, would you read 6? ... Very good. All right,
box 7."
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E.1.--ContInised

ITACIIOVS

17U 16U/E

20

19E 18E

tm=1=.w
23

E/D
22E/D 21E/U

24D

26

DIE
27D/E 250/E

28
DIE

laeSPTI USK

ANSWER KEY 10K 1V32a

Observation #1--28 students

7M 6M 3M/S 2M /S

8M 5M 4M 1M

t I

12E /U 11E/U 10M 9M

150 /M/E 14M 130 /M/E

BLACKMAIL,

IM, 4M, 5M, 6M,
7M, 8M, 9M, 10M--Writing names on several sheets of paper

2M/S, 3M/S--Writing name on several sheets of paper or hitting each other

11E/U--Looking at paper or looking around

12U/E--Looking around or looking at paper

13U/M/E--Looking at camera, putting name on papers, or looking at paper

14M--Putting name on papers

15 U/M/E--Looking at camera, putting name on paper, or looking at paper

I60 /E--Looking around or looking at the teacher

17U--Looking at camera

20U/E--Looking at camera or responding appropriately

2IE/U--Looking at paper or looking at camera

22E/D, 23E/D, 25E/D, 27E/D--Listening to student being disciplined
or looking at paper

24D--Being disciplined

26D/E, 28D/E--Listening to student being disciplined or looking at paper
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E.1.--Continued

=eir

"Bo

?MOWe

Dis II

EIDOIY btu

20E

23
EN

24E

26
U/E

4111028E

.

17E 16E

19E 18E

22E 21E

4

27E 25E

TrACustif
DISK

Z--msrrt Dug

19E 18E

22E 21E/U

27E 25E U

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V32a

Observation #2 - -28 students

I SLACKUOAAD

7E 6E 3E 2E

8E 5E 4E 1E/U

9E 10E 11E 12E

15E 14E U 13

Observation #3--28 students

sumuraluej

8E 5E 4E 1U/E

9E 10E 11E 12E 4/100

=
1.108

123

1E/U--Looking at paper
or looking at camera

7E--Can't see so assume
he is engaged

14E/U--Looking at paper
or looking across
room

23U/E--Looking across room
or looking at teacher

1U/E--Looking at camera or
looking at paper

2U/E--Flaying with pencil
or looking at paper

3E/U--Looking at paper
or looking around

14E/U--Looking at paper
or looking around

16E/U,
21E/U, 25E/U--Looking at
paper or looking around

23E/U--Scratching or
listening to
teacher

26U/E--Looking around or
listening to
teacher
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E.1.-Continued

IL AMR'S
Dint

Z-Denr DC=

20E

2 3E

24E

27E

28
U/E

17E 16E

19E/U 18E

22E 21E

26E 25E

trstaltleS

OUR

El-Drrt DISK

17E 16U /E

19U /E 18E

22E 21E

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V32a

Observation #4--28 students

7E 6E 3E 2E

8E 5E/Up 4E IU/E

9M LOWE IIE 12E

1 I I

1SE 14E 13E

Observation #5--28 students

7E 6E 3E

1U/E--Looking at camera
or looking at paper

SE/U--Looking at paper
or looking around room

9M--Listening to teacher's
nonacademic directions

10M/E--Listening to
teacher's non-
academic directions
or reading

19E/U--Looking at teacher/
paper or looking
at camera

23E--Assume student is
engaged

28U/E--Looking around
room or looking at
paper

1U/E--Looking at camera
2E or looking at paper

9U--Looking at camera
10U--Looking at student #9
14U/E--Looking around room

or looking at paper
16U /E-- Looking around room

or looking at paper
19U/E--Looking at camera

or looking at paper

25E /U-- Looking at paper or

looking around
28U/E-ZiZaing around or

looking at paper

0"4

8E SE 4E IU/E 1111

110,F
10°'9U IOU IIE 12E

26E 25E U 15E I4U

ILACKIMMU)

12.
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E.1.--Continued

6E/U

15U/E

14E

15!

14E

13E

Book Nook

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V32b
Observation #1 - -16 students

13E 9E SE 1M--Walking to book
nook

12E 8E 3E/S--Talking to
neighbor

11E 7E/U 4U/S/E 4U/S/E--Looking at student's
paper (#3), talking

10E 6E 3E/S
1M

to neighbor (#3), or
looking at own paper

2E 7E/U--Looks up from work
15U/E--Looking at student

(not seen)
16E/U--Yawning and looking

around

12E/

11U

10E

9U

Book Nook

16M

Teacher's
Desk

Observation #2--16 students

811

7E

6U

SE

4E

3MIE

214

1E

Teacher's
Desk

211 --Waiting for

teacher's help

3M/E--Getting materials
out of box or
working

6U--Looking at student
in corner

8U--Looking around
and at teacher

9U--Looking at
student in corner

111 -Looking at
student in corner

12E /M--- Turning pages

in book
16M--Walking to teacher's

desk after being
called from corner
for making noise

-- Empty Desk * -- Already counted; do not code
1.110
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E.1.--Continued

16E

BUIE

*1

Bdolc Nook

14E

13D

12E

ANSWER KEY 'FOR 1V32b
Observation #3--16 students

1114

10E

90/U

8D

7E

6E /M

5E

4D/M
3D/M

ID
2D

Teacher's
Desk

10--Being disciplined by teacher for making too much noise

2D--Watching student being disciplined

3D/M, 40/M--Watching student being disciplined or waiting for teacher's
help

6E/M--Picking up pencil

80 -- Watching student being disciplined

9D/U--Watching student being disciplined or looking around

11M--Walking to teacher's desk

13D--Watching student being disciplined

15U/E--Looking at other student's paper (#16)

-- Empty Desk

126 -

*--Already counted;
do not code
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E.1.--Continued

14E

I2E

11E

10U

13M/U

16E/U/S
Book Nook

9E

10E

11E

12E/U

16E

Book Nook

I>< -- Empty Desk

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V32b
Observation #4--16 students

9E

*1

8E

7E
1,1=10.

2M--Waiting for teacher's
6E

help
3E/M--Measuring or getting

materials out of box
4E/U--Writing or wiping

5E face
10U--Looking at teacher

4E/U helping students
13M/U--Sitting down at

3E/M desk or looking
around

2M 15U--Looking at teacher
16E/U/S--Looking around,

looking at game,
or socializing

lE

Teacher's
Desk

Observation 15--16 students

8E

7E

6E/u

5E

1.112

4E 1M/E--Sitting down;
getting ready for
new activity

6E/U--Looks around briefly

3E 12E/U--Looking around
14U/E--Looking at camera

2E 15UStaring

1M/E

Teacher's
Desk

* -- Already counted; do not code
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3/21/80
E.1--Continued

TEACHER COMMENTS FOR 1V32c

Observation #1
-"Take your seats. r will tell you the directions in just a second.
Do you remember yesterday--Mark, your book should be doing what? It

should be closed. Thank you, ok, do you remember yesterday we were
practicing some takeaway problems at the board? ... Ok, this afternoon...
Tammy...Amanda...Melissa... Listen to all the people we have to wait for.
We've been doing an awful lot of waiting today... Shh, Eugene... Ok,
remember yesterday we were doing some takeaway problems. I'd like to
Start out today by doing a few at the board and I'd like to have some
people come up and help me find answers. When I see someone sitting
especially nice, then I'll know that you are ready for a turn to come
up and do a problem. ... I can tell there are a lot of people that aren't
going to be ready to come up to the board. ... Ok, maybe Amy can come up
and pick a problem and see if she can find the answer to it. Jennifer
can also come up and find a problem...(PA announcement) and I think that
...Jason can go up and find a problem...and Lisette may find a problem
and Tammy may find a problem... The rest of us should be looking at the
board. Let's watch and see if we can find the right answer going up on
the board. Let's see...Jeff... What's up, Tammy? ...Shh, let's see if
we can find the right answers. You should be thinking to yourself like
I see Mark thinking and watching and I see Nancy thinking and watching.
See if you can get these problems answered correctly... Ok, very good,
Jason, that's fine. That's ok."

Observation #2
'Ok, Eugene, let's take a look at this first problem while we're waiting
for the rest of the answers. ... Would you please read it for us? ...
How would you read this if you looked at it? ... Sorry, I'm sorry, but
I don't appreciate calling out. Eugene... Thank you. Jason, sorry I
had trouble hearing it because you were talking. You may sit down...
Ok, Eugene, is this the right answer...No...Eugene...Lisa, I'm talking
to Eugene. Thank you. Eugene, would you please tell us what you think
5 takeaway 2 equals...7...Nancy said, "No." Nancy, do you know... Excuse
me, Tammy, Nancy, do you know what Eugene is doing when he said, "5 takeaway
2 equals 7...He thinks it's plus. Remember, Eugene, this sign means that
we start out with five thLngs...circles, ok, Eugene. Let's start out with
five...then it tells us to takeaway 2. Ok, you want to come up and take-
away 2? Erase 2 of those circles, so we don't have them anymore. ...
Ok, Eugene, how many circles are left? ... 3. So 5 takeaway 2 does equal
3, doesn't it? ... Ok, very good, ok, let's take a look at this next
problem. How would you read this problem? Antonio...Shh... Is that
right? ... Ok, there's too much noise. Somebody says, "No." ... Ok, would
you please sit down, ok, let's stop a minute...let's stop a minute and
think about it. Pencils should be down, Eugene... Pencils should be down
...Eugene, no, it's still not down, is it? No, it isn't...hands on the
desk... Thank you...on the desk... Ok, Jason and a couple of people said
that"
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E.1--Continued

TEACHER COMMENTS FOR 1V32c - -CONTINUED

Observation #3
"it should be 2. ... Let's watch, ok, this time we'll have four boxes.
Ok, I need Tanya...to come up and take away 3. ... Erase 3 of them...
Jason. ... Ok, how many are left? ... 1. 4 takeaway 3 equals what...
1, ok. Thank you, Jason. ... Ok...Mark... Why is this answer 3...
Ok, sit down, ok... When you take away 0, you're not taking anything
away. So 3 takeaway 0 is 3. ... Ok, let's see if pictures can help us.
Ok, this time we'll try triangles. Here's 3 of them and it says don't
takeaway anything. ... So let me put the eraser down, shouldn't I...
equals... Ok, if I put my eraser down and I don't use it how many are
left? ... 3 takeaway 3 equals 3 takeaway 0 equals 3. Ok, how about
the next one? ... Do you know what the next one was? ... And the last
one...the last one...ok, we have some people saying, "Yes."...and some
people saying, "no."... Ok, instead of calling out, let's watch again.
Mark, let's look up here. Ivory...I need your help. ... Come up here
and help me; you're going to have to help me. We're going to start out
with 2 boys, ok... And our problem tells us... That looks like it's a
girl. ... We'll pretend it's a boy... Ok..."

Observation #4
"We're going to do what the problem tells us. Ivory is going to do it.
We're starting out with 2 boys... Then it says we're going to take them
away. They're going out and play... They don't want to be in here, so
let's take both of them away, Ivory... How many are left? ... Nothing,
zero, ok, we have a little too much help up here. I don't think we
quite need it. Thank you very much, Ivory, ok. Would you believe,
please, now, let's see if we can do the same kind of problem by ourselves
and let's turn to page 90... Page 90. You'll find on page 90 that we're
going to have to...be very careful. ... The book is going to try to trick
you. Its going to have some plus problems and some takeaway problems.
... By yourself, very quietly, I'd like you to see if you can do that
page. I don't want anyone looking at anyone else's paper. ... Very good,
Mark got started right away. Richard, let's turn around. ... Ok...
excuse me, Antonio... Ok, would Mrs. Mettles' group please--no, not
Mrs. Mettles' group just Ted... No, in your seat and get busy..."

Observation #5
'Sit down... Ok, Jason get busy... Lisa, have you started?... Amy's
doing a very nice job..."
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E,1,--Continued

4U/M

L., 1109.KS

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V32c
Observation #1--27 students

3U 2E lE

{----- -R- i
12M

7E 6M

11M 10M

5M

9M

EL 1_1_1
16M 15M 13M

14M

22M 23 24M

o-1
3

25M _....21ML-1-271L-1

WINDOWS

35Looking into space
4U/M--Looking across room or

listening to teacher
5M, 6M--Waiting for teacher
8U -- Looking around

9M, 10M, 11M Listening to
m 12M, 13M, 15M,--teacher's nonacademic
iw 16M directions
m.

14M--Returning to seat
cs ra 17MWalking to board
Lj 18M, 19M, 20M--Listening to teacher's

nonacademic directions
21M--Walking to board
22M, 23M, 24M--Listening to teacher's

nonacademic directions
2514Listening to teacher's non-

academic directions
26M--Listening to teacher's

nonacademic directions

B001.0 Observation #2--27 students
....

4P ^ 3U_.. _ZAN _Wig

I

____ ..........
8D/U 7D 6D 5M

12D /E lip_lop__91)

I.

1....._...._.. ::,'

I

0
I-

ieFfir 15E gi----iiirm
1WU

!oh I)

20E 21E 23E 24E

1)
(1

22E 25E 26E E

VITRWAM
1q21 -- Empty Desk

*--Already counted; do not code
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1U/E, 2E/U--Looking around or looking
at paper

3U--Looking at neighbor
5M--Playing in desk
6D, 7D--Listening to teacher

discipline a student
8D/U--Listening to teacher discipline

:If or looking around
t 9D, 10D, 11DListening to teacher
n

I discipline a student
w. 12D/E--Listening to teacher

discipline a student or
looking at teacher

13E/M--Looking at teacher or

TAM.%) listening to directions
16E/M--Looking at teacher or

looking in desk
19E/U--Looking at teacher or

looking across room
27M/E--Flipping pages in book or

looking at teacher
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E.I.--Continued ANSWER KEY FOR 1V37c
Observation #3--27 students

L

2

1---F-H-Li
8E 7U

E

6E

10E

5U

9E

LT1 JA
14E 15E/U 16E /U 17E

I8E 19E /U 20E

r------ _TIL
21U/E 23E 24E

22E 25E 26E 27U

1><L__
WINDWf;

3E/U, 4E/U--Looking at teacher or
looking around

5U--Playing with book
7U--Playing with toy
13E/M--Doing problem on board or

returning to seat
0 15E/U, 16E/U--Looking at teacher

164
or looking around

I.g 1 19E/U--Looking at board or looking
Li around

at camera or
looking at board

27U--Playing with ruler

L____BOOKF_I Observation #4--27 students

4E 3u/E 2E__ IE,..__.

7E

12M _11E._

-r- -1--............_._ _____ ............__

-
SE

10E 9E 8E

eTri- Tar"

17M 18M 19M

robl,) I

i614--

3U/E--Looking around or looking
at board

12M--Waiting to return to seat
13M--Walking to bathroom
1411, 15M, 16M, Listening to

13M 17U, I8M, 19M,--teacher's nonacademic

1-7
..1x o .:4, 22U--Looking out window
t-,

24 20M, 21M

4.: tc

1..

o e4 23M--Listening to teacher's

directions

--- el c:
w I nonacademic directions
.!:1-.1 24M/E--Listening to nonacademic

directions or looking at book

.-;

.n
r.1

25M/E, 26M/E--Listening to
nonacademic directions

L 6.:Lablvl

....)27M/U--Listening to nonacademic
or looking at book

directions or looking around

22U 25M/E 26M/E 27M/U

><[. 1 1

571 Empty Desk *--Already counted; do not code
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6/19/80

E.1.--Continued ANSWER KEY FOR 1V32c
Observation #5--27 students

(1 pullout; 1 student out of room)

L__ ROOKS __I

1U/E--Looking around or looking in book
4M 3U r. 2U 1QLE 2U, 3U, 5U--Looking around

4M--Turning pages in book
6U /E -- Looking around or looking in

E
-- - .

7S 6U/E 5U 7S--Talking to neighbor
8U--Looking around

'--- I0E/S--Looking at book or talking
o

m

PM---....-[

ILI
to neighbor

O .:l 12U--Looking around
of 15U/M--Looking around or

H
20 1 listening to teacher's

nonacademic directions
16U--Looking at neighbor

)

17U--Looking around
19E/U--Looking in book or looking

at neighbor

11E 10E S 9E 81.1

F1 II..
14E 13E 12U

17U 16U 15U/M

....--- illi :...---.....-- ..........

18E 19E /U 21U /E 2 E 21U/E--Looking around or looking
in book

20E 23M/S 24S/E 25S/M 23M/S--Moving papers around or
talking to neighbor

24S/E--Talking to neighbor or

WINDOWS
looking in book

25S/11Talking to neighbor or

111/1
turning pages in book

1.117

- -Empty Desk * - -Already counted; do not code
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3/24/80

E.2. Independent Practice videotape

The following pages include an answer key for the videotape 1V33.
This key provides the correct categorization fox each student for each
observation.

The answer key includes the number of students present; a diagram
showing the order of coding, location, and classification of each stu-
dent; and the reasons for classification of all unengaged students.
Students out of the room are also indicated. The locationof each student
is shown by a number and a letter; the number indicates the sequence in
which students are coded, while the letter(s) tndtcatea the behavior category.
For example, on observation #1 student 8S is the eighth student coded; he is
located by the desk nearest the camera in the first row and is coded as
socializing, since he is talking to another student. The behavior codes
are as follows:

E -- Engaged
M -- Management/Transition
S Socializing
D -- Discipline
U -- Unoccupied/Observing

Ao -- Assigned Other

The specific behavior of each unengaged student is described for each ob-
servation. Where the categorization of a student may vary, this is
indicated by a slash. Thus, student 7E/U is the seventh coded, and he/she
may be coded as either engaged or unoccupied/observing. This may happen
if the student changes behaviors during the time an observation can be made.

Two symbols are used on the pictures to help observers:

cagla Empty desk

* Student has already been coded but has moved; do not
code again (e.g., *8 -- this was, the eiglich.student
coded; although he/she appears on screen again,
skip him/her)

Note; Adding the minimums or maximums for the individual unengaged categories
in an observation does not always yield the minimum or maximum for the
total number of unengaged students, since some students may be coded in
one of two or three unengaged categories (e.g., M/U).

Three dots (...) in the teacher comments indicate either a student
response or comments made by the teacher and students between scans of
the classroom.
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E.2.--Continued

TEACHER COMMENTS FOR 1V33

Observation #1
"All right, we counted by ls, didn't we? That's the way we've been counting all year,
one right after the other, one right next to the other. And we used our number line
before, we went by ls, didn't we? Well, today we're going to learn how to count by
2s, and if we have time, we're going to learn how to count by 5s. Is that faster than
counting by ls? ... It's a lot faster. All right. Kevin i8 going to walk for us
here. He's going to start at 0, and he's going to take a step that gets him all the
way over to 2. Can you get to 2? Ok. That's 2. 1, 2. He took 2 steps. Everybody
put out 2 beans. Shaun, will you put 2 blocks here so everybody can see them? Ok.

You should have 2 beans out like his 2 blocks, and will you circle the 2? He started
here. Let's circle the 2, the first 2."

Observation #2
"He started at 0, and he went over to 2, ok, and he stopped at 2. Now, can you take
2 more steps? Where are you going stop this time, Kenneth? ... 4. All right. So

put another set of 2, everybody, 4. How about 2 more steps? Now where are you? ...
6. Ok, 2 more. ... Up to 8. Do you have your sets of 8 out? You should have 2,4,
6,8. Ok. Keep them in sets of 2, keep them in sets of 2. Let's keep them so they're
in sets of 2. All right. Just like Shaun's doing. See how he has his in sets? Oh,

you can't see them. I'm going to have to change those. So you can see them in sets
of 2. You have the right number, dear, but let's fix them so that you see them in
sets of 2. Ok? ... No, you should have 8. Let's get 2 more. Everybody have 8 now?"...

Observation #3
"All right, Kenneth, how about 2 more sets? Now where are you? ... 10. All right,
everybody put out 2 more. Now, 2 more sets. ... 12. Well, all right. Now, Jason,
you can put the crayon down for a minute. How many do we have here all together,
Shaun? ... 12. Instead of counting by ls, let's count by 28 this time. Start with
O. Point to your set of 2 if you want to. ... What are we going to have next? 2,
... 12. We counted by 2s. Now point to your sets of beans. Jason, you point to
our set up here. Help me to count, ok? Everybody, are you pointing to your set of
blocks?"

Observation #4
"Yoh point to each set of 2. Now how about coming back here and as they count in
28, you are going to walk in 2s. All right, ready, 2,4,6,8,10,12. I didn't say
put them all out again, just leave them out llke they were, and point to the sets
of 2 as we count them. We're going to have to do it again. Everybody have their sets
of 2s out? ... Ok, let's leave them like you had them before, David. Ready, go. 2, ...
Wait a minute, wait a minute, Kenny's not ready. Come back and jump for us a3ain."

Observation #5
"All right, ready. 2,4,6. Are you counting along? 12. All right, you want to
try it again? Kenny? And everybody, let's watch him and let's go and point to ..,our
own sets of 2. You ready, Kenny? 2,4,6,8,10,12. ... Woop, we're going to have to
keep doing it here, everybody's nut doing it yet. Get your 28 out and poilit. May-
be this time it will be more fun if you put your fingers on the two of them. Put

your 2 fingers on them like this. Co on that way. Some of you have been doing it
all along. Ok?"
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E.2.--Continued

TEACHER COMMENTS FOR 1V33--CONTINUED

Observation #6
"Maybe it will be more appropriate if you will put your two fingers on
them like this, like you have been doing it all along. Let's try it
again. Ready - 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12. Does anybody know what would come
next? ... We're counting by 2s. ... No, that would be counting by ls;
it's one higher. Kenny? ... 14? ... All right. You want to jump to 14
for us? What's going to come after 14 if we're counting by 2s? Maryanna
... 16. All right, who can guess what's going to come next? Judy...
18. What will come next, Richard?" ...

Observation #7
"No, that's counting by Is again. 20. All right. Does anybody think
they know what's going to come after 20? What's it, Richard? 22.

What's going to come after that? Jeff ... 24. Mike, do you know what's
going to be next? ... 26. What's going to be next? ... What's going to
be next? ... 28, what's next? ... No, that's by ls again. No, 30. ...
What's going to come after 30? ... No, that's by ls again." ...

Observation #8
"32...34... No, that's by ls again...36... No, that's by ls. 38, ok.
What comes after 38? ... 40. All right, let's all start with zero and
go all the way up. Count with us here even though you're only counting
to 36. Ready. All right, you can go counting up to 12, Shawn, you'll
point to 12. Ready, 0, 2. Everybody start with zero. 0, 2, 4, 6, 8,

Uh, uh, uh, 10." ...

Observation 09
"12, 14, 16, keep going, 18, 20. All right, very good. You people may
go back to your seats. Let's look at the page where at the top you'll
see the Indian feather. It says "How Many?" How many? On the first
Indian band, how many feathers, David? ... So write your 2 underneath.
See if you can fill in all the Indian feathers counting by 2s."
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E,2, -- Continued

Slacktprd

IIE

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V33
Observation #1 - -20 students

r------ 12E

TentJ.cez 1

I Des:. _113E

18E 14E

20E

.

1:car wt.

-

18E /U:
14E

#,><, 15E

9E

8E

7U/E

6U/E

5E

4E/M

3E

2E/U

1U/E

Observation #2--20 students

B1P.ckboard
G

11E

ioE0-;12E

:13Er----]

4.., I

......1

19E

9E

I 8E

6E

5E

4U/E

3E

2E

1U

1U/E--Looking out windows
2E /U-- Looking around
4E /M -- Looking at papers or

putting away materials

6U/E--Looking at student (#7)
7U/Fr-Looking at camera or

at blackboard

1U--Looking out windows
4U /E-- Looking at camera

or at blackboard
18E. /U -- Looking at blackboard or

camera

1,121
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2/1/80

E.2.--Continued

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V33
Observation #3--20 students

ilackboard

# Line 11

-o'lc:er:s

12E

10E

BlackboAr0.

11E

Line

12E 10E

13E

18U : 14E/1

15E

16E/U
I,/

17E

20E/0

;

7%. 19E

1U/Er---Looking at camera

6U/E--Looking at camera or doing
work or looking at teacher

4E

3E

2E

1U/E

Observation #4--20 students

9E I 4E

I

3E

I2E/U

1

11E

-- Table

Teacher is providing corrective
feedback to students.

2E/U --Looks up briefly
5U, 18U--Looking at camera
14E/U --Looks at camera
16E/U --Looking at teacher

or looking around
20E/U --Doesn't have beans out

1.122
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2/1/80

E,2.--Continued

r-
_--

I

Teacher's
Desk 13

,

18E

20U

..." 1
1 . -

. . ...._.4

14

15E/

16

17

19

Blackboard1--
11E

4 Line

12E 10E

..,.........

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V33
Observation #5--20 students

1

Teacher is giving corrective
feedback.

1U, 20U--Looking at camera
.61M/E--Picked up something from

floor, then paying
attention

9E 4E 7U/E --Looking out window;
looking at board

then

8E 15E/U '--Looking around

7U/D 3E

61.1/E 2E

5E 1U

1.123

- Table -- Alnlacl- cointtd: Ll. n.. c.:11c.
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E.2.--Continued

Teacher's
Desk

I Teacher's
Desk

18E

20E

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V33
Observation 06-20 students

Blackboard

12E

Line 11E10E

13E

14E

15E

16E

17E

19E

Blackboard

9E

8E

7E

6E

55/11

1U/E--Looking at camera or
looking at teacher

3E/U--Looking at beans or
looking around

5S/U--Talking to neighbor
or looking around

18U/E--Looking at camera

4E or looking at
teacher

20E/U--Looking at teacher
or looking at camera

3E/U

2E

lUIE

Observation #7--20 students

1

1.2E

0 Line 11

Er-pty desk

9E

8E

7E

6E

5E/U

1.124

4U/E

3U/E

2U/E

lE

2U/E--Looking at camera or
looking at teacher

3U/E, 4U/E--Looking around
or looking at
teacher

SE /U -- Looking at teacher

or playing with
pencil

13E/U--Looking at teacher
or looking around

13*9---
Already counted; do not code
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E,2.--Continued

Teacher's
Desk

13

18M/E 1411/S

15:4/

11/L

1 Teacher's
Desk

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V33
Observation 118--20 students

(1 student out of room)
Blackboard

11E/M

IP Line

12E/14

10

AOMLE

17M/E

19E

16E

18

20E

12

E /IJ

13E

14E

15E

17E

EIM

9U/E

8E

7U/E

6U/E

5E

4E/U--Looking at teacher
or looking at camera

6U/E, 7U/E, 9U/E--Looking
at camera or looking
at teacher

12E/M--Listening to teacher

4E/U
or getting ready for
next activity

13M/E, 14M/E, Waiting for
16M/E, 17M/E,--teacher or

3E 18M/E,
listening to
teacher

2E 15M /U /E-- Vaiting for teacher,
looking at camera,
or listening to
teacher

1E

Observation #9--20 students

Blackboard

ht Line

19E

U.pty desk

-1/0

11E

10E

9E

6U

51.1

=1

x
1.125

5U--Playing with toy
6U--Looking at camera

7M 714, 8M--Returning to seats
12E/U--Looking at page or

8M looking around
18E/U--Looking at teacher

4E or putting on shoes

3E

2E

1E

* Already counted; do not code
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OF. Demonstration of mastery of the Engagement Rate Form (60-120 minutes)

Rationale. Observers need to be certain that they can collect data
accurately using the Engagement Rate Form. Leaders need to certify
mastery before information collection proceeds.

Materials

1/1H 35Engagement
(a-g) Rate Form
1V36--Demonstration
(a-c) of Mastery on

the Engagement
Rate Form

1T37Answer Key
(a-f) for 1H35

--Engagement
Rate Forms (3)

Strategy

Review the directions sheet ( 1H35a)
and decide which tapes will be viewed.
Observers must either demonstrate
mastery or "almost" demonstrate mastery
on 1V36c before collecting data in
classrooms. Most groups will probably
want to begin with 1V36a or 1V36b and
then go on to 1V36c. If you believe
that your group needs additional
practice or an opportunity for a
successful experience, however, view
both 1V36a and 1V36b. If the group
did very well on the last tape (1V33),
you may wish to begin with 1V36c.
Before viewing the videotape for each
classroom, be sure to read the
Pre- Observation Form and the "Hints for
Coding" page that describe the class-
room. After completing an Engagement
Rate Form for the first selected class-
room, check and discuss answers.
Answer keys showing the correct coding
of each student during each observation
are included in Note F. In order to
demonstrate mastery, participants (1)
must be within the indicated range for
the number of students engaged on at
least 8 of the 10 observations and (2)
must be within the indicated range for
the total number of students engaged.
If some people "almost" demonstrate
mastery (i.e., within the indicated
range for number engaged on at least 6
of 10 observations and within range on
total or within the indicated range on
at least 8 of 10 observations and within
15 students of the total engaged), these
people should code 1V36a or 1V36b if
they have not already done so before
proceeding. For example, someone who
begins with 1V36c and "almost" demonstrates

1.126
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8/29/80

Demonstration of mastery of the Engagement Rate Form--Continued

Materials Strategy

mastery should also code 1V36a or 1V36b.
However, someone beginning with 1V36b
who "almost" demonstrates mastery would
proceed to 1V36c. Those people who do
not demonstrate mastery may need to
code the tape again (e.g., someone who
demonstrates mastery on 1V36a but fails
to do so on 1V36b may need to code 1V36b
again if his/her errors were due to a
faulty understanding of the definitions).
You may wish to have them code all or
part of any easier tapes (A and B are of
approximately equal difficulty and are
easier than C) they have not seen before
coding the tape again (e.g., someone who
begins with 1V36b and fails to
demonstrate mastery should probably code
1V36a and then perhaps code 1V36b again
before looking at 1V36c). If partici-
pants have seen all the easier examples
on 1V36, you may wish to go back to the
definitions and 'training tapes in
Topic E and Appendix E before coding
the tape again (e.g., someone who
fails to demonstrate mastery on 1V36a
should probably go back to the
definitions and training tapes). If

participants fail to demonstrate
mastery on two tapes in a row, they
should return to the definitions and
training tapes before proceeding.

Alternative Strategies

1. Have observers complete the checkpoint between meetings. Check
completed forms at the next session.

2. Not all participants may want to use the same viewing pattern.
In this case, you may want to provide choices by using two or
more sets of videotape equipment or by setting up small group
meetings to view each tape separately.

3. You may wish to break up the coding of videotapes by completing
the activities in Topic G (Allocated Time Log) and/or Topic H
Scheduling).

142
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1. Directions for checkpoint (IH35a)

a. Purpose--ensure accurate collection of information

b. Viewing pattern--must demonstrate mastery on C

(1) Most groups use B C

(2) If want to start with easier tape, use A+ C or
A 4- C

(3) If want to start with more difficult tape, use C

2. PreObservation Form (H35b, Ausg, ilH35f)

3. Hints for coding (61222, 1H35e, A1228)

4. Videotape (1126)

5. Directions for Engagement Rate Form

t6. Calculations (1T37)

1.128
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Materials

In addition to the materials included here, the following will
be needed:

Engagement Rate Forms (3) (Forms)

3..129
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3/27/80

lH35a

i/DIRECTIONS FOR DEMONSTRATING MASTERY OF THE ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

e
Since classroom observation data will be compared to data collected

in research studies, comparisons are only valid if the observations are
carried out in a manner similar to that used in the original study. Thus
only trained observers should collect data that will be used in comparisons.
Those people collecting data should complete this checkpoint to check
whether they are coding in a manner similar to that used in the research
studies.

There are samples from three classrooms on the videotape for this
checkpoint. Individuals who are going to be doing observations in a class-
room or who are going to train others to do observations in a classroom
should "master" this checkpoint. Mastery can be demonstrated by coding
sample C within an acceptable range (i.e., 8 of 10 observations within the
indicated range and the total engaged within the range). Most observers
will probably want to begin with sample A or sample B, although some may
wish to begin with the more difficult sample C. Before coders attempt the
mastery of these tapes they should already have coded 1V33 (Independent
Practice in Observation) within an acceptable range. Alternative sequences
for viewing the tapes are listed below.

A B C

A .+ C

B C
C

Before completing an Engagement Rate Form for each classroom, read
the description for that class on the Pre-Observation Form that follows.
If time permits, you may also wish to preview part or all of the tape in
order to better understand what is happening in the class.

When completing the Engagement Rate Form, record all the identification
information and observation times in the headings as they are indicated on
the videotape or Pre-Observation Form. Also be sure to record data for each
subject in the appropriate part of the form. When recording data you may
wish to use the still-frame on a group of students so you may observe them
longer. It may be necessary also to repeat a segment several times to be
certain of what particular students are doing. After you complete a form

for one classroom, check with your meeting
leader to see if your engagement rate is within
the acceptable rage. If your engagement rates
are not within this range, the leader will
indicate which categories of behaviors you are
coding incorrectly.

1.130
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41

Teacher Peter Demetrios Subject Reading/Language Arts

Pre-Observation Form for Classroom A - Grade 6
iN35b

Observer

Time Interval 2 minutes Circle be inning

No. of Students Present 16
Part of Period

Observation Date 1OY20

Record number of students assigned to each category during the observation

----

Times
Reading/
Language Arts Math

Other Subjects
Specify:

Pull-
Out

---..--,

Out of Room
Specify:

10:02 16 students
assigned to
reading/language
arts

Pre-Observation Form (cont'd)

Briefly describe assignments for each subject and free-time activities
(attach worksheets if possible).

Reading/Language Arts

At first I will be working with a small group, while the rest of the
class is doing seatwork. Then the mall group will be working
independently, while I work with the large group on a reading assignment.
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HINTS FOR CODING CLASSROOM A

1H35c

The classroom's arrangement and the general pattern
for coding are shown. The students next to the
large table (#11-#16) return to their seats around
that table after observation #2.

The teacher makes the following comments:

Observation #1
g The teacher is working on academic content with

a reading group.

Observation #2
1 want you to complete pages 41, 43, and 44. The
second thing I want you to do is to copy the new
spelling words. Those right there. There are ten
of them. ... They are words for the next story.

This story here. ... No, the other ones, here. Ok, the third thing I want--are you
listening, Albert? ... is to do some extra writing. How are we going to find time
to do that? All right, what I want you to do now is this. Ok. Go back. Sit
along here. Get a pencil out and do these three dittos. As soon as you complete
all three, staple them and put them on my desk. They are not due today. They are
due Monday. Ok? ... As soon as you do that you move along and what do you do?
Ron? ... Number two. Yes, and when you are all done with that you can go to your
SRA folders. Ok, go right around here. Go this way... By Monday..." ...

Observation #3

13
1211

141
16,

Lars* Table I

"Ok, I'll pass these out to you. I have two papers here. As I give them to you
now the first thing I want you to do with them is what? ... Albert, would you like
to sit over there? There's more room. Ok. It's not gonna last... Put your name
on it. ... Put your name on it. Turn that chair around back. Carol... All right,
we will go over each one together real quickly. People up front there keep reading
that story. I'll be with you in a second all right. We're going to begin from the
very beginning." ...

Observations #4-#5
The teacher is working on academic content with the larger group.

Observation #6
"So what would you connect to that sentence? What number? ... Two. That happened
next. All right, so why don't you do the other two first and then go back to this
if you like. What will you be doing after this, Dan? If you complete these three?
... And put it on my desk, then what? ... Ok, but take your time with the papers.
Let's not rush through these. Ok, any questions? Come up here and I'll answer any
questions for you. Are there names on every one? ... Ok. Ok. People up here.
Let's turn to the beginning of the story. I think a lot of you have been reading
it already and you have an idea of what the story is about. What is the name of
the story, Dick? ... CommunicationJust Words. What does communicate mean? Who
can tell me that? I'm communicating, what am I doing? ... All right, they tell you
they what? ... They are happy. Are they saying anything to you or are they just
smiling? Right. That's a facial, a sign, that you are happy. What's another way
of communicating? From one to another... Talking." ...

Observation #7
The teacher is working on academic content with the larger group.

Observation #8
III/1"All right, good. ... (PA announcement) Complete that for us, Kathy. Kathy... Ok...
siren..." ... 14

Observations #9-#10

The teacher is working on academic content with the larger group.
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Pre-Observation Form for Classroom B - Grade 3

Teacher SUP loe Subject Math

Observer

Time Interval 1 minute Circle

1H35d

Observation Date May 25

No. of Students Present 16
Part of Period tp

end

Record number of students assigned to each category during the observation period

Times

-

,

Reading/
Language Arts Math

Other Subjects
Specify:

Pull-
Out

Out of Room
Specify:

11:00 16 4tudent4
a44igned
math

.

Pre-Observation Form (coned)

Briefly describe assignments for each subject and free-time activities
(attach worksheets if possible). .

Math 1 wide 4tatt the peniod by giving the students than a44ignment4

and then they witt independentey conk on them. Fina the

students mitt eithek be 6ini4hing .their math wokkbook a44ignment4

on competing two wonk4heet4 on two-digitmuttiptication. Then

they oat be checking thein measurement boxes in the 6nont o6

the ADM. IS there ate incomptete 146,daheet4 ix them, they

witt compete them. Then they wilt be doing ptee time activities :

Eeephant Timeu, People and Snoopy games, lita4h canals, etc.

1.133
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HINTS FOR CODING CLASSROOM B

WAUUM0

0 8

0 ; 0 3

6 2

Teacher's Desk

11135e

The classroom's arrangement and the general
pattern for coding are shown.

Students standing at the teacher's desk are
coded first, and in observations #6 and #8,
the second row from the right is scanned in
reverse order.

The teacher makes the following comments:

Observation #1
"When that's done, you're each going to
get one..ef these.multipiication worksheets
that we've been working on, with the
riddle at the top. . . .

We're alsogoing.to go over the two-digit

multiplication . . . you remember . . . right, um-hum, this type . . . all right . . .

right . . . all right . . . When that's finished and in my wooden box--don't
forget your name again--you're to go and find your measurement box, please.
If you finish all that you are to do in there and your worksheet is out of your

box, then Just put it on the table."

Student: "What about Mrs. Hausers group, we don't have a box yet?"

Observation #2
"All right, well then, of course, that will be with you. You don't have to be
concerned about that. Question, Doug?"

Student: 'Can we keep the boxes?"

. . No, I use those every year. I'm sorry . . . All right, the next thing is
free activity and I think you can tell me what ideas I have. Bobbie Jo . . .

The elephants, ok, the Elephant Timers - -and if you use that, will you share please?

Now you know, if you have the box, share with someone else. Anything else you can
think or? Greg, let's not . . ."

Student: "Do our multiplication cards."

Observation #3
. . All right, there are flashcards in the back. Very good. So I don't think we

should have any trouble finding something to do if you're all finished. Ok, I'll
have your papers passed out in a minute and then you can be finishing your s'ork.
Megan, I would like you to finish this exercise . . . (indecipherable) . . . Rusty,
would you close your workbook please because these two need to be finished first. . ."

Observation,#4 -#9

The teacher is working with individual students.

Observation #10
"You can't put the answers in until you add them.°
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3/1.1/80 4oPre-0bservation Form for Classroom C Grade 1

Teacher Ann SOith Subject Reading

Observer

Time Interval 2 minute

No. of Students Present 28

35 f

Observation Date April 19

Circle
Part of Period mid e

end

eginnin

Record number of students assigned to each category during the observation period.

Times
Reading/
Language Arts Math

Other Subjects
Specify:

Pull-
Out

Out of Room
Specify:

11:00-
12:09

.

'

;

' AIIII

27 students
assigned to
reading at
first. 28
students
assigned to
reading when
pullout stud-
ent returns.

Students may
work on
pussies when
reading
assignment
is done.

1 student
until
11:07.

.

1 student will
be leaving
room briefly
at 11:03.

Pre-Observation Form (coned)

Briefly describe assignments for each subject and free-time activities
(attach worksheets if possible).

Reading

Group 1 be meeting with this reading group to work on
vowel sounds.

Group 2

Students will be working at their seats. The
assignment is to write a story and then draw a
picture to go with the story.

Group 3

Other Students who finish their reading assignment may work on puzzles.

1.135
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HINTS FOR CODING CLASSROOM C

11135g

The classroom's arrangement and the general pattern for coding are shown in
the diagram. The student at desk #23 is a pull-out until observation #8.
In the last observation, the students at desks #4 and #28 are assigned to
free-time activities using manipulatives. During several observations,
students are getting materials from the right-hand side and/or lower left
corner of the room.

Teacher's
--1

Idesk 23

24

25

26 1 22

21

20

19

27

28 r

Materials

ANO

8
L---

1
.

The teacher makes the following comments:

Observations #1-#7

--Table

The teacher is working with a reading group.

Observation #8
"Let's turn to page 31 in our books, in this book, 31. ... Um-hum." ...

Observations #9-#10
The teacher is working with a reading group.

Note: The blackboard has nothing pertaining to the assignment written
on it.

151
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3/27/80
1V36

1V36 consists of three videotape clips of three classrooms to be used
(with t/1H35) to demonstrate mastery of the Engagement Rate Form.

1.137
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KEY FOR 1V36

Classroom A

1T37a

STATE
1 ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

STATE # 03 SCHOOL i 10 OATS 140

#

PART

GRADE 4 CLASS

OFDISTRICT 4

SMOL :
TEACXEJ Pur-7-rftenisi

DISTRICT fill TEACHER D CODER

OBSERVED

it S1IJDENTS Beg.
PRESENT IC, Mid.-7

CODER
1

:
t
4

End

9
TIME

2 a 4 5 6 7 1 8 I
jo.02 10:0q 10:06 10:0$ 10:10 10:12. 16:14 10:110 10118

%

IGNED 1/o 14 16 1(. 1G i4 1(o f4 1(.
ANAGENENT/

RANSITION 1 (.0 4 .- g 0 -a 0 -3 0 -1 2-3 2 -4/
ICIALIZING 0-.2, 0-)
1SCIPL i NE

43
NOCCUPIED/

IBSERVING 0-s 3- 6 4 4R-L/ /-3 0- 0-4 0.-
Q I T OF ROCM

OTAL

NENGAGED - (co 63- II (4-44 1-8' 4-6 1 -' a -1- az- é 02-7
3 AGED S Uo 3 I.Z. C4'""q 6-/67 144 1°46 1344 8-16

746

01
(..)
;.---

g
:..5

IGNED

tANAGEIVIT/

AtiSITION

ICIALIZING

I ISCIPLINE

MCCLIPIED/
IBSERVING

UT OF RCN

OTAL

NMAGED
r

'GAGED

THER

IGNED

'LILL CUT

SIGNED

D. OF

TUDENTS

Raw
- A

1.138 153
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KEY FOR 1Y36a

1T37b

TIME
10 11 12 13 14 -15 ENGAGEMENT

RATEWU, TOTAL

:41

w
4.7Vle_ti
...
L.,

LI

ASSIGNED I G. 1(00 ENGAGED

MANAGD1ENT/

RANSI I I ON a.
-

. 19 -25
r

ASSIGiED

5/- ri, %

CIALIZING 0 1

ISCIPLINE 0
iINOCCUPIW
OBSERVING 9-37

f)LIT OF Rai 0
TOTAL

1.1101GAGED 34 ati-ti
ENGAGED 9 /5 92-/..46

f3

ASSIGNED f ENGAGED

4ANAGENENT/

RANSITION
_

ASSI6Na)

1 IALIZING

ISCiPLINE

;OCCUP111/

8SERYING

I OF ROOM

OTAL

NENGAGED

,3StGal

'PRESENT

ITHER

IGNED

LL CUT

ASSIWED

# STU5ZNTS
.

1.139

1 54
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KEY FOR 1V36

Classroom B

1T37c

STATE i
ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

DISTRIU- s PART OF

SCHOOL i STATE # 0 3 SCHOOL # 0g DATE Shol GRADE 3 CLASS

Meg Ltt. OBSERVED

# STUDENTS Beg. 2%
DISTRICT # 91 TEACHER o CODER # PRESENT 110 Mid.

End

CODER

2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1I :oo 11 :01 i1:02. 11:0 it 0I ii:oS ti 04
8

I1:01111108

MRIED I' IC, i( Its, Et. IC, IL.
ANAG9IENT%

RANSITICN 944 15 -IL, lo -IS 1-l I a-3 a. 0-3 a
CIALIZING

ISCIPLINEH
r.: UCCUPIED/
A DSSiVING

il UT OF ROOM

0- -1 0- A-3

DOTAL

'NDGAGED .1-/6 1(9 N-15 1 -3

AGO 0_ to 0-P. O -4 11-/I,
1 -3 o -31q- 5

/3-14 8e-4.z 11-16 /1-16 9" -4

DTHER

ASSIGNED

FULL CUT

ASSIGIS

NO. OF

STUDENTS

P:IESENT

-1

1.140 155
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KEY FOR 11/36b

1137d

. 10 - 11 12 13 14 15
TOTAL

ENGAGINENT

RATEUAL Ivo,

: I

La

1
S

I

ASSIGNED ENGAGED

rIAIIAGENENT/

TRANSI TION

ASS I WiEa

5OCIA1.IZIM

DISCIPLINE

ta=2/
OUT OF ROCH

TOTAL

UtaGAGED

EXAM

.6

i

ASSIGNED- 110 . 160 ENGAGED
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STATE

DISTRIZT
TEACHSCHCOL& Snt.T.CN
CODER

TIME

1T37e

KEY FOR 1V36c

ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

PART OF

STATE # 03 SCHOOL # (Ai DAVE 4-141 GRADE I CLASS

OBSERVED

11 STUDENTS Beg. 1/

DISTRICT # 411 TEACHER # CODER # PRESENT 4,11. Mid.

End

IGNED

,,IIAGENENT/

RANS I T ION

1CIALIZING
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3 A
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1137f
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3/27/80

F.6. Demonstration of mastery on Engagement Rate Form

The following pages include answer keys for videotape segments of
three classrooms. These keys provide the correct categorization for each
student for each observation.

Each answer key includes the number of students present; a diagram
showing the order of coding, location, and classification of each student;
and the reasons for classification of all unengaged students. Students
out of the room are also indicated. The location of each student is shown
by a number and a letter; the number indicates the sequence in which
students are coded, while the letter(s) indicates the behavior category.
For example, on observation #1 for classroom A, student 2E/U is the second
student coded; he is located in the desk nearest the camera in the first
row and is coded as either engaged or unoccupied, since he is looking at
his book at first and then looks across the room. The behavior codes are
as follows:

E -- Engaged
M Management/Transition
S -- Socializing
D -- Discipline
U Unoccupied/Observing
Ao -- Assigned Other

The specific behavior of each unengaged student is described for each
observation. Where the categorization of a student may vary, this is
indicated by a slash. Thus, student 7E/U is the seventh student coded,
and he/she may be coded as either engaged or unoccupied/observing. This
may happen if the student changes behaviors during the time an observa
tion can be made.

Two symbols are used on the picture to help observers:

15q Empty desk

* Student has already been coded but
has moved; do not code again (e.g.,
*8 -- this was the eighth student
coded; although he/she appears on
screen again, skip him/her)

Note: Adding the minimums or maximums for the individual unengaged
categories in an observation does not always yield the minimum or
maximum for the total number of unengaged students, since some students
may be coded in one of two or three unengaged categories (e.g., h /U).

1.145
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3/11/80

F.6.--Continued

TEACHER COMMENTS FOR 1V36a

"What's a billfold? It's another name for a? ... A wallet, good. ... And
so Marybeth's father agreed to buy him something. Ok, let's go to page
one-twenty-six. ... Kim. ... Vet... What's that word, vet, mean? ... Ok,
the dog is in the dog pound. Now who takes care of the dog? ... The
doctor... He is called a? ... Veterinarian, right."

Observation #1
"Be sure to remember, vet, ok. ... Eight, eight dollars. ... Very good,
Karen. ... All right now, stop there. This is all part of having a
dog, puppy, ok. All right, Rosa... Gory... You're... That's... Silly,
isn't that? ... Thank you. ... All right, they decided on what, Jeanne
Bottom? ... Penny, all right, that's one of the things, that's easy to
call once you have decided on the name to call the pet. You decide
what made him call him that. Ok. All right now, what we're gonna do
is, is, for now I want you to go back to your seat. I want you to sit
around this side here. This side, not that side, ok? This side so you
have enough room. Look on the board and see what you have to do. I

have three dittos I'm going to give you in a minute."

Observation #2
"I want you to complete pages 41, 43, and 44. The second thing I want
you to do is to copy the new spelling words. Those right there. There
are ten of them. ... They are words for the next story. This story
here. ... No, the other ones, here. Ok, the third thing I want--are you
listening, Albert? ... is to do some extra writing. How are we going to
find time to do that? All right, what I want you to do now is this.
Ok. Go back. Sit along here. Get a pencil out and do these three
dittos. As soon as you complete all three, staple them and put them on
my desk. They are not due today. They are due Monday. Ok? ... As soon
as you do that you move along and what do you do? Ron? ... Number two.
Yes, and when you are all done with that you can go to your SRA folders.
Ok, go right around here. Go this way... By Monday... Ok, Stephen, I
want you to go to that side there next to Ronald. ... All right, for you
people up here, if you are not done with the ditto I gave you--are you
listening? Go to the story. Put aside and go on to the story. Go to
the beginning of the story. If you are reading it already, I notice
Veronica is, that's ok, keep reading it."
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3/11/80

F.6.--Continued

TEACHER COMMENTS FOR 1V36a - -CONTINUED

Observation #3
"Ok, I'll pass these out to you. I have two papers here. As I give
them to you now the first thing I want you to do with them is what?
... Albert, would you like to sit over there? There's more room. Ok.

It's not gonna last... Put your name on it. ... Put your name on it.
Turn that chair around back. Carol... All right, we will go over each
one together real quickly. People up front there keep reading that
story. I'll be with you in a second all right. We're going to begin
from the very beginning. All right, everybody look at the last one I
gave you. The one, you should be writing your name on it right now,
at the top. Look at the bottom at the one that is page 43. Can you
see'that one? ... 43. Now this is similar to one you did yesterday.
It deals with vocabulary in deciding which word will best complete the
sentence. Now when you come across a word what do you always do? ...

A word you don't know? Look it up. Ok."

Observation #4
"Let's look at #5 for a minute 'cause that ink there really spread.
It's hard to see that one word. Look at #5. Who will read it for me?
Albert, will you read #5 please? Read the sentence to me. ... Now, the
word on top is b-o-1-1. What is that? ... Boil. So if you want to
copy that, copy it with your pencil. B-O-I-L. It looks like what? ...
B-o-1-1. But it's an accident. It's i-1. It looks like that. It's
i-1, I'm telling you now, it is 1-1. All right. That goes for #10
also. Now read that, Joe. #10 ... What's that word? not stew...
Saw, ok? ... What's that word there? ... That word there is also boiling,
b-o-i-l-i-n-g... boiling... Do you understand this now? ... Ok. Let's
go on to the next one so that you understand. It's on page 44. The one
with the block on it. See it? ... See that? The block? Now here, here
again using a lot of the same words. Look at the words at the top of
the paper. Read the words for us there, Ron, at the top of the paper.
... Second word, Albert. ... Annoy, all right. You know what that word
means. Stop annoying me. Don't annoy me. You know what that means, ok.
How about the next word? ... World. Ok, next word... Destroy. Next word
... Grange ... Now using those words complete the boxes, all right? And
the blanks below that. Look at #1. This means to break. Raise your
hand for me. Which word up there means to break? ... Destroy, so the
"d" goes where? .. and the rest of the blocks go with each letter. ...
What do you think you do with that word? ... Look at the bottom of the
sheet."
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3/11/80

F,6.--Continued

TEACHER COMMENTS FOR 1V36a - -CONTINUED

Observation /15
"At the bottom, right. If you get the right word, you look at all the
letters in that block, make up a word in itself and they go down here.
So make sure you get the right ones. All right let's go on to the next
sheet now. That is page 41. It also is dealing with vocabulary words.
Now this one here is something else. This is determining the order in
which something happens in a story. This is more difficult, ok.
Like what events happen when. Ok ok, now, Bob. Ok? All right.
It says put the following stories' sentences in order. Now would you
number them in order? Underline signals. Signals means words that kind
of tell you when the ''sings happened. Look at #1; it's done for you
already. Albert, what's a signal? ... What's the underlined part? ...

Read that to me. ... at eight o'clock... Ok, that tells you when something
happened right there. It tells you what time of day. That's the first
thing that happened that day. Read the rest of the story, Albert. ...
Now read louder, the one you were reading. All right, that was the first
thing that happened. All right. Now you want to see what happened next.
What it does for you is it gives you signal words. It gives you a word
that kind of lets you know what happened next. Ok, what do you do with
the signals? You underline them, the signal words. Then you put the
number next to the sentence as you think they happened in the story, uk?
Like what would you say happened next? ... All right, ten in the morning,
ok. And the signal words would be ten in the morning. So that tells you
when it happened."

Observation #6
"So what would you connect to that sentence? What number? ... Two.
That happened next. All right, so why don't you do the other two first
and then go back to this if you like. What will you be doing after this,
Dan? If you complete these three? ... And put it on my desk, then what?

Ok, but take your time with the papers. Let's not rush through
these. Ok, any questions? Come up here and answer any questions
for you. Are there names on every one? ... Ok. Ok. People up here.
Let's turn to the beginning of the story. I think a lot of you have
been reading it already and you have an idea of what the story is about.
What is the name of the story, Dick? ... Communication - -Just Words.
What does communicate mean? Who can tell me that? I'm communicating,
what am I doing? ... All right, they tell you they what? ... They are
happy. Are they saying anything to you or are they just smiling? Right.

That's a facial, a sign, that you are happy. What's another way of
communicating? From one to another... Talking. All right, what is
another way of communicating? ... Hands, some people communicate by hands.
Ah, how about like, um, the way a person walks can you tell if they are
nervous or something like that. ... Ok, all right, good. What other
things? ... How they sit. How they sit. Always moving around. What,
are they usually nervous...maybe upset about something. Ok, suppose we
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F.6.--Continued

TEACHER COMMENTS FOR 1V36a--CONTINUED

Observation #6--Continued
see someone crying? Could be two things... They're upset about
something. What else? Someone's crying. Some people cry over what?
... They got hurt. Some people cry because they are happy. They're
crying so much they're happy,"

Observation #7
"They are so overwhelmed with joy. All right, these are ways of
communicating. Ok. Let's read the story and the vocabulary words
that are on the board here. Let's look at them. Number one is what?
... Number... Not communication, but communicate. #2. ... #3. ... #4.
... 5. ... #6. ... It's a different kind of die It's the second die.
Ok. #7. marvel, not marvelous, but marvel. 8... Dial, 9... system,
10... 11. ... It's a hyphenated word. Ok, and 12... All right now,
you'll see some of those words plus more new words that I'll give you
next week in the story. Ok, all right, who wants to begin reading?
Veronica, ok, let's start reading on page 140... Ok, continue... Ring
the doorbell. Good... All right. Who else would like to read? Lesley.
All right, remember the beginning, what the title is? Communication- -
Just Words. Go ahead... Ok, Leslie, another paragraph." ...

Observation #8
"All right, good. ... (PA announcement) Complete that for us, Kathy.
Kathy... Ok... siren... You're right. ... Often what they tell."

Observation #9
"Ok, good. ... Very good, Kathy, very good. Would someone else like
to read? Herb? ... What's that word? without...uttering. Good. ...

By the look on their faces... Ok, good, thank you. ... Who else would
like to read? ... Phillip Drury, all right..."

Observation #10
Is your name on it? ... What's that? ... A11 right. Ok... Not painters,

but--ok, stop there. ... Maureen... continue reading..."
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6/19/89 ANSWER KEY FOR 1V36a

F.6.--Continued Observation #1-16 students

4E

8E/U

9E

10E

4E

8E/T.)

9E

10E1U

11E/U
12E

13E

14E/U
15E

16E

Large Table

2E/U--Looking at book or
looking across room

3M--Moving papers around
5E /U-- Looking at book or

lE
looking at neighbor

8E/U--Looking at book or
looking around

2E/U
11E/U--Looking at book or

looking across room
14E/U--Looking at book or

looking around

Observation #2--16 students

11M
12M

13M 'Large Table
14M

15M
16M

®- -Empty Desk

2U/E--Looking around or
looking at book

5E/U--Looking at book or
looking at camera

6E/U--Looking at book or
1E looking at camera

2U/E
BE /U-- Looking at book and

looking around room
10E /U-- Looking at book or

cn looking at reading
group

z 11M, 12M, 13t1 Returning
14M, 15M, 1W-to seats

* -- Already counted; do not code
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F.6.--Continued

4E/U

8E /U

9E

10U

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V36a

Observation #3--16 students

15*

lE

2U

($)

Px

3

2U--Looking across room
411Looking around
SULooking around
6E/U--Looking at book or

looking across room
7E/U--Looking at bet,k or

looking across room
9E/U/M--Looking at book,

looking around, or
flipping pages. in

book
10M/E--Turning pages in book

or looking at book
1LMWalking to seat

Teacher's
Desk

3E

5U

6E/U

7E /U

11M

12M
13M
I4M

16M 15M 11*

Large Table

Observation #4--16 students

13E/M
12E
11E

14M/E 15E 16E

Large Table

12M, 13M,__Putting headings
14M, 15M on papers
16M--Walking to seat or

putting heading on
papers

1E/U--Looking at book or
looking around

2E/U--Looking at book or
looking at neighbor

4E/ULooking at book or
1E/U 5E /U~ looking around

8E/U--Looking at book or
2E/U looking around

10U--Looking around
13E /M-- Writing on paper and

waiting for teacher
2 14M /E-- Fixing papers or
1-1 looking at paper

®- -Empty Desk *--Already counted; do not code
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6/19/30

F.6.-- Continued

4E

8E /U

9E

10U

4E

8U

9u /E

10E/t

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V36a

Observation #5--16 students

I Teacher's 1
Desk

3E

5M/S

6M/S/E

13E
12E
11E

7E

14E 15E 16E

Large Table

Ili

2U/N

Observation #6 - -16 students

14E 15E I6E

13E
I2E Large Table

11E .

1E

2E

cnm0
CsZ
1$
M

1D--Looking at camera

2D/MLooking around or
turning pages in
book

5M/S--Turning pages in
book or talking to
neighbor

6M/S/E--Turning pages in
book, talking to
neighbor, or
looking at book

8E/U--Looking at book or
looking around

10DLooking around

7E/U--Looking at book or
looking at camera

8U--Looking around
9U/E--Looking around or

looking at book
10E/MLooking at book or

teacher giving
nonacademic
directions

EREmpty Desk *--Already counted; do not code
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6/19/30

F.6.--Continued

4E

8E

9E

10E

4E

8E

9E

10E

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V36a

Observation 117--16 students

I Teacher's 1
Desk

3E

5E

6E

7E

I1

14E

13E
12E
11E

15E 16E

Large Table

1E/U

2E

0

Observation #8--16 students

1 Teacher's
Desk

3E

5E

6U/E.

7E1U

13E
12M
11 t/U

14E 16M 15E

Large Table

1E/U--Looking at teacher or
looking around

2E/U--Looking in book or
looking at camera

6U/E--Looking around or
looking in book

lE
7E/U--Looking in book or

looking around

2E/U
11M/U--Turning pages or

looking around
12M--Walking to teacher's

cn desk
o 16M--Returning to seat

[E]--Empty Desk *--Already counted; do not code
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F.6.--Continued

4E

8E

9E

10E/U

1 Teacher's
Desk

3E/U

5E

6E

7E

13E
12E

liE /S

I6M

14M

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V36a

Observation 119--16 students

15E

Large Table

Teacher's
Desk

IE/M, 2E/M--Looking at book 11110
or waiting for
next student to
read

1E/M
3E/U--Looking at book or

looking across room

2E/M
10E/U--Looking at gook or

looking around
11E /S -- Looking at board,

looking at paper, or
talking

14M--Putting papers in order
M 16M--Returning papers to

teacher's desk and
returning to seat

Observation 1110--16 students

15EiM
1

14M
3

11E *3 16E

Large Table I

3M/E--Walking to teacher
or talking with

31 /E teacher
8U--Looking around

lE
room

13M-- Walking to learning

2E
center

14M--Putting papers away
15E/M--Looking at papers

or turning papers

0

El--Empty r'sk *--Already counted; do not code
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3/11/80

F.6,--Continued

TEACHER COMMENTS FOR 1V36b

Observation #1
N171;717711177dene, you're each going to get one of these multiplication work-
sheets that we've been working on, with the riddle at the top. . . .

We're also going to go over the two-digit multiplication . . . you remember . . .

right, um-hum, this type . . . all right . . right . . . all right . . . When
that's finished and in my wooden box - don't forget your name again - you're to
go and find your measurement box, please. If you finish all that you are to do
in there and your worksheet is out of your box, then just put it on the table."

Student: "What about Mrs. Hausel's group, we don't have a box yet?"

Observation #2
"All right, well then, of course, that will be with you. You don't have to be
concerned about that. Question, Doug?"

Student: tan we keep the boxes?"

. . No, I use those every year. I'm sorry . . . All right, the next thing is
free activity and I think you can tell me what ideas I have. Bobbie Jo . . .

The elephants, ok, the Elephant Timers - and if you use that, will you share please?
Now you know, if you have the box, share with someone else. Anything else you can
think of? Greg, let's not . . ."

Student: "Do our multiplication cards."

Observation #3
. . All right, there are flashcards in the back. Very good. So I don't think we

should have any trouble finding something to do if you're all finished. Ok, I'll
have your papers passed out in a minute and then you can be finishing your work.
Megan, I would like you to finish this exercise . . . (indecipherable) . . . Rusty,
would you close your workbook please because these two need to be finished first.. . ."

Observation #4-#9

The teacher is working with individual students.

Observation #10
"You can't put the answers in until you add them."
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3/1100
F.6.--Continued

Observation 01 - 16 Students

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V36b

1

BLACKBOARD

141:3

Ism/up nuniEl

um Ei 12.0

131-3

121

The teacher is giving nonacademic
directions throughout most of
the observations.

09E/M 0 5M 1M, 2M, 16M--Looking at teacher
give directions

3M/U--Listening to directions
08E/M 4M or looking at camera

4M, 5M, 10M--Looking at
teacher give

7E/M 3M/U directions
6E/M, 7E/M,__Looking at teacher
8E/M, 9E/M give example or

El6E/M 2M nonacademic
directions

11U/M--Looking at hands or at

IM
teacher give directions

12M, 13M, 14M--Looking at
teacher give
directions

15M/U--Looking at teacher give
directions or at student

014

Teacher's des4----1

Observation 0 2 - 16 Students

BLACKBOARD

14M (::] 10U/MO

15N0 HMO

16M0 12M0

123 13M0

El 9m

El8m

Q 7M

611

The teacher is giving directions

.0514
throughout the observation (no
academic content).

414
1M, 2M, 3M--Looking at student

asking question
about directions

D 3M
4M, 14, 04, Looking at teacher
7M, 8H, 9M give directions

13U/M--Staring at desk or

21.1

looking at teacher
give directions

11M, 12M--Looking at teacher
give directions

tM 13M--Looking at teacher give
directions or turning
pages in book

14M, 1511, 16 Looking at teacher
give directions

Teacher's deski----]

1 7'.1 1.156
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3/11/80

F.6--Continued

Observation 0 3 16 Students

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V36b

BLACKBOARD

14MEl IOM

l5M/E UM El

1 6E0. 12M/ U

El1 3M

O 9M

O 8K

O 6M

1

5114

4M/U

3N/U

2M/U

0 1M

1:0

The teacher is giving directions
throughout the observation
(no academic content),

1M--Looking at teacher give
directions

2M/U, 3M/U-- Looking at teacher
give directions or
looking around

4M/U--Looking at teacher
give directions or
looking at camera

SM--Waiting for papers
6M--Turning pages
7M, 8M, 9M--Getting ready

for next
activity

10M--Waiting for papers
11M--Turning pages
12M/U--Turning pages or

looking at neighbor
13M--Looking at teacher

give directions
14M--Turning pages

T eacher 's deg 15M/E -- Looking at teacher
ive directions or writing

Observation # 4 16 Studenti

14E0

15E

16E0

121

BLACKBOARD

10E ID

11E0

12E0

13E0

121

Emt Desk

El9E E:15E

08U/E 124E

11.3E

2fi

1E/M

ErE

0 6E

LE /M -- Working in workbook or

getting worksheet
2M--Sitting down and sorting

papers to get ready for
activity

8U/E--Looking at camera or
writing

Teacher's'deski----1

1.157 1 7 2
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3/11/80
F.6.--Continued

Observation ii 5 - 16 Students

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V36b

BLACKBOARD

14EID 10E0

15E0 11M0

16E12 12E12

El13E0

0

El9E E:15E

0 8E E:14E

E:17E E:13E

E:16E E:12E

lE

Teacher's des

Observation 06 - 16 Students

11M--Walking to teacher
for help

14U 12

15E0

16E0

Y.EY:

BLACKBOARD

11E

12E 1::]

10M

13M/C1

173
Empty Desk

06E

7E

0 BE

9E

D 5E

0411

02N

lE

2M--Taking workbook to
teacher's desk

3U--Looking at camera
4U--Looking at student 02
10M--Getting materials
13M/U--Picking up paper or

looking around
14U--Staring into space

Teacher's ,deskni
1.158
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3/11/80

F.6. Continued

Observation 0 7 - 16 Students

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V36b

14ED

15E

16E 0

BLACKBOARD

07E

08 E

09 E

010E / U

05E

04E

03E

El2M

Teacher's des4----1

M, 2M--Waiting for teacher's
help

10E/U--Writing or staring
across room

Observation # 8 - 16 Students

BLACKBOARD

14E0 11ED

15110 12E0

16E/11D

g13E0

77
Zapty

[1:110E

9E

ETE

7E

1M/E -- Watching teacher correct
workbook or getting help
from teacher

06E 5E/M--Writing; then stands
up to get work checked

16E/M--Writing; then goes to

ETE/M

teacher's desk

0.4E

0 3E

0 2E

EP

i1

Teacher's -desk.n
1.159

174
* Already cotmtad; do not code
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V.6.--Continued

Observation 0 9 - 16 Students

ANSWER KEY mijaIEL,

I

15E ID 12E0
16E0 13E 0

IS14 E U0

0
1:g

BLACKBOARD .724

011E fJ 611

010E

9E 0 5E

OW 04E

03E

1E1

0 _4_214

Teacher's desIF

2MWaiting for help
from teacher

60Looking around
7M--Getting measurement

box
8U- 'Staring across room
14E/U--Looking at paper/

playing with pencil
or smiling at camera

Observation 0 10- 16 Students

BLACKBOARD

15U/ED 11ED

16E 12ED

ED 13E0

El 14E:1

0 Empty Desk

I 7 5

al 0 6E

091

08E a 5E

07E El 4E

03E

24

121.1E

Teacher's desk

1.160

Teacher is explaining
incorrect answer.

1E-- Listening to teacher's
explanation of incorrect
answer

2m--Waiting for help
from teacher

15U/E--Looking around or
at book

* Already counted; do not code
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F.6.--Continued

[

.

Teacher's
desk

*8

245

1 '71

25E 23U

22E

26E 21E 1

27E/U )20U/E I ____J 9E

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V36c

Observation #1--27 students, 1 pullout

19E(2y5E
16E

18E 17E

*6

1M/U
13

E/S

125

IIE

10

E/U

Teacher's
desk

24U 22M

250

I .
21E

$

27E 19E

-- Empty desk

7U

6M

5E

4E

3E

2U

1E
8S

2U--Staring with hands over
face

6M--Walking to get materials
7U-- Looking at student 16

walking
8STalking to student #1
10E/U- -Looks down at floor

or lap briefly
125 -- Talking to student #13
13E/S--Talking to student

#12

14M/U--Asking student #6 for
paper or looking
around

20U /E -- Looking at paper

23U--Watching reading group
245 -- Talking to student #8

walking
27E /U-- Looking around or

looking at paper

Observation #2-27 students, 1 pullout

15E [
7E

17E/U.-- 6E

I3U

125

11S

10

9E/U

/8E

6E

4U/E

3E/U

2U

IE

2U, 13ULooking around at
reading group

3E/U--Staring at paper
4U /E-- Looking at neighbor

or at paper

9E /U -- Looking at paper
or camera

10M /U -- Returning to desk

or watching student
115, 12S--Talking
17E /U- -Looks up at camera

briefly
22M -- Walking back to desk
24ULooking around

- Table * -- Already counted; do not code

1,161

176
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1'.6.--Continued

23E

24

U/S
25

U/S

Teacher'sI
desk

26E

27

U/E

22M f -1
; Teacher's i

I desk

23U/E:

241

25E1

26E

27U

21U1

r

20E'

19E,1-

-- Empty desk

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V36c
Observation #3--27 students, 1 pullout

18E 14E
15E

17 6E 7E

13E

12

U/E

11E

10E

E

E .
1S

GE

5E

4U/E

3E

2E/U

1S--Talking to student #2
2E/U--Looks up at camera

briefly
4U/E--Looked up at camera

briefly
12U/E--Looking at reading

group

24U/S--Playing with pencil
or socializing

25U/S--Looking at camera
or socializing

27U/E--Looking at student
1126 or reading group
or writing

Observation #4--27 students, 1 pullout

17 13E

14E
15E

16E

I8M

r---
112E

in

il0E 4E

-19U 3E

5E

i8E/U
,d

I7E 2E

.1-- Out-of room
6U--Wandering around with

no apparent purpose
8E/U--Lcoking at camera;

then looking at paper
9U--Looking at neighbor's

paper
11E/U--Looking at reading

group
18M--Walking to desk
21U--Looking at camera
22M--Sharpening pencil
23U/E--Looking at student

#22 or at paper
24U--Looking at reading

group
27U--Looking at student

#26's paper

GU 1 - out of room

-- Table * -- Already counted; do not code

1.162
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P,6. -- Continued

[-Teacher's]
desk

.111

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V36c
Observation (/5 - -27 students, 1 pullout

19E 15E
16E

18E 7E

23U/E I I14U

24E 22U 113E 6E
---

25E 12U i 15E
____

21E1 111E 4E

26E *1 LI. 10E .113 3U

27U L__ i 20E L.......j
L. .!9" /E I 1 2E

8E

71.1

7U. 14U, 22U--looking at
reading group

1M--Getting a drink of
water

3U--Looking at camera
9U/E--Could be looking at

reading group or at
paper

12U--Staring and playing
with nose

23U/E--Looking at reading
group or writing

27U--Looking at camera

1M

Observation #6--27 students, 1 pullout

- , m. )1 5E

16E

19

18E 17E
Teacher's

1

desk

[ L u/E

,13E
r

r------ 14
24E

8E/U

U

25U! 23E1

i i

26E
---

112E 1 __JI5E

22E 1
1

11U M
I 1----_4

*1 21M 10E I pu
,

.

27EL 20U/E
1

19E 1--- 11- I j2E

-- Empty desk - Table

1M

7U--Looking at reading
group

114-Getting a drink of
water

3U--Yawning and looking
around

4M--Changing papers
6M--Getting up for paper
8R/U--looks up at reading

group briefly
11UScriping at top of

desk
14U/E--Looking at camera

or writing
20U/E--Looking at reading

group or writing
21M--Getting crayon
'25U--Playing in desk

* Already counted; do not code

1.163
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F.6.--Continued

24M/U

[-Teacher's

desk

25U
23U

13E 5E

12
26E U/E 4M

*10 11E

27U 22E
101_

3U

9E 2E/U

*15 21E1
_J 8E

E

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V36c
Observation #7--27 students, 1 pallout

20E 16E

17E

19 8E

15M /U

-----114
S/U

7E

6E1!.1

*10
*7

Teacher's 1 23 F----
desk v

24M/U: i

d--

2511 I 22E

26U?

27UI

28U/M;

21E

r

20E1

19E1.

-- Empty desk

Observation #8--28 students

18 14M
15M

1 6M

r

____.

13U

I 12E ...15E

I

11E 4E/U
j_.

1---- 3E/u10E

[ i8E lE

7E

6E/U

- Table

1

7U, 23U, 27U--Looking at
reading group

4M, 15M--Getting materials
2E/U--Looks around briefly

3U--Staring
6E/M--Writing or looking

for materials
10M--Walking to water

fountain

12U/E--Looking at camera or
paper

14S/U--Giggling or looking
at board

15M/U--Walking to get
materials or
wandering

24M/U--Getting materials or
wandering

25U--Playing under desk

3E/U--Looks at reading group
briefly

4E/U--Looks up at camera
6E/U--Looks up briefly
13U--Looking at reading group
14M, 15M, 16M, 17M, 18M --
Turning pages in books

23E/M--Looking at book
or turning pages

24M/U--Getting materials or
wandering around

25U--Playing under desk
26U--Watching student #27

or #28
27U--Watching student 1128
28U/M--Looking at camera or

putting away
materials

* -- Already counted; do not code

1.164
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F.6.--Continued

....st....
1._Teacher's

desk 22U

23S

24U/Sr.

25S

28M

21E

ANSWER KEY FOR 1V36c
Observation #9--28 students

17E

16ECI14E

E

-1
12

E/U

6E

11E 5E

4M
10E

20E 9E 3U/E

8E 2U

.17E 1E

26S r-- 19E/

27ti 18EN

.....

'Teacher's
I

I desk t22U

2351

2451 t 21E

25E 28M

20E

26UI 19E

*6

-- Empty desk

2U--Looking at camera
3U/E--Looks up briefly
4M--Walking to get materials
12E/U--Looking at board

or writing
18E/U--Looks up briefly
22U--Looking around

23S--Talking to student 124
under desk

24U/S--Playing under desk
or socializing

25S, 26S--Talking
27M, 28M--Getting materials

Observation 1110--28 students

18E 14E

15E/Ur---- 1
A6E I

17E

6M/U/S

13S

12

MiU 1

11
4Ao

M/U

10M -----13U

5E

9E 12U

8E lE

Table

1.165

2U--Looking at student #1
3U--.Looking at reading group
4Ao, 27Ao--Doing free-time

activity
6M/U/S--Getting ready to work,

looking at camera, or
socializing

7U/S--Looking at camera or
socializing

10M--Putting crayon away
11M/U, 12M/U--Getting materials

or playing
13S--Talking to student across

room
15E/U--Looks up briefly
22U--Playing with pencil
23S--Talking to student #24

under desk
24S--Talking to student #23
26U--Stretching and looking

at camera
28M--Walking back to desk

from bathroom

* Already counted; do not code
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G. Allocated Time Log (55-60 minutes)

*1H38
or
1H40

Rationale. Participants need to know how allocated time relates to
student engaged time and why information on allocated time is
collected. They need to be able to complete records of the time
allocated for reading/language arts and math.

Materials Strategy

1H21--Time Glossary
(a-b)

*BT2--Blank Allocated--
Time Log

1H38--Sue Lee's
(a-b) Classroom

--Allocated Time
Log (1)

1T39--Answer Key for
1H38

1H40--Lisa Hadley's
(a -b) Classroom

--Allocated Time
Log (1)

1T41--Answer Key for
1H40

*/1H42--Allocated Time
(a-b) Log

--Allocated Time
Logs (4)

1T43--Key for 1H42
(a-d)

Review the definition of allocated
time and its relationship to student
engaged time. Explain why information
on allocated time is collected. Give
information about the Allocated Time
Loge explaining its format.

Explain how Sue Lee completed the
log for reading/language arts. Note
that all students have the same
assignments. See Note G.2 for a
detailed description of this activity.
Ask participants to complete the log
for math for Sue's class. Check
answers and discuss any difficulties.

Explain how Lisa Hadley completed the
log for reading/language arts. Note
that in her class different groups of
students may have different assign-
ments during a time period. See Note
G.3 for a detailed description of
this activity. Have participants
complete the log for math for Lisa's
classroom. Check and discuss answers.

Have participants complete Allocated
Time Logs for one of the classrooms
described in AIM independently and
check their answers. In the classroom
described on 1H42a, all students have
assignments in the same subject in
each time period; in the classroom
described on 1H42b, different parts
of the class have assignments in
different subjects during some time
periods. If an answer is incorrect,
try to give the person a hint that
will help him/her to correct the error

1.166
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Allocated Time Log--Continued

Materials Strom

(e.g., you skipped a column, how about
the top, look at this column again).
Discuss any difficulties. Have
participants complete Allocated Time
Logs for the classroom described in
Appendix G (1H42c) if necessary (i.e.
if procedures used were incorrect or
if there were numerous arithmetic
errors). Check the answers. If anyon
is still having difficulty, work with
that person individually at a later
time.

Alternative Strategies

1. Complete only one example (1H38 or 1H40) in the session. If

teachers' schedules are simple (e.g., same assignments for all
students during each time period), use 11138; otherwise, use 1H40.

2. Complete only one example (1H38 or 1H40) in the session; have
participants complete the second example independently between
meetings.

3. Have participants complete the checkpoint (/1H42) independently
between meetings. Check and discuss answers in the next session.

*1. Collecting information on allocated time (5 minutes)

a. Allocated time as a component ostudent engaged time (aw)

(1) Definition--amount of time teachers spend on instruction
in a content area

(2) Student engaged time allocated time X engagement rate

(3) Increasing (or decreasing) allocated time increases (or
decreases) student engaged time (other things
remaining equal)

b. Ways to collect needed information

(1) Log is most convenient form

(2) Teacher fills out for all instruction in the subject
area(s) observed only on days observed (See Note D.l.b.)

(a) Completed before, during, or after class

(b) Older student may be able to complete

154)
1.167
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(3) Need for log--actual allocated time not always same as
intended

(4) Benefits of log

(a) Teachers become more aware of lost allocated time
as they keep records

(b) Analogy to behavior modification of smoking- -
keeping a record of the number of cigarettes smoked
results in fewer smoked

tc. Allocated Time Log (132)

(1) Information at top

(a) Subject areause different form for each subject
area (e.g., reading/language arta on one and math
on another) and/or for each class (if more than
one group of students is taught)

(b) Number of students present

(2) Column headings

(3) Activities--change when students in classroom are
reassigned to different tasks (e.g., reading groups,
spelling, math drill)

t2. Example of Sue Lee's classroom (1E38, 1T39) (15 minutes)

a. Simple schedule - -whole class assigned to same subject areas)
during each time period

b. Log for reading/language arta

(1) Entries during day

(a) Description of activity and beginning time
(column A)

(b) Ending time (column B) when assignments change

(i) Activity #2--ending time not same for all
students since working independently on
assignments in two different subject areas;
Sue records "varies"

(c) Time in minutes (column C) ending time -
beginning time (B - A)

(i) Activity 112--Sue estimates time needed by an
"average" student to complete the reading
assignment

(2) Calculations at end of day--add last column to get total
allocated time for reading/language arts

c. Log for math

*2 or 3

1.168
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t3. Example of Lisa Hadley's classroor ( , ual) (20 minutes)

a. Reading/language arts

(1) Entries during day

(a) Description of activity and beginning time (column A)

(b) En4ing time (column B) when assignments change

(i) Activity #4--ending time not same for all
students since working on several assignments
in different subject areas; Lisa records "varies"

(c) Time in minutes (column C) = ending time (column B)
- beginning time (column A)

(i) Activity #2

About half the students (12) are assigned
to reading, so Lisa multiples h x 44
minutes to get 22 minutes

Or2 or 3

Or4.c
or
4.d

Students need not be in classroom--if
these 12 were in Title I class, same
numbers would be recorded

(ii) Activity #4--Lisa estimates time needed by an
"average" student to complete the reading
assignment

(2) Calculations at end of day

(a) Total time for reading/language arts--add 'ast
column

b. Math

4. Demonstration of mastery'( /, 1143) (15-20 minutes)

bra. Directions for checkpoint

b. Directions for Allocated Time Log

c. Example of Ann Riley's classroom--reading/language arts and
math (whole class in same subject)

d. Example of Tony Casini's classrooc -- reading /language arts
and math (different students assigned to different subjects)

1,169
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Materials

In addition to the materials included in this section, the
following are needed:

1H21 Time Glossary (Topic C)
(a-b)

BT2 Blank Allocated Time Log (Appendix B)

Allocated Time Logs (2-6) (Forms)

Included in Appendix G are the following supplementary materials:

GH42c Erica Swenson's Classroom (different groups
assigned to different subjects)

GT43 Key for GH42c
(e-f)

1.17!)
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EXAMPLE OF SUE LEE'S CLASSROOM

Sue Lee is a fourth grade teacher at the fictional New Delpen
Elementary school in Eastern School District, Atlantic State.
The following table presents a description of activities in
Sue's classroom on October 8. Twenty-three children were
present on this day. Sue's code numbers are:

State--03 District--47 School--08 Teacher--YI99

Time Activity

8:30 - 8:45 Opening exercises

8:45 - 10:39 Reading groups

10:39 - 11:14

1H38a

441.: A$
, r

Reading and art seatwork
Reading- -about 20 minutes
Art--about 15 minutes

11:14 - 11:43 Spelling

11:43 - 12:46 Lunch and recess

12:46 - 1:31 Math lesson

1:31 - 2:45 Math and science seatwork
Mathabout 20 minutes
Science--about 54 minutes

2:45 - 2:59 Music

Sue has completed an Allocated Time Log for reading/language arts as
shown on 1H38b. Complete a second log for Sue's classroom for math.

1.171
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STATE

DISTRICT

SCHOOL

TEACHER

A-Viankic.

1 STATE # 03

ALLOCATED T IMF I

SCHOOL # 0% DATE

TEACHER PAN1 GRADE

OG

SUBJECT

10/IS NO.

:73- PRESENT

iktorkyns/LanEasicrn
Neu.) "De1r..1-1 OF STUDENTS

ofLet a DISTRICT #t41

ACTIVITY BEGINNING

TIME 0 ENDING

TIME ®
TIME IN

MINUTES (4

1 I),ecavn5 trours SI: 45 to : 39 tt4

2 Reo,dins stAkwor k
10: VI vartes AO

3 Sre.11115 11t4 wAt3 al
A

of

,

TOTAL 1 Co 3



STATE Ai tanA i c.
DISTRICT Eothern

SCHOOL New 1>e,1.ten

TEACHER Lee 1_____1_:

STATE # 03
DISTRICT y7
....

ALLOCATED TIME LOG

SCHOOL # 0%
TEACHER Pia,

DATE 10

SUBJECT rYLIA-11

NO. OF STUDENTS

GRADE PRESENT__

ACTIVITY BEGINNING

TIME C)
ENDING

TIME ®
TIKE IN

MINUTES ©

Lesson 11:44L 1: 31 45

2 5e.o.k work I. \lax; e S ea 0

3

4

5

TOTAL I (05

1. 99

11=.MM=i '"'"1
C.a.,
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EXAMPLE OF LISAHApLEY'S CLASSROOM

Lisa Hadley teaches first grade at the fictional
New Delpen Elementary School in Eastern School
District, Atlantic State. The following table
presents a description of activities in Lisa's
classroom on Wednesday, October 10. There were
25 students present on this day. Lisa's code
numbers are:

State--03 District--47 School--08

1H40a

Time Activity Number of Students

8:30 - 8:46 Opening exercises 25

8:46 - 10:01 Reading groups and
seatwork 25

10:01 - 10:30 Recess

10:30 - 11:14 Reading groups and
seatwork 12

Art projects 13

11:14 - 11:44 Spelling 25

11:44 - 12:45 Lunch and recess

12:45 - 1:45 Math lesson and
seatwork 17

Art projects 8

1:45 - 2:25 Language arts and
math seatwork 25

Language--about 15 mins.
Math--about 25 mins.

2:25 - 3:00 Music 25

Lisa has completed an Allocated Time Log for reading/language arts (1H40b).
Complete a second log for math for Lisa's class.

savitqw g9--1 1DAI

1.174
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STATE

DISTRICT

SCHOOL

TEACHER

Ailan.Vic ALLOCATED TIME LOG

SUBJECT

1 STATE # 03 SCE031- g 013 DATE. 10/10 NO.

Reacki LaEaskern
Notts4 VieAplen OF STUDENTS

4R5Hackie 10ISTR I CT #211 TEACHER # K GRADEI PRESENT

ACTIVITY BEGINNING

TIME 0 ENDING

TIME ®
TIME IN

MINUTES C)

Reading Tours
and 5 eakwor 14.. V.14(0 10:01. 75

2
Reading proofs
and sea.* work 10 : 30 ill 14 Q a*

3 Sreltins It. Ili 1:4-Ist 30

4 Lang.ote. arts TAcc1.40,, k 1 :45 vosie5 15

5

fi

*Adjusted since only half of class assigned TOTAL ii-ta
--_____.

I

J

0
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STATE MItlyyti c-

DISTRICT Easfer te%

SCHOOL Neu.1 1)e-Iven

OCHER Vksoile.

ALLOCATED TIME LOG

STATE #O SCHOOL # Ot DATE telio

D I STRICT 04/ TEACHER 0 IAMT. 2, GRADE i

I
ACTIVITY

Lessor and se.o.4wor k

III

---1
suBJEcTli________I
NO. OF STUJENTS

PRESENT Q 5

BEGINNING

TIME 0
ta: 14 5

ENDING

TIME ®

k 4 45

TItiE IN

MINUTES 01

404-

Sea.A-usork

1

var.tes a 5

*Adjusted since only two-thirds of class assigned

194

TOTAL 45
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410 ALLOCATED TIME LOG

The following pages present descriptions of activities in two teachers'
classrooms on different days. Complete an Allocated Time Log for
reading/language arts and for math for at least one classroom and then
check your answers. If you have difficulty or would like additional
practice, complete the Allocated Time Log for'reading/language arts and
for math for the classroom described in Appendix G.

Ann Riley teaches sixth grade at the fictional New Delpen
Elementary School, Eastern School District, Atlantic State.
The following table describes activities in her classroom on
September 28. Twenty students were present on this day.

Time

8:45 - 9:00

9:00 - 10:15

10:15 - 11:15

Activity

Opening exercises

Reading groups and seatwork

Reading seatwork. and science
activity

Reading--about 40 minutes
Science--about 20 minutes

11;15 - 11:30 Math drill

11:30 - 12:30 Lunch and recess

12 :30 - 1:15 Math lesson and seatwork

1:15 - 1:45 Gym

1:45 - 2:05 Spelling

2:05 - 2:20 Sustained silent reading

2:20 - 3:00 Social studies

1.177
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Tony Casini teaches third grade at the fictional New Delpen
Elementary School, Eastern School District, Atlantic State.
The following table describes activities in Tony's clang-
room on Thursday, March 15. Twenty-eight students were
present on this day.

i1H42b

Time Activity Number of Students

8:30 - 8:45 Opening exercises, 28

8:45 - 10:00 Reading groups and
seatwork 28

10:00 - 10:30 Recess

10:30 - 11:14 Reading seatwork 14

Science 14

11:14 - 11:44 Spelling 28

11:44 - 12:45 Lunch and recess

12:45 - 1:30 Math lesson 28

1:30 - 2:15 Gym 28

2:15 - 3:00 Language arts and math
seatwork 28
Language--25 minutes
Math--20 minutes

Complete an Allocated Time Log (front and back) for reading/language
arts and for math for Tony's class.

9i.
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STATE

DISTRiCTfiast-ern

SCHOOLutlatAwl_
TEACHER

MicovVic.
I

ALLOCATED TIME LOG

SUBJECT

0 DATE ithvi NO. OF

I

Reckainl/W.I

1 STATE 0 SCHOOL STUDENTS

AC)Tkil 'DISTRICT 0 TEACHER 0 GRADE__k_ PRESENT

1

ACTIVITY BEGINNING

TIME 0
ENDING

TIME 8®

,

TIME IN

MINUTES 0

1 Remains sroves 4 se0.4work 9:00 10115 -75
I

2 Re.gaint seciAtisor k to..is varies 40

3 5fie.tiina 1:45 Z.05 ao

4 Sus}ainta 5; len+ reAcki A a :OS a; a0 15-

6

TOTAL ISO
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STATE Aktanlri c_
ALLOCATED T I ME LOG

DI STRICT Easkern_ SUBJECT Ma4441

SCHOOL Klew belten STATE 0_

k

SCHOOL # DATE lizt NO. OF STUDENTS

TEACHER - % D I STRICT # 6,-4 TEACHER GRADE PRESENT 20

I

ACTIVITY BEGINNING

TIME

ENDING

TIME

TIME IN

MI NUTES

1 Dr% li 11: 15 I 1:30 15

2 Le-SSon Seakwor k 12.:30 1:15 Lis

3

4

5

TOTAL [



STATE A.Vickni.ick, I

DISTRICT Eo.s+err, 1

SCHOOL New-be.1pen I STATE #

TEACHER e,,,,., NI 1 DISTRICT ft

ALLOCATED TIME LOG

SUBJECT Read'%

SCHOOL # DATE 3/15 NO. OF STUD1

TEACHER W---- GRADE 3 PRESENT MI

'..)4.,
1....
...1
`...

0

ACTIVITY BEGINNING

TIME

ENDING

TIME

TIhE I

MINUTES

1 RtoA 3roups t Su:a-work 2045 10:00. '116

2 Reackint sexkikwork 10: 30 II: 14 .2 a*

3 Srelliel II:14 11:Liq BO

4 LAnsockse axis se0A-work a :15 var. i e s c1S

5

6

*Adjusted since only half of class assigned TOTAL 15
ImIlM.111,M
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STATE

DISTRICT

SCHOOL

TEACHER

A41ckrAic. ,
ALLOCATED TIME LOG

SUBJECT

# DATE BM NO

MGM.%Earn I

New elperi 1 STATE # SCHOOL OF STUDENTS

.2$Casini I DISTRICT # TEACHER0 GRADE 3 PRESENT

ACTIVITY BEGINNING

TIME

ENDING

TIME

TIME IN

MINUTES

Lesson la :4-s 1:030 Ais

2 Sea:I-war k el : 15 \Iasi e.s 020

3

5

6

TOTAL I 6,5

S
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Notes

The following notes are included in this section:

G.1.c. Allocated Time Log

G.2. Example of Sue Lee's Classroom

G.3. Example of Lisa Hadley's Classroom

1,183
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G.1.c. Allocated Time Log

The Allocated Time Log is a daily log that may be used by teachers
. to record allocated time. In the upper left-hand corner, the teacher
is identified. In the upper right-hand corner, the grade, date, subject,
and number of students present are recorded. ('Note that if a teacher
wishes to share his/her data without revealing its source, the idformation
can be coded along the top center of the form; the left-hand corner can
then be cut away.)

A different form is used for each subject. Reading and language
arts activities should be recorded on the same form unless the number of
students present differs for these subjects (e.g., if a teacher has 25
third-graders for reading and 18 third- and fourth-graders for language
arts, he/she would use one log for reading and another for language arts.)
Similarly, a teacher who has different groups of students for the same
subject should use one form for each class.

Whenever a group of students is assigned to reading/language arts
or math, the teacher describes the activity (e.g., reading groups,
spelling, math drill) and records the beginning time (column A). The
teacher records the ending time (column B) when the activity is completed
or assignments change. He/she also finds the time in minutes (column C)
for that activity for each student by subtracting the beginning time from
the ending time (column B - column A).

If students are working on assignments in more than one subject area
during an activity (e.g., "finish your language seatwork and then begin
this science assignment"), the teacher records "varies" as the ending time
in column B and estimates the time needed by an average student to complete
the activity to find the time in minutes (column C).

If different groups of students are assigned to different subjects,
then the teacher adjusts the time in minutes by multiplying by the fraction
of the class in the appropriate subject area. For example, if two-thirds
of the class is doing reading seatwork and one-third is doing a science
activity from 10:15 to 11:15, then the time in minutes for reading is
2/3 x 60 minutes = 40 minutes.

At the end of the day, the teacher adds the allocated times for each
activity to get the total allocated time for the subject area.

In addition. to using the Allocated Time Log to record the average
allocated time for a class, some teachers may wish to record allocated
time for a certain group or groups of students. In such a case, the
teacher simply uses a different Allocated Time Log for each group.
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G.2. Example of Sue Lee's Classroom (whole class assignments)

This note discusses step-by-step one of the examples that is used
in the session (IH38). Directions are in italics and are meant to be
completed as you read through this note; these same directions may be
appropriate to use as you present the example.

The example on 1H38 concerns Sue Lee's fourth grade classroom
activities on October 8. Sue's classroom schedule is relatively
simple; all students are working in the same subject areas during each
time period. Sue first completes the information at the top of the
log at the beginning of the school day.

STATEA±tai he I

DISTRICT Easfer
TSCHOOL Neatoet pen S ATE #

TEACHER Lee- !DISTRICT #.11

ALLOCATED TIME LOG

, SUBJECT Reada:g /LAI
SCHOOL # a DATE (0/15 NO. OF STUDENTS

TEACHER ITM/GRADt ?RESENT 23

The whole class is involved in reading and language arts activities
from 8:45 until 10:39, when students are given reading and art assign-
ments. For Activity #1, Sue records a description of the activity and
the beginning time. These entries are recorded below.

(A) (B) (C)

ACTIVITY

F
BEG INN I NG

TIME

ENDING

TIME

TIME IN
MINUTES

1 Reckdir5 grouirs S:45

2

3

When assignments change at 10:39, Sue records the ending time for the
first activity and finds the time in minutes by computing ending time
minus beginning time. Then she describes the second activity and
records the beginning time. These entries are circled on the next page.

2 6
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(A) (B) (C)

ACTIVITY MIMING
TIME

ENDIN3

TIME

TIME IN

MINUTES

1 React 1 rua groups 8 : 4S AD10:39.

Recui.15 secek-wori--D CIE.ID
3

Since students may finish the reading assignment at different times,
Sue records "varies" for the ending time for the second activity. To
find the time in minutes, she estimates the time needed by an average
student to complete the reading assignment (20 minutes). Sue then
describes the third activity and records its beginning time. These
entries are circled below. She records the end of spelling class as
the end of the third activity and finds the time in minutes. These
entries are enclosed in triangles below.

(A) (B) (C)

ACTIVITY
BEGIMING

TINE

EMINS
TIME

TIME IN

MINUTES

1 Recya;r5 S rOUFS B:45 10. SCI 114

2 Reading sea§ war k. 10 : 31 arms ...1D)

3 5 e.11i in MD \27/\Vil/
At the end of the day, Sue adds the time in minutes column to find

a total allocated time for reading/language arts of 163 minutes.

Sue completes another log for math. Fill out the information at
the top of the tog for Sue.

The whole class is involved in a math lesson from 12:46 to 1:31.
Describe the activity and record the beginning time. Then record the
ending time and find the time in minutes.

1.186
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The class has multiple assignments in math and science from 1:31

to 2:45. Describe the activity and complete the beginning time, ending
time, and time in minutes columns.

Find the total allocated time for math by adding the last coLumn.
Check your answers with those on the answer key (1T39).

G.3. Example of Lisa Hadley's Classroom (different groups assigned
to different subjects)

This note discusses in detail one of the examples used in the
session (1H40). Directions are in italics and are meant to be completed
as you read; these same directions may be appropriate to use as you
present the example.

The example on 1840 concerns Lisa Hadley's first grade classroom
activities on October 10. Lisa's, schedule is rather complex; different
groups, of students are assigned to different subject areas during a
single activity period. Lisa first completes the information at the
top of the log.

DISTRICT Eastern
SCKOLisitua:bpjap I STATE 0 o =

DISTRICTPla

ALLOCATED TIME LOG

SUBJECT teatVetshars.

SCHOOL # 08 DATE 0) V) NO. CF STUJENTS

TEAOIER 7147ri.12GRADE I PRESENT ?...5

The first reading/language arts activity begins at 8:46 when the
whole class begins reading groups and seatwork. Lisa describes this
activity and records the beginning time. These entries are recorded
below.

(A) (B) (C)

ACTIVITY
BEGINNING

TIME

ENDING

TIME

TINE IN

MINJTES

i
Reading troops
and stakwork $:444

2

- -

3

- -

4

. .
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When the first activity ends, Lisa records the ending time and finds
the time in minutes. These entries are circled below. After recess,
when the second reading/language arts activity begins, Lisa describes
the activity and records the beginning time. These entries are circled
below.

(A) (B) (C)

ACTIVITY BEGINNING

TINE

EWING

TIME

TIRE IN
MINUTES

I

Re...Ai rv5 5rout S
0.4 se..4-work. S:44, 0:01

-
410

.

.c
cr:e.m tv3...s.
and sea-hoof It. G: s

3

At the end of this activity, Lisa records the ending time. Since
not all of the class was assigned to reading during this period, Lisa
must adjust the time in minutes. She first subtracts the beginning
time from the ending time (11:14 - 10:30) to get 44 minutes. Then,
since about half of the students were assigned to reading, she mul-
tiplies h x 44 minutes 4x 22 minutes and records this in the last
column. When spelling begins, Lisa describes the activity and records
the beginning time. These entries are circled below. At the end of
the activity, Lisa records the ending time and the time in minutes.
These entries are enclosed in triangles below.

(A) (B) (C)

ACTIVITY BEGINNING

TIME

WINS
TIME

TINE IN
MINUTES

I

1

troopsRe.a.dios oops
asa segawo r k 8:44 10:01 '75
ReadrAns begs
(A44 sdeal-w4prk W:30 el)

3 ea!, IN4 Nippy

4

1.188
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There is only one reading/language arta activity in the afternoon.
This activity involves multiple assignments in language arts and math.
Lisa describes the activity and records the beginning time. These
entries are circled below. Since there are multiple assignments, how-
ever, the ending time is different for different students, so Lisa
records "varies" as shown below. To find the time in minutes, she
estimates the time needed by an average student to complete the lan-
guage assignment (15 minutes). These entries are enclosed in triangles
below.

(A) (B) (C)

ACTIVITY EIEGIMING
TIME

EWING
TIME

TII,E IN
MIMITES

Rcaut; not srovvs
aced seolwor k. $ 3 :4(0 10:01 15
Rea.; nts grasps
ard, sea:t-work 10:30 ii:14 .22

3 spill ins 11:14 iviiii. 30
4 ume, ox sectiw-- tfr*Nix.;/_.C17451)

Lisa finds the total allocated time for reading/language arts by
adding the time in minutes for each activity. Add the last column and
check to see if it matches Lisa's answer of 142 minutes.

Complete another Allocated Time Log for Lisa's classroom for math and
check your answers with those on the answer key (1T41).

210
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4(H. Scheduling (40 minutes)

Rationale: Teachers need a plan for data collection.

Materials

1H44--Alternative Initial
Observation Procedures

1H45--Observation Schedule
(a-b)

1H46--Pre-Observation Form
(a-b)

1T47--Forms Used in
Information Collection

Alternative Strategies

Strategy

Review the rationale for systematic
and repetitive classroom observations.

Describe the alternative strategies
for data collection and the advantages
and disadvantages of each strategy.
Select a strategy and have each
teacher develop an observation sched-
ule for his/her classroom. Then
describe the rationale for the Pre-
Observation Form and explain how it
is completed.

1. Make a videotape of the classroom during the scheduled observation
time and have the teacher complete the Engagement Rate Form for
his/her own classroom. The teacher and another observer should
code the first tape to check for teacher bias (F,e Note D.l.b.).

2. In order to account for individual differences in coding, you
may want to have different observers in each classroom on
different days.

1. Rationale for systematic and repetitive scheduling of observation
(5 minutes)

a. Accurate picture of variation in classroom throughout year

b. Repetitive observations--means of evaluating strategy for in-
creasing or maintaining levels of student engaged time

2 Alternative initial observation strategies (15 minutes)

a. Rationale

(1) Different situations require different strategies for
data collection--e.g., teachers with more than one class
in a subject area may wish to observe only one or may
wish to keep separate records for two or more

(2) Each strategy has advantages and disadvantages

b. Descriptions UL)441.1

(1) 1-2 days of observation for reading, language arts, and math

(a) Observe 1/3 of the allocated time for each subject at

the beginning, middle, and end of period on 1-2 days

1.190
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(2) 1-2 days of observation for reading and math and 1 day
for language arts

(a) Observe 1/3 of allocated time for reading and moth
at beginning, middle, and end of period on 1-2 days

(b) Observe 1/3 of allocated time for language arts
during the middle of the period on 1 day

(3) Shorter observations on 1-2 days for reading and 1 day
for language arta

(a) Observe 15 minutes of reading and math at the
beginning, middle, and end of the allocated time on
1-2 days'

(b) Observe 15 minutes of language arts at middle of
allocated time on 1 day

(4) One day of observation for each subject

(a) Observe entire allocated time on one day for each
subject

c. Advantages and disadvantages of each strategy

(1) First strategy - -1 -2 days observing reading, language
arts, and math

(a) Advantages

(i) Better sampling of language arts activities

(ii) 1/3-2/3 of period is observed in each subject
over 1-2 days

(b) Disadvantages

(i) Time and scheduling requirements

(2) Second strategy-1-2 days observing reading and math,
and 1 day observing language arts

(a) Advantages

(i) 1/3-2/3 of period is observed for reading and
math over 1-2 days

(ii) Fewer observations needed than first strategy

(b) Disadvantages

(i) Less language arts time and fewer types of
language arts activities are observed

(3) Third strategy--shorter observations on 1-2 days for
reading and math and 1 day for language arts

(a) Advantages

(i) Less time is required for each observation but
one or two days are still sampled

212
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(b) Disadvantages

(i) Whole period is not observed

(ii) Less language arts time and fewer types of
language arts activities are observed

(4) Fourth strategy--1 day of observation for each subject

(a) Advantages

(i) Easier to schedule

(ii) Easier to see classroom's patterns when entire
period is observed for one day

(iii) Better samplings of language arts

(b) Disadvantages

(i) Limited to one day, which may not be typical

(ii) Variation between days and types of activities
will not show

d. Selection of strategy

3. Scheduling observations (1241) (20 minutes)

a. Dates

(1) Typical days

(a) Not first week of school, shortened days, first
day before or after a long vacation

(b) Representative of variations in activities (e.g.,
amount of time spent on reading/language arts or
math differs or specific aspects of these subjects
are taught on different days)

(2) Observation days do not need to be consecutive

(3) 1-2 days per subject area depending on selected strategy

b. Times

(1) Part of period

(2) Duration of observation

(3) Frequency of observation

c. Observer

(1) Must have demonstrated mastery

(2) Another classroom teacher, reading or math specialist
or coordinator, principal, district curriculum coordinator,
substitute, or student teacher

(3) Different people can make observations for a subject on
different days

t(4) Teacher's ratings of own students' engagement correlates
with student aptitude, not with observer's ratings of
engagement (See Note D.1.b.)

1.192 213
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d. Pre-Observation Form

(1) Rationale - more accurate information to collected if
observer understands the schedule and planned activittem

(2) Teacher completes prior to observation day and discusses
it with observer, if possible

(3) Description

(a) Number of students assigned to each activity on
the front

(b) Description of assigned activities on back

(c) Attach assigned worksheets, if possible

4. Review of forms (1T47)

21 4
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Materials

1.194
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I.

II.

Iv.

Alternate Initial Observation Procedures

Subiect
# Days of
Observations

Length of
Observation

Part of
Period

Observation
Intervals

Reading 1-2 1/3 of
allocated
time

beginning
middle
end 1-2 minutes

Language
Arts

1-2 1/3 of
allocated
time

beginning
middle
end

Math 1-2 1/3 of
allocated
time

beginning
middle
end

1-2 minutes

Subject
i Days of
Observation

Length of
Observation

Part of
Period

Observation
Intervals

Reading 1-2 1/3 of
allocated
time

beginning
middle
end

.

1-2 minutes

Language
Arts

1 1/3 of allo-
cated time

middle

Math 1-2 1/3 of allo-
cated time

,--
beginning
middle
end

1-2 minutes

Subiect
# Days of
Observation

Length of
Observation

Part of
Period

Observation
Intervals

Reading 1-2 15 minutes beginning
middle
end 1 minute

Language
Arts

1 15 minutes middle

Math

_-

1-2 15 minutes beginning
middle
end

1 minute

Subject
# Days of
Observation

Length of
Observation

Part of
Period

Observation
Intervals

Reading 1 entire allo-
cated time

entire allo-
cated time 1-3 minutes

Language
Arts

1 entire allo-
cated time

entire allo-

cated time

Math 1 entire allo-
cated time

entire allo-
cated time

1-3 minutes

1.195
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CLASSROOM OBSERVATION SCHEDULE*

Reading

1H45a

Date Time Part of Period Observer

Language Arts (e.g., spelling, writing, grammar)

Subject Date Time Observer

J

Math

*To be completed by each teacher for his/her classroom to provide a record
of when his/her class will be observed.

1,196 21 7
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OBSERVER'S SCHEDULE*

1114513

Classroom To Be
Observed (Teacher)

Subject To
Be Observed

Date Arrival Time

*To be completed by each observer to provide a record of where and
when he/she is to observe.

28
1.197
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Teacher

Observer

Pre-Observation Form

Subject

Observation Date

1H46a

1.11p

Time Interval Circle beginning

No. of Students Present
Part of Period middle

end

Record number of students assigned to each category during the observation period.

Times
Reading/
Language Arts Math

Other Subjects
Specify:

Pull-
Out

Out of Room
Specify:

4

--.--

1198
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Pre - Observation Form (cont'd)

1H46b

Briefly describe assignments for each subject and free-time activities
(attach worksheets if possible).

Reading

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Language Arts

Math

Other

2`>1)
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Form

Pre-Observation Form

FORMS USED IN INFORMATION COLLECTION

Completed By Time of Completion

Classroom Teacher Prior to observation

(only for observation days)

Allocated Time Log Classroom Teacher On observation days for

All reading, language arts,

and math instruction

8 'Engagement Rate Form Observer On observation days during

reading, language arts,

and math instruction

221
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FORMS

The following forms need to be reproduced in multiple copies for each
participant. You may wish to color code these forms in order to help
distinguish them. Each participant will need:

Pre-Observation Form
3-9 forms needed for initial observation cycle
1-3 forms needed for subsequent observations

ilocated Time Log
4-6 forms needed for training activities in Topic G
3-6 forms needed for initial observation cycle
1-2 forms needed for subsequent observations

Engagement Rate Form
1 form needed for training activities in
2-4 forms needed for training activities
1-3 forms needed for training activities
of mastery)

6-9 forms needed for initial observation
2-6 forms needed for subsequent cycles

Topic D
in Topic E (observer training)
in Topic F (demonstration

cycle

Masters for these forms are included in the following pages. Also included
is an Alternate Engagement Rate Form which provides space for recording the
time of observation in two places: with reading/language arts or with math.

1.201
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Teacher

Observer

Pre-Observation Form

Time Interval

No. of Students Present

Subject

Observation Date

Circle beginning
Part of Period middle

end

Record number of students assigned to each category during the observation period.

Times
Reading/
Language Arts Math

1.

Other Subjects
Specify:

Pull -

Out
Out of Room
Specify:

224
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Pre-Observation Form (coned)

Briefly describe assignments for each subject and free-time activities
(attach worksheets if possible).

Reading

Group I

Group 2

Group 3

Language Arts

Math

Other

225
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State

District

School

Teacher

ALLOCATED TIME LOG

Subject

State # School # Date No. of Students

District # Teacher # Grade Present

(A) (B) (c)

Activity
Beginning
Time

Ending
Time

Time in
Minutes
(B) - (A)

I

2

3

4

5

TOTAL

DIRECTIONS

1. Fill out the information at the top of the page, including the date, subject
(reading/language arts or math), and number of students present.

2. Whenever students are assigned to the subject area, record a description of the
activity (e.g., reading groups, spelling, math drill) and the beginning time (A).

3. Record the ending time when assignments change (e.g., the activity is completed).
Find the time spent on the activity in minutes (C) by subtracting beginning time
from ending time (B - A).

Oa students are working on more than one subject area during an activity
(e.g., math or reading seatwork), put "varies" in as the ending time (B)
and for time in minutes (C), put an estimate of the time an average
student spends completing the activity in the subject area.

Oa part of the class is working in one subject area while the rest of
the class works in another subject area, adjust the time in minutes by
multiplying by the approximate fraction of the class in the appropriate
subject area. For example, if about half the class is working on reading
and about half on science during a 60-minute activity, the time in
minutes is 1/2 x 60 = 30 minutes.

4. Add the last column to get the total allocated time for the subject area.

1.204



STATE

DISTRICT

SCHOOL

EACHER
CODER

State 0

District 0 .......

ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

School #

Teacher

Date

Coder 0

Part of
Grade Class

Observed

# Students Beg.

Present Mid.

End

Time EMMEN.M.MLMEMMEMMVMMEIMIN

,,

Assigned

anagement/
Transition

1
re<
LeA

=0
5
.....
co=
oq
...

n
re

Socializing

Discipline II.
Unoccupi ed/

Observing
_-

Out of Room MI
INIMIota

linen aaed

ngagedi

=3r<z
L.I.J

ri

signed MINIMNMItransition/
nt MEM

oci al i zi ng MI
iscipline

noccupied/
bserving

ut of Room

ota
nena a ed

ngagedl

Other
[Ass' ned

ssi ned

Students
resent 2

Notes: 'Engaged Assigned 4. Total Unengeged =To be used mill if number Of students present changes during period of observation

01AECTIOUS

1. Enter the classroom about S minutes before observations w$11 begin. Fill out the information in the upper left corner of the

form; record the date. grade, number of students present (attendance), end pert of class observed (check one: beginning, middle.

or end) it upper right.

2. Record observation date (number of students assigned, not ongsged, nobs, of students engaged).

1.235 22 7



Observer's comments:

Time 12 ,_-11--_4_-14--- 15
Total En' ten

Rate

(0/

cc1--

Cd

WJ

L72

ZE

,..

0
2C

ce

Assigned
Engaged

Management/
Transition

Assigned

Socializing

Discipline

Unoccupied/
Observing

Out of Room,

Yotal
Unengaged

Engaged1

Assigned

Enlaced

Management/
transition

6ocializing

Assigned
t3 Oiscipline
I
cc
3C
Lt2 Unoccupied/
ii Observing

Out of Room

Total

Unerlgaged

Engagedl

ether
Assigned
nil Out
Assigned

Students
Present

3. Add across each row to find the total. If more than one Engagement Rate Form was used for a subject area on
that day. add the totals for all forms and record these numbers on the last form used.

111110

4. Calculate engagement rates for the dAy'hidIviding the Total liaorbrr of Students Engaged by the Total NuOhar of Student'

Assigned for each subject area.

trgagerent Pate for heading/Language Arts

Engagement Oats for kitheraties 228

Total Students Ingrd in RoadingjtmEgeftis
sow )tuocnts sslanii-Triadlta/Language Arts

Total SINdettslogAged ln Meth
Pli ntudenti Assigned-to Kith

1.206
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1

STATE ALTERNATE ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

DISTRICT I State 0 School 0 Date

AWOL I

1111,CHER IDistrict 0 ...... Teacher 0 Coder 0

CODER

Part of
Grade Class

Obst:rved

H Students Beg.

Present Mid. _
End .1111.

Time
,

. .

Assigned

Management/
Transition

ce
cc

La

4c
CD

3
Ca
21.

cc
C2

L...i

°`

Socializing

Discipline

Unoccupied/
Observing

Out of Room

Yotal

Unengaged

Engaged!

Time

',I

4-,

i::
cc

1

Assigned

Transition n

socializing

a

Discipline

'noccupied/

'bserving

ut of Room

iota]

Unenaaged

ngagedl

.111

Other
Assigned
u - ut
ssigned

Students
resent 2 --

0
1.2

fw

hot's: lEhgaged Assigned Total Unengeged IT* be used ma if number of students present changes during period of observation

1. titter the classroom about S minutes before observations 1011 begin. fill out the information in the uper left Corner of the
fem.: record tnt date, grade. number of students present (attendance). end part of clap9e,peroad (check on*: be;inning, middle,

or end) et upper right. kw

1.207
2. Pecord observatioe date (number of students assigned. not engaged. number of students engaged).



Unoccupied/
'Observing

Out of Roc

rill Out

Sstgned

Add across each row to find the total. If more than one Engagement Rate form was used for a subject area on

that day, add the totals for all forms and record these numbers on the last form used.

Calculate ettMement rates for the day by dividing the Total Plumber of Students tnoaged by the Total 'umber of Studemtt

Assigned for each subject area.

Engagement Rate for Readieg/language Arts
Total Students fn in RosidtglAnguAge its

Tairnarnts AssioftirfilriadincillanoofilM

Total Students tovoed in Meth
itantiWotrAssigned to Meth

I.2oc
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APPENDIX A

ALTERNATIVE AGENDAS FOR INFORMATION COLLECT[ON

Included in this appendix are two alternative ways to organize the
information collection session(s). Alternative Agenda A differs from the
standard agenda by presenting definitions of terms as they are needed.
Alternative Agenda B organizes information collection activities into a
series of four 2-3 hour meetings. Alternative Agenda C illustrates one
way of breaking up videotape training by interspersing other topics.

Alternative Agenda pt

Pre-Observation Meeting(s) (6-9 hours)

Agenda (Topic A--5 minutes)

Instructional Improvement Cycle (Topic B--5 minutes)

Rationale for Focus on Time (Topics C.1 and C.2--5 minutes)

Engagement Rate Form (Topics C.3.b and D--110-120 minutes)

Observer Training (Topic E--1-3 hours)

Demonstration of Mastery (Topic F--1-2 hours)

Allocated Time Log (Topics C.3.a and G--55-60 minutes)

Scheduling (Topic R--40 minutes)

Alternative Agenda B

Meeting #1 (about 21/2 hours)

Agenda (Topic A--5 minutes)

Instructional Improvement Cycle (Topic B--5 minutes)

Rationale for Focus on Time (Topic C--15-25 minutes)

Engagement Rate Form (Topic D--100-110 minutes)

Summary (Activities completed; activities to be done in next
meeting--5 minutes)
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Meeting #2 (about 111-34 hours)

Review (Activities completed in previous meeting; Topic D.2 --
15 minutes)

Observer Training on the Engagement Rate Form (Topics E.1-E.2.c--
1-2 hours)

Summary (Activities completed; activities to be done in next
meeting-10 minutes)

Meeting #3 (about 111-211 hours)

Review (Activities already completed; Topic E.2.d--20 minutes)

Demonstration of Mastery of the Engagement Rate Form (Topic F --
1-2 hours)

Summary (Activities completed; activities to be done in next
meeting-10 minutes)

Meeting. #4 (about 2 hours)

Agenda (Activities to be done--5 minutes)

Allocated Time Log (Topic G- -55 -60 minutes)

Scheduling (Topic H--40 minutes)

Summary (Activities completed so far, collecting information in
classrooms, activities for next meeting-10 minutes)

Alternative Agenda C (91-9 hours)

Agenda (Topic A - -S minutes)

Instructional Improvement Cycle (Topic B--3 minutes)

Rationale for Focus on Time (Topic C--15-25 minutes)

Engagement Rate Form (Topic D-100-110 minutes)

Observer Training (Topics E.l.a, E.l.b.(1)- (2)- -30 -90 minutes)

Allocated Time Log (Topic G--55-60 minutes)

Observer Training (Topics E.l.b. (3), E.2--30-90 minutes)

Scheduling (Topic H - -40 minutes)

Demonstration of Mastery on the Engagement Rate Form (Topic F--60-120
minutes)
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APPENDIX B

SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES FOR TOPIC B --
PHASES OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT CYCLE

(30 minutes)

Rationale. Leaders may wish to provide additional details about
applying the instructional improvement cycle to student engaged time
either as a part of orientation or as a supplement to Topic B.
Actually seeing instruments, graphs, etc., may enable participants
to more clearly visualize each phase of the process.

Materials.

1T1--Instructional
Improvement Cycle

BT2--Blank Allocated
Time Log

BT3--Completed Allocated
Time Log

BT4--Blank Engagement
(a-b)Rate Form
BV5--Classroom Scan

for Engagement
Rate Form

BT6--Completed
(a-b)Engagement Rate

Form

BT7--Completed Time
Nomograph

Strategy,

Name the phases of the instructional
improvement cycle.

Discuss the reasons for collecting
information on the selected aspects
of time.

Provide a rationale for examining
allocated time.' Show a sample blank
log to illustrate how information is
collected on this instrument. Do not
go into detail about how to complete
the log as more detailed descriptions
will be provided later. You may also
wish to show a completed log.

Provide a rationale for examining
engagement rates. Briefly describe
the observation instrument. Then view
the videotape, emphasizing that each
individual student would be observed.
Then show how this span is recorded
in the first column of the completed
form.

Provide a brief description of the
nomograph, emphasizing its purpose as
a device for quickly calculating
student engaged time.
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Materials Strategy

BT8--Third Grade
Reading Graph

BT9--Types of
Graphs

BH10--Selected Program
(a-b) Modifications

Alternative Strategy

Provide a brief description of the
research base. Show a sample graph
which indicates a classroom's engaged
time. Emphasize that different graphs
indicate different patterns. Explain
that based on these comparisons each
teacher determines what kind and how
much of a change are needed in
student engaged time and the aspects
of engaged time that need to be
modified.

Describe the activities in selection
and preparation and types of possible
modifications. Then describe
implementation and monitoring along
with the iterative nature of the
cycle.

Show only the completed instruments, not the blank ones.

1. Phases of instructional improvement cycle 11312 (3 min.)
. .

a. Collect information

b. Compare collected information with research and identify desired

changes

c. Select program modification(s) and prepare implementation plan

d. Implement and monitor modifications

e. Repeat cycle again

2. Information Collection (16 mins.)

a. Purpose

(1) Collect information from each classroom so each teacher can
make own decisions regarding program modifications

(2) Not standard prescription for all teachers, since teachers

and classes differ
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b. Aspects of time related to achievement

(1) Student needs an opportunity to learn content

(a) Amount of time provided for a subject (allocated
time)

(2) Providing time is not sufficient if student is not
working on learning the content

(a) Rate at which students are engaged in learning
during allocated time (engagement rate)

c. Instruments

(1) Log (See Topic G)

(a) Log appropriate way for collecting information on
allocated time

(b) Brief description of blank log (112) (optional)

(i) Record actual beginning and ending times for
each activity

(ii) Allocated time (time in minutes) recorded for
each activity

(c) Brief description of completed log (Aia)

(i) Reading groups from 8:51 to 10:01--82 minutes

(ii) Reading groups and language seatwork from
10:30 to 10:57--27 minutes

(iii) Spelling from 12:59 to 1:16--17 minutes

(iv) Sustained silent reading from 2:30 to 2:50 --
20 minutes

(2) Observation Instrument (See Topic 0

(a) Observation appropriate for collecting information
on engagement rate

(b) Brief description of blank form (BT4)

(i) Record number of students assigned to a subject
and count the number of students unengaged

(ii) Subtract total unengaged from number assigned
to determine number engaged

(iii) Usually 15 observations made each day for 1-2
days at beginning, middle, and end of period for
each subject

(iv) Length of period determines the frequency of the
observations

(v) Engagement rate figured in last column on the
second side by dividing engaged by assigned
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(c) Classroom situation during which observation might
be made (BV5)

(i) Camera scans middle of third grade reading/
language arts class student by student to
determine number of unengaged students in each
category

(ii) Observer notes unengaged students during first
observation

(d) Brief description of completed form (BT) as it
relates to video (BM5)

(i) Identification information at the top of the
form

(ii) First column data from video scan - 16 students
assigned and 1 student unengaged; so 15
students are engaged

(iii) 14 other observations made in thiS classroom
at one minute intervals immediately afterwards

(iv) Total each unengaged category on back of form
to assist with selection of strategies in
Phase III

(v) 75% engagement rate determined by dividing
total engaged (180) by total assigned (240)

d. Preparing data for comparison with research findings

(1) Description of nomograph (EU) - device to help you find
the number to compare with research findings

(a) Located allocated time (134 minutes) and engagement
rate (75%) on scale

(b) Draw line through these points to determine student
engaged time (100 minutes)

(2) Definition of student engaged time - amount of time
students are actively engaged in a subject area

3. Comparison and Identification (4 mins.)

a. Comparison with research

(I) Research base - Stallings & Kaskowitz Follow Through
Evaluation Study (Appendix C)

(2) Select and read appropriite graph (BT8)

(a) Explanation of graph

(1) The relationship between student achievement
(vertical axis) and student engaged time
(horizontal axis)

(ii) Inverted u (n) means more student engaged time
is better up to a point; then it declines
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(b) Student engaged time from nomograph (100 min.)
plotted on graph

b. Identification of opportunities for improvement

(1) What kind of changes--increase, decrease, stay the same

(a) Tony Casini wishes to increase his time from 100
minutes

(b) Teachers between 113-172 minutes may remain the
same; teachers above 172 minutes may elect to
decrease student engaged time

(c) Different teachers may make different changes, as
some graphs indicate more is not always better

011.1)

(2) How much change

(a) Tony wishes to increase from 100 minutes up to
125 minutes

(3) Identify aspect of student engaged time

(a) Try to increase allocated time from 134 to 139
minutes

(b) Try to increase engagement rate from 75% to 90Z

4. Selection and preparation of strategies (4 mins.)

a. Selection of strategies

(1) Review research strategies and generate additional
strategies (Ma)

(2) Select own strategy based on analysis of previously
completed data

(a) Tony's strategy for increasing allocated time based
on weekly lesson plans - reduce time in art, music,
social studies

(b) Tony's strategy for increasing engagement rate
selected on basis of completed Engagement Rate
Forms

(i) Provide multiple assignments to reduce number
of students unoccupied/observing or socializing

(ii) Discipline students privately to reduce number
of times class interrupted by discipline

b. Preparation

(1) Implementation planning

(2) Planning for monitoring
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5. Implementation and monitoring (3 minutes)

a. Monitoring implementation if complex strategy is planned

b. Tony informally monitors implementation of all 3 strategies
for several weeks before collecting data again

c. Repeat cycle throughout the year to see if strategy made
expected change in student engaged time

2 38
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MATERIALS
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BASIC SKILLS INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT CYCLE

1T1

Reading/L.A.

or Math

Classroom
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BLANK ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM
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BLANK ENGAGEMENT RATE FOAM

(Back of Fore)
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BV5 is a videotape clip illustrating the scanning process used during
classroom observations.
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COMPLETED ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

(Front of Form)
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COMPLETED ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

(Back of Form)
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TYPES OF GRAPHS

00000000e

Positive Linear Relationship.

Engaged Time

BT9

Negative Linear Relationship

Engaged Time

Inverted "U" Relationship

ABC!)
Engaged Time

"Threshold" Relationship

1.228
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Management/Transition

3

Socializing

1
Discipline

BH'O'

Selected Program Modifications

In order to reduce the time children spend waiting for help,
give students alternate assignments to complete when help is
not immediately available. You may also assign a peer tutor,
give each student a sign to raise for help, or use a sign-up
sheet or the board for students to indicate that they need
assistance.1'3

Spend 50-75 percent of math class time on meaningful develop-
mental activities and 25-50 percent on drill and practice.
Developmental activities include teacher demonstrations,
teacher explanations, group discussions, work with manipula-
tive materials, and laboratory activities. Individual
pupil tasks such as assignments in textbooks, kits, dittos,
or tapes are "drill and practice." 4'6

Increase teacher-student academic interactions. Ask students
more quesii;;;73'8

During recitation, keep students "on their toes."7

Move around the room regularly and systematically.1'3'7'8

Let students know which behaviors are desired and which will
not be tolerated. Expectations should be clearly stated in
behavioral terms. Teach them the skills of good behavior.1

Give students specific feedback (both positive and negative)
specifying what the student should be doing and/or what was
undesirable about the misbehavior.1

Particularly for students of low socioeconomic status, have
individual conferences with misbehaving students.5
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Unoccupied/Observing

MI I Oh

Project a positive attitude about academic work. Display
work well done 7-

Increase teacher-student academic interactions. The more
often a student is involved in academic interaction with
the teacher, the higher his/her engagement rate.3.5

Check students' work by looking at papers or listening to
oral responses. Student answers should be visible to the
teacher. Nonperformers should be brought into the recita-
tion. The teacher should circulate, checking performance
during recitation. Unison responses with the teacher se-
lectively listening for individual answers may be used.3'7'8

Strategies to Increase Allocated Time

Keep a log of how time is actually spent in each subject
area each day. Use this information to try to increase the
time available for reading and/or mathematics.2

References

'Anderson, L. M., Evertson, C. M., Emmer, E. T. Dimensions in classroom
management derived from recent research. Paper presented at the
annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association,
San Francisco. 1979.

2
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3
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4
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to current research, 1975.

SEvertson, C. M. Relationship of teacher praise and criticism to student
outcomes, 1975.

6
Good, T. L., 6 Grouws, D. A. The Missouri Mathematics Effectiveness

Project: An experimental study in fourth-grade classrooms. Journal
of Educational Psychology, 1979, 71(3), 355-362.

7
Kounin, J. S. Discipline and group management in classrooms. Huntington,

N.Y.: Robert E. Krieger Publishing Company, 1977.

8McKenzie, C. R. Effects of questions and test-like events on achievement
and on-task behavior in a classroom concept learning presentation.
The Journal of Educational Research, 1979, 72(6), 348-351.
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APPENDIX C

SUPPLEMENT TO TOPIC C
RATIONALE FOR FOCUS ON TIME

This appendix consists of two parts. The first part provides
suggestions for supplementary activities for Topic C (topic outline,
materials, and notes), while the second part is a paper discussing
"Research Findings on Time."
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SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES FOR TOPIC C --
RATIONALE FOR FOCUS ON TIME

(60 minutes)

Rationale. Some leaders may wish to provide additional details about
research findings on time or about other measures of time or to
provide activities involving computations with different measures of
time. Such activities are outlined here. These activities might
replace those outlined in Topics C.3 and C.4.

Materials

--Calculators
CT11--Measures of Time
CH12--Estimate Your Time

CH13--Time Nomograph
CH14--Engagement Rate and

Student Engaged Time
CH15--Calculating Student

Engaged Time
1T16--Flow Chart for

Computing Student
Engaged Time*

1H17--Time Definitions
Worksheet*

1T18--Answer Key for 1H17*
1H19--Student Engaged

Time Worksheet*
1T20--Answer Key for 1H19*

1H21--Time Glossary;
(a-b) Selected References*

Strategy

Show CT11 while discussing research
on school year, attendance year,
school day, and allocated time. Note
the constraints each previous factor
places on succeeding factors. The
levels (state, district, building,
teacher policy) influencing each
measure are discussed. Have partici-
pants complete CH12 after discussing
allocated time.

Discuss engagement rate and student
engaged time, noting research
results and the factors that shape
each. Show participants how to use
the nomograph and the flow chart,
and then have participants do CHI4
and CH15. Participants should work
independently on 1H17 and 1H19.

1H21 is provided to all as a summary
or review. Discuss academic learning
time as a composite measure involving
time, content, and success. Point
out that the program will include
independent measures of each of these
variables.

*Included in Topic C.
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Rationale for focus on time--Continued

Alternative Strategies

1. Session leaders should feel free to add to, substitute for, or
eliminate some of the research findings. Appendix C provides
additional information, a bibliography, and handout.

2. The definition of terms may be presented first, together, followed
by a summary of research.

3. Leaders may wish to reproduce and hand out the paper in Appendix C
or parts of that paper in lieu of presenting research results orally.

4. Leaders may omit discussion of 3a-c, school year, attendance year,
and school day, and CH12.

5. 1H21, Time Glossary, may be handed out early in the session.

6. See the alternate agendas in Appendix A.

3. Various measures of time have been studied: (CT11) (60 minutes)
(See Appendix C)

a. School year

(1) First limit on amount of schooling

(2) Define school year (number of days scheduled for student attend-
ance)--lst limit on amount of schooling

(3) Role of state mandates and funding policies in determining

(4) Research findings on length of average school year: 173-183 days

(5) Research findings on relation to student achievement vary- -
probably due to lack of control of other important variables,
e.g., content covered, length of school day, time allocated to
varf.ous -subjects

(6) Another reason for scarcity of findings on relation of student
achievement to length of school year is lack of variance in
length of school year

b. Attendance year

(1) Definition--number of days in year a student attends

(2) Reduces school year--another limiting factor on amount of
opportunity

(3) Role of student, home, community, peers, and school in shaping

1.233
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(4) Research findings

(a) One study of Title I class shows attendance reducing
school year an average of 45 days or approximately
25%.

(b) Philadelphia-Federal Reserve Bank Study

(i) Better attendance, the more reading score increased

(ii) Fewer unexcused absences, the more reading score
increased

c. School day

(1) Definitionnumber of hours per day students are in school

(2) Another constraint on opportunity to learn

(3) Role of state, district, union policy

(4) Research findings--average school day: 5-6 hours

d. Allocated time

(1) Definition -time teachers set aside for instruction in a
content area

(a) Amount of time scheduled or planned for instruction
is one measure

(b) However, amount of time planned or scheduled is changed
by spontaneous, unplanned events that cause variation
in day-to-day opportunity to learn. Records of when
instruction actually begins and ends verify this

(2) Again a limit on opportunity to learn

(3) Role of ",trict, building, and teacher

(a) Wide teacher-to-teacher variations
(e.g., 2nd grade math 30 min. - 59 min.

2nd grade reading 34 min. - 127 min.)

(b) Shows impact of teacher on student opportunity and
achievement

(4) Research

(a) BTES Phases II and III--allocated time positively
related to student achievement
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(b) BTES Phase II findings on allocated time always
reported for a specific setting (size of group, type
of supervision (teacher, aide, independent work])

(i) Time allocated to math for total group instruc-
tion by teacher at 5th grade level positively
related to student achievement in math

(c) Increasing time (alone) does not necessarily increase
achievement

(i) What is covered--also important

(ii) May be possible to allocate too much time

e. Worksheet (CU12)

(I) Estimate total allocated time

(2) Estimate attendance during total allocated time (Use
Principal's average daily attendance figure)

(3) Awareness of total amount of time available

(4) Year long implication of minor change in daily allocated
time

f. Engagement rate

(1) Introduction

(a) 175 hours of instruction in math provided

(b) Student in attendance 170 of those hours

(c) Student not apt to be attending 100% of time because
of talking, daydreaming, socializing, etc.

(d) Thus, another measure for rate of engagement is
introduced

(2) Definition

(a) The percent of the allocated time that a class is
perceived to be actively working, or engaged in
learning

(b) Or another measure of engagement rate is the percent
of students engaged in instruction at any given moment
of a class

(3) Influences on engagement rate

(a) Student--attentiveness

(b) Teacher--management procedures

(c) Building--interruptions (e.g., intercom)

(d) District--schedule of specials and pullouts
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(4) Research findings

(a) Averages: 60-80%

(b) Variations: 50-90%

(5) Engagement rates related to achievement--California
Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study found students with
higher engagement rates learn more

(6) Also, measures involving engagement rate are related to
achievement, particularly a measure called student engaged
time--to be defined shortly

(7) Worksheet examples on engagement rate (CH14)

(a) Engagement rate =
number engaged
number assigned

(b) Completion of worksheet

(c) Engagement Rate Form involves similar
computations

R. Student engaged time

(1) Definition

(4) amount of time a student is actively engaged in
attending to academic. instruction or tasks

(b) Productive time = allocated time x engagement rate

(2) Research

(a) Some studies have found stronger relationships between
productive time and achievement than between allocated
time and achievement (Fisher, Marliave, Filby, 1975).

(b) Time alone is not strongest indicator--how time is
spent is also important.

_.

±(c) FollowThrough Classroom Observation Evaluation:
1972-1973 by Stallings and Kaskowitz

(i) Time child involved in reading or math
highly and positively correlated with math
and reading achievement

(ii) Time measure used in instructional improve-
ment approach is student engaged time

(iii) Data used forcomiiiisoh in Phaie Two are
from the Stallings & Kaskowitz Follow Through

Stmly
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(3) Use of nomograph (CH13)

(a) Purpose

(1) Tool for multiplying

(ii) Can use to estimate answer

(iii) Can use calculator instead

(iv) Can be used to estimate/check work on
calculator

(b) Procedures

(i) Need straightedge--ruler or sheet of paper

(ii) Locate allocated time on allocated time scale

(iii) Locate engagement rate on engagement rate
scale

(iv) Place straightedge on point for allocated time
and for engagement rate

(v) Point where straightedge crosses student
engaged time scale is student engaged time

(4) Example with nomograph (or participants may use
calculator)

(a) Allocated time = 120 min.

(i) Locate on allocated time scale

(b) Engagement rate = 80%

(i) Locate on engagement rate scale

(c) Place straightedge along those two points

(d) Reading student engaged time--approximately 96
minutes

(5) Worksheet examples on student engaged time (214)

(a) Student engaged time = allocated time x engagement
rate

(b) Calculating allocated time, engagement rate, and
student engaged time (CH15)

(6) Worksheets (1H17, 1T18, 11119, 1T20)

(7) For summary or review (11421)

h. Academic learning time

(1) Term used widely in the publishings of the California
Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study

1.237
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(2) Definition--amount of time a student spends attending
to academic tasks while performing with a high rate of
success

(3) Research

(a) The more academic learning time a student
accumulates, the higher his/her achievement

(b) High correlation with achievement test scores

(4) In this program, time and instructional overlap
are studied separately

1.238
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Materials

In addition to the materials included here, the following materials
from Topic C are needed:

1r16 Flow Chart for Computing Student Engaged
Time

1H17 Time Definitions

1T18 Answer Key for 1H17

1H19 Student Engaged Time

1T20 Answer Key for 1H19

1H21 Time Glossary; Selected References
(a-b)





1933

ESTIMATE YOUR TIME
44110"<>40-0-10-<>

1. Record the number of days in your school year.

To approximate the number of days in your average student attendance_year,
multiply the number of days in your school year by your school's percent
of average daily attendance.

01112

Record the number of hours in your students' school day.

Record the number of minutes per day you normally allocate for each area:

(1) Reading/Language Arts (2) Math

2. Find the total amount of time you allocate over one school year to:

Reading/Language
Arts

Math

hours allocated
days in school year x to subject in

school day
MI6

x

x

3. Find the total amount of time a student is likely to be present for
instruction over a year in:

Reading /Language

Arts

Math

days in student
attendance year

hours allocated
x to subject in

school day

x

x

4. Write the letter of the
time.

School year

School day

Attendance year

Allocated time

cq c cV 0 (17

definition beside the corresponding aspect of

a. Number of hours in a day that
students spend in a school.

b. Number of days in the school year
that an average student actually
attends school.

c. Number of days during which schools
are open to students.

d. Number of minutes in the teaching
day available for instruction in
a specific content area.

1.241,71,
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Emwa ement Rate

TIME NOMOGRAPH

Allocated Time

1000

90

80

70

60

50

40

student En a ed Time

1.242

265

10

20

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

120

150

180

210
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[Student Engaged Time = Allocated Time x Engagement Ratel
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1.

( )) A)
ENGAGEMENT RATE AND STUDENT ENGAGED TIME

1(0.
Definition Match (2)

Student Engaged Time

Engagement Rate

Allocated Time

C1114

A. Percent of assigned students engaged
for a specific time period.

b. Number of minutes spent on instruction
in a subject area.

c. Number of minutes during which students
actually do work related to a specific
content area (i.e., student is on-task).

Calculations for New Delpen's Fourth Grade

2. On September 20th Jim Heindrick's fourth grade spelling class was observed
once every minute for eight minutes. All 25 students present were assigned t plaidwal
to a group spelling lesson. A record of five of the observations is shown
below.

Time 10:31 10:32 10:33 10:34 10:35

# unengaged students 15
1

2 5 8 5

# engaged students 10 23 20 17 20

Use your calculator to find the engagement rate at:

engagement rate =
number engaged
number assigned

0
10:33

2

25
= 10:34

10:31
10

25
= 40% 10:32

23
25

=

10:35

2. (Lost

4 .4itEnolkio

rind Cie student engaged time on each daV. Unite your answer to the nearest minute

3. On September 20th, the average engagement rate for Jim's class
was 78%. If his class was 60 minutes long, what was the
student engaged time? (Use the Nomograph to help you.)

4. On September 21st, Jim's math class was 60 minutes long and
.the average engagement rate was 85%. What was his class'
student engaged time on 9/21?

5. On September 22, Jim's math class was only 50 minutes long
but the average engagement rate was 90X. What was the
student engaged time on 9/22?

't41441 9(.7 (9 .9141.W ig '142w 2P (E %08 (!;99 t°409 (g
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2. Ann Riley's sixth grade language arts class was observed by Peter Demetrios on October 3.
Peter observed a language arts class that started at 1:15 and ended at 2:15. The data for the number
of students engaged and unengaged during the time Peter observed are recorded below. Find each aspect
of time indicated below.

Engagement rate
total number of students engaged

=
total number of students assigned

Student engaged tine = engagenent rate x allocated time

1. Jerome Kenyatta's fifth grade math class was observed by Tad Tallchief on September 21. The large group
math class started at 10:35 and ended at 11:40. The data for the number of student! engaged and unengaged
is presented below. Find each aspect of time indicated below.

TI:II: 10:36 10:37 10:38 10:39 10:40 10:41 10:42 10:43110:44 ,10:45 ?0:46 10:47 10:48 110:49 10:50 TOTAL,

62

# students

u11221UtiLL11L
# students
ej.mBed 13 20

30

25

30

0 2 3 1 4 5 8 2 1 0 2 2

30

30

28

30

27

30

1 29

30

26

30

25

30

22

30

28

30

29

30

30 28 L 28 388

' students
assigned 30 30 30 30 450

a) Engagement Rate b) Allocated Time =, c) Ctudent Engaged Time =

TIME 1:16 1:17 1:18 1:19 1:20 1:21 1:22 1:23 1:24 1:25 1:26 1:27 1:281:29 1:3C TOTAL

11 students

unengaged 25 5 1

-r

0 0 0 1 10 4 3 2 2 1 0 1 2 56

'1 students
engaged 0 20 24 25 25 25 15 21 22 23 23 24 25 24 23 319

U students
a st.ned 5 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 375

a) Engagement Rate b) Allocated Time = e) Studt,ut ;11gaged Time =

267

lqw 15 ID '14:110 09 19 '159 (rt 141>114 95 (D 4'h0 59 iq %9$ (v£

268
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RESEARCH FINDINGS ON TIME

Allocated Time

Data from four separate studies indicate that, in general,

teachers allocate between 96 and 133 minutes each day for reading/

language arts and 37 to 53 minutes for math (see Table 1).

Table 1

Average Time Allocations in Minutes for Reading/

Language Arts and Mathematics

Mann
Study
(1928)

Beginning Teacher
Evaluation Study
Phase II (1976)

Instructional
Dimensions
Study (1977)

Beginning Teacher
Evaluation Study
Phase III (1977)

Grade 3 Grade 2, Grade 5 Grade 1 Grade 3 Grade 2 Grade 5

Reading 70.4 63.6 54.9 105.8 84.5
112

Language
Arts 62.8

4

Math 39.2 37.5 48.0 48.6 52.6 37 42

Although state regulations and funding programs have to some extent standardized

the length of the school year and the school day, teachers can exercise some

control over how much of that time is allocated to a particular subject.

Studies have, in fact,, shown that there is extrame variation among teacher

allocations. For example, Dishaw (1977) reports that time allocated for second

1.245
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grade math ranged from a low of 30 minutes to a high of 59 minutes and for

second grade reading from 34 minutes to 127 minutes. Time allocated for

fifth grade math ranged from 23 minutes to 76 minutes; time allocated for

fifth grade reading ranged from 57 to 156 minutes. These differences in

allocated time suggest that some students may have two or three times as

much opportunity to learn specific academic content as other students.

Common sense suggests that the greater the student's opportunity to learn,

the greater likelihood he/she will learn. Thus, through the relatively

simple act of allocating time in reading/language arts and mathematics,

teachers can affect student achievement.

Three separate studies that indicate that allocated time is positively

related to student achievement are the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study

Phase II, Phase III of the same series of studies, and the Instructional

Dimensions Study. The Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (McDonald & Elias,

1976; Fisher et al., 1977) is a four-year series of studies begun in 1972 to

provide a research base to guide decision making for the California Commission

for Teacher Preparation and Licensing. One study (BTES-II) was conducted by

the Educational Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey, and the other study

(BTES-III) by the Far West Laboratory of San Francisco. The third study,

the Instructional Dimensions Study (IDS), was conducted by Hugh Poynor and

his associates (Brady et al., 1977). This last study tested the instructional

model developed at the Learning Research and Development Center at the

University of Pittsburgh, using a sample of Title I eligible schools from

five states, mostly in the Northeast.

1.246
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In the BTES-II study, the relationship between student achievement

and allocated time was always reported along with the type of setting

in which instruction was received. The setting included the size of the

group (individual, group, whole class) as well as the type of supervision

(teacher, aide, student or students working independently). Any summery

of the study's findings on the relationship of allocated time and student

achievement is made even more difficult, since the findings varied by

grade level and subject. One consistent finding for fifth grade math was

that time allocated to total class instruction (by the teacher) in math

was related positively to achievement in math.

The results of the BTES-IT study also showed, however, that time

allocated to some settings is related negatively to achievement. For

example, time allocated to second graders working in reading groups

without a teacher was related negatively to reading achievement; time

allocated to second graders working on math in groups with an aide was

also related negatively to achievement in math.

The BTES-III study showed that allocated time related in varying

degrees to student achievement. For example, in second grade reading,

allocated time related positively with subtests for total comprehension

and word structure, but did not relate to total reading score. In

fifth grade reading, allocated time did not relate either positively or

negatively to total comprehension. In both sacond and fifth grade math,

allocated time was related positively to a subtest on fractions, but was

related positively to total math achievement only in the fifth grade.

1,247
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In the Instructional Dimensions Study (IDS), the relationship

between student achievement and allocated time was always reported in

conjunction with curricular overlap (the extent to which what was taught

was similar to what was measured on the criterion test). After pretest

scores were taken into consideration, the variable including time and

curricular overlap accounted for the majority of the variability in

the posttest scores. In other words, the study found that, of those

variables examined. the second most influential variable (after previous

learning) is a combination of allocated time and curricular overlap.

Engagement Rate

Two of the three studies mentioned above also gathered data on

engagement rate. The IDS indicated that the average engagement rate for

reading and math was about 60 percent when data on student involvement

were compared with data from teacher logs. In the BTES-III study, the

rate for reading and math was about 75 percent when student involvement

data were compared with teacher allocated time data gathered through

systematic observation. The differences in the two rates are probably

due to the fact that general management activities, transition time, and

"down time" (when no activities were assigned to students) were not

included in the BTES-III data, but were included in the IDS; that is,

absolute allocated time was used in BTES-III data, but intended allocated

time was used in the IDS study.

1.248
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It was stated previously that in the BTES-III study, allocated time

was related only sporadically to total achievement. Engaged time, however,

was related positively to total reading achievement in second and fifth

grades and to total math achievement in fifth grade. Another research

study relating engaged time to student achievement was completed by

Jane Stallings and David Kaskowitz. This 1972 study involved classrooms

throughout the country that were using sponsored Follow Through program

models. A reanalysis of the data (Rim and Coller, 1978) showed that, in

general, the more engaged time spent in reading or math, the more students

showed achievement in that subject. However, in the case of certain

aspects of reading and math, gains in student achievement did not always

increase as engaged time increased. Expcctod gains in achievement some-

times leveled off and then decreased when engaged time was increased

beyond a certain point. In other instances, expected gain in achievement

leveled off and then rapidly increased again.
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APPENDIX D

SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY FOR TOPIC D --
ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

One activity involving identifying engaged and unengaged behaviors
is described here. You may wish to include this activity in your
presentation of Topic D after viewing the videotape on unengaged behaviors
(D.4) and before completing the coding of the classroom pictures (D.5).
This activity may also be used in conjunction with the definitions on
11122 as a part of orientation.

The following materials are included in this appendix:

D127--Chart of Engaged and Unengaged Behaviors

DT28,-Answer Key for Chart

Participants will also need the following handout from Topic D:

1H22--Definitions of Categories for Engagement Rate Form

In using these materials, have participants independently identify the
engaged and unengaged behaviors on the chart using the definitions on
11122 and then check and discuss answers.

1.251
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GlaiiCHART OF ENGAGED AND UNENGAGED BEHAVIORS

If the student is euEaged, write E in the Engaged Column. If the student is un
etaged, write one of the following letters to describe how the student is un-
engaged in the last column.

M = Management/Transition
S = Socializing
D = Discipline
U = Unoccupied/Observing

D1127

Students Assigned to Reading/Language Arts

Situation Engaged Unengaged

Stu;eat is reading aloud during a reading group.

Student is giving an answer to the teacher's question
about the story she read.

Student is coloring a picture to go with a story he
just read.

Student is waiting at desk with hand raised to have
reading workbook checked.

Student is talking with another student about lunch.

.

Students Assigned to Mathematics

Student is looking at teacher during presentation of
math content.

Student is getting number rods from the cabinet.

Student has her head and math textbook in appropriate
relative position for reading problems.

Student is calling out answers when presented with
math flash cards.

Student is listening to teacher reprimand another
student for not doing his homework.

Student is building a tower of 20 Cuisenaire rods
while assigned to solve 5+3, 2+6, and 1+7 with rods.

1.252
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41CHART OF ENGAGED AND UNENGAGED BEHAVIORS

. _ ^ .

DT28

If the student is engaged, write E in the Engaged Column. If the student IN un-
engaged, write one of the following letters to describe how the student is un-
engaged in the last column.

K = Management/Transition
S = Socializing
D = Discipline
U = Unoccupied/Observing

Students Assigned to Reading/Language Arts

Situation Engaged Unengaged

Student is reading aloud during a reading group.

Student is giving an answer to the teacher's question
about the story she read. Ii7

Student is coloring a picture to go with a story he
just read. 15

Student is waiting at desk with hand raised to have
reading workbook checked. 04

Student is talking with anccher student about lunch.
5.

Students Assigned to Mathematics

Student is looking at teacher during presentation of
math content. 175

Student is getting number rods from the cabinet.
/14

,-

Student has her head and math textbook in appropriate
relative position for reading problems.

Student is calling out answers when presented with
math flash cards.

Student is listening to teacher reprimand another
student for not doing his homework. D
Student is building a tower of 20 Cuisenaire rods
while assigned to solve 5+3, 2+6, and 1+7 with rods. 1.4- J
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APPENDIX g

SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES FOR TOPIC E

OBSERVER TRAINING ON THE ENGAGEMENT RATE FORM

This appendix contains the materials and notes for six supplementary five-
observation videotape segments (Supplementary Tape for Appendix E). Leaders
may wish to use one or more of these segments as review or extra practice in
appropriate situations. A description of each segment follows; the segments
are sequenced according to their difficulty, with the easier ones first.

EV32d Middle of first grade reading; teacher-directed whole class
lesson on single and double consonants and naming and
describing words

EV32e Continuation of EV32d

'EV32f Middle of fourth-grade reading; teacher-directed correction
of workbooks with whole class

EV32g Middle of first grade math; seatwork (continuation of 1V32c)

EV32h Middle of sixth grade math; teacher-directed whole-class
review of homework and recording of scores followed by new
assignment and seatwork

EV32i Continuation of EV32h

If supplementary tapes are needed or desired, Research for Better Schools
will provide regional agencies with a tape, handouts, transparencies,
and notes in return for a blank 1-hour tape.
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